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Court
Reverses
Findings
The Kentucky Supreme Court has
reversed the findings of Judge James
M. Lassiter of the Calloway Circuit
Court in the case of the Kentucky
Departmfrit of Human Resources vs.
Kentucky Products Inc. of Almo.
The company, which produces candy in the old Alino School building,
had about $40,000 worth of its product
seized by state agents in August 1979
for violation of the Kentucky Food,
Drug and Cosmetic Act.
The state alleged that the seized
candy was adulterated in that it had
been "produced, prepared, packed or
held...under unsanitary conditions."
Following a hearing in September
1979,the Calloway Circuit Court found
that the seized candy was not
adulterated. The state appealed to the
Kentucky Court of Appeals and that
court upheld the circuit court ruling.
The Supreme Court decision reverses
both lower courts.
"We are of the opinion that the
evidence was sufficient to clearly
establish that the products come
within the statutory definition of
adulterated foods and the trial court
should have so found," according to
the Supreme Court decision.
The decision, according to
Frankfort sources, means that the
seized candy can now be destroyed.
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Ethics Group Rejects
Complaint On Hubbard
WASHINGTON (AP) — A comMs. Bernstein said she will ask her
plaint that Rep. Carroll Hubbard, D- Washington attorney to set up a
Ky., misused employees of his mer- meeting for her with Ethics Commitchant marine subcommittee evidently tee chairman Louis Stokes.
has been rejected by the House Ethics
Stokes,D-Ohio,said through an aide
Committee.
that he had no comment.
But Claire M. Bernstein, a former
Ms. Bernstein, fired by Hubbard in
subcommittee employee who made April, said Ethics Committee staff
the complaint, said she intends to pur- director John M.Swanner told her in a
sue the matter.
June 3 letter that the rule she cited in

her complaint did not apply to her.
She made her complaint to House
Speaker Thomas P. "Tip" O'Neill
after she was fired from the Merchant
Marine Committee's Subcommittee
on the Panama Canal and Outer Continental Shelf.
Ms. Bernstein claimed that HubSee HU BBA RD,
Page 18, Column 3

Patient Fees Lower at MCCH

NEW POSTMASTER — Louis D. McNeilly (above, middle)today was
sworn in as the new postmaster of the Hazel Post Office. McNeilly
previously served 15 years in the Paducah and Mayfield post offices.
Bob Palstring (right), postal systems examiner from Evansville, administered the oath. ha N. Dunn (left), former Hazel postmaster, also
was on hand and was presented by Palstring (below) a certificate
recognizing her services to the postal system.

By JOHN SALERNO
—and it's easy to see that the effect of tients in 1980 was $1,102.88, while the
MCCH's operation goes beyond pro- two Paducah hospitals charged more
Staff Writer .
Inflation has made an impact on viding medical care.
than $1,200.
every aspect of industry across
The inflationary trend in hospital
The study, conducted by Kentucky
America, and the hospital business is Blue Cross/Blue Shield shows the „care costs is also apparent in the
no exception. A recent study shows local hospital's average rates are study's listing of the average cost for
that, despite steady increases since lower than fees charged at Western a day's stay. In 1976, it cost about $100
1976, rates at Murray-Calloway Coun- Baptist and Lourdes hospitals in a day for care at MCCH, but that rate
ty Hospital still are lower than those Paducah and Mayfield's Community had increased steadily through the
at other major hospitals in this area.
years. The 1980 cost is listed at
Hospital.
Couple this with the fact that the
The study shows the MCCH average $174.49.
local facility is one of the major total cost for each patient has jumped
But the local hospital still ranks
employers in the community — with from $547.86 in 1976 to $851.58 in 1980. lowest of the four area hospitals.
an annual payroll of over $6.5 million The average cost for Mayfield pa- Western Baptist came closest in this
category, charging $200 daily. Last
year Mayfield Hospital billed its patients an average of $237.24 a day,
while Lourdes patients paid $208.26.
MCCH also. rates lowest among the
four in average costs of medicine; x-A Hymn For Kentucky," an
The literature of Kentucky is rays, physical therapy and surgery.
original production celebrating the highlighted with interpretations from
Stuart Poston, MCCH admusic, lore and legend of the state, works such as "The Thread That ministrator,said Tuesday the hospital
premieres at 8 tonight on the open-air Runs So True," by Jesse Stuart, and utilizes several money-saving
stage of the old freight depot in the "Mountain Whipporwill," by StEphen measures to keep its rates the lower.
Murray-Calloway County Park.
The hospital's low employee-patient
Vincent Benet.
The presentation, which opens the
ratio
policy is the main factor in keepA tribute to the music of Stephen
Murray-Calloway County Community Foster features favorites like ing rates low, accordingto Poston. He
Theatre's summer season,is"a revue "Swanee River," "Oh, Suzannah" explained the majority of the budget
of Kentucky folk, tunes, folk lore and and, appropriately, "My Old Ken- is allocated for staff salaries, and
history," according to Richard Valen- tucky Home."
costs carsbe minimized by not having
tine, Community Theatre producingan excessive staff.
The entire show is filled with tall
director.
Other means of eliminating extra
"It's both an introduction to and a tales,stories and anecdotes from Ken- costs include membership in a group
reminiscence of the state," Valentine tucky's heritage of humor — especial- purchasing plan with "several hunly the works of former Murray
said. "We're featuring elements unidred" other hospitals, Poston said. He
que to Kentucky which have been in- newspaperman and tong-time said the plan enables MCCH to purCourier-Journal columnist, Joe
corporated into American culture."
chase high-volume supplies, such as
Creason.
From the state's rich spiritual
intravenous solutions, at as much as
Cast members are: Mark Cunn- 62 percent off the regular price.
heritage will come a recreation of an
1830 revival service, complete with ingham, Joey George, Pat George,
He also said the hospital trims costs
traditional hymns, "congregational" Mary Jane McGuire, B.J. McMichael, by doing its own laundry and parSee HYMN,
singing and a generous helping of fire
See HOSPITAL.
Page 18, Column 3
and brimstone.
Page 13, Column 1

'A Hymn For Kentucky'Opens
Tonight At City-County Park

Lassiter
Declares
Mistrial
Judge James M. Lassiter declared
a mistrial Wednesday in Calloway
Circuit Court in the third degree
burglary trial of David Allan
Fogelsong, Jackie Broach and
Samuel Johnson.
The men are charged in the April 26
burglary of the Sinking Spring Baptist
Louis D. McNeilly this morning was
Church.
sworn in as postmaster of the Hazel
Lassiter said he declared the Post Office.
mistrial because he found some imThe oath was administered by Bob
proper evidence had been given to the Palstring, postal systems examiner
jury. He noted that the jury had not from Evansville.
reached a verdict when the mistrial
A 15-year veteran of the postal serwas announced.
vice, McNeilly officially will assume
Assistant commonwealth's attorney the position Saturday.
Bill Pinkston said the trial is expected
The Hazel post office serves about
to be rescheduled in September.
1,000 customers.
The three men also face other
McNeilly, who resides at 1225 Suncharges in addition to the third degree nyside Dr., Mayfield, formerly was
burglary charge. Fogelsong is charg- employed at the Paducah and
ed with possession of burglary tools
and second degree persistent felony
offender, Broach with first degree
persistent felony offender, and
Johnson with second degree persistent felony offender.
In other court action Wednesday,
PADUCAH, Ky. — The Western
Terry Rule pleaded guilty to third Kentucky Regional Mental Healthdegree burglary. Commonwealth's at- Mental Retardation Board, Inc., is
torney Ron Christopher recommend- seeking nominations from the public
ed one year in the penitentiary with for persons to be considered as a recifinal sentencing set July 24.
pient of the 1981 Lovey Ftaburn Award
Wanda Ballard, who was charged in recognition of that person's conwith possession of a controlled tributinns to mental health, mental
substance, was fined $500. Charges retardation or substance abuse proweredismissed against Joseph Reed.grams in the nine western Kentucky
and Jacqueline Sims.
counties.
According to Peggy Billington,
chairperson of the Board's
Nominating Committee, this is an opportunity for members of the community to acknowledge the significant
contribution in community service to
A report on the food service pro- these programs by one of their fellow
gram by director Glinda Jeffrey tops citizens. Persons nominated for the
the agenda for the Thursday, June 11, award may be from any of the nine
meeting of the Murray Independent counties served by the Board and may
come from any walk of life.
Board of Education.
The meeting is set for 7:30 p.m. at
The award, instituted in 1977, is in
the board office building.
memory of Lovey Raburn who served
Other agenda items include con- as a member of the Regional Board
sideration of gasoline bids for 1981-82 from Carlisle County until her death
and personnel recommendations.
in January of 1977. Previous reci-

McNeilly Is Sworn In As
Postmaster At Hazel
Mayfield post offices as a clerk.
Prior to working for the postal
system, McNeilly spent over 20 years
in the United States Army.
McNeilly and his wife, Mary, have
one daughter, Terri, a student at Murray State University.
McNeilly replaces Ila N. Dunn, who
was at the Hazel post office for eight
years.
Dunn, who retired Jan. 16, was
presented a certificate of merit by
Palstring from John Doran, regional
postmaster general.

Board Seeks Nominations
For Lovey Rabum Award

Food Service Report
Tops Agenda For
City School Board
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mostly cloudy
Mostly cloudy with a good
chance of thunderstorms today,
tonight and Friday. Highs today
and Friday in the mid to upper
80s. Lows tonight around 70.
Kentucky Extended Forecast
Saturday through Monday:
Chance of showers each day.
Lows from the mid 60s to around
70 and highs in the mid to upper
80s.
Lake Levels
Lake Barkley
359.60
Kentucky Lake
359.50

pients include Dan Akin, Paducah,
Betty Lowry, Murray, and Mary
Criswell, Mayfield.
Persons wishing to nominate someone for consideration, should mail
the name of their candidate, along
with a brief summary explaining why
that candidate merits the award, to
Mrs. Peggy Billington, P.O. Box 686,
Murray, Ky. 42071. The deadline for
receiving nominations is Friday, July
10. The recipient will receive the
award at the annual meeting of the
regional Board in September.

1

'HYMN FOR KENJACKY' — Cast members from the Murray-Calloway County Community Theatre's production of "A Hymn For Kentucky," which,opens tonight, are shown in rehearsal on the deck of the old freight
depot in the Murray-Calloway County Park. They are, back row,from left, Mary Jane McGuire, Renee Taylor,
Leila Umar, Bill Phillips, Jay Overton, B. J. McMichael and Mark Cunningham. Seated are,from left, Pat George
and Joey George. The production begins at 8 p.m. and will run through Saturday. Information and reservations may be obtained by calling the Ticketline at 759-1 752.

Financing Of MSU Athletics

Task Force Debates Ways To Trim Deficit
By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Writer
The Murray State University task
forde on the financing of intercollegiate athletics Wednesday
debated various ways to trim the
school's athletic deficit.
The task force, chaired by Dr. Marshall Gordon, vice president for
university services, was formed by
President Constantine W. Curris as
directed by the Board of Regents on
May 9.
Gordon announced that the president's cabinet last week approved a
recommendation to eliminate general
admission tickets for home football
games. Under the proposal, all seats
for the games this season would be
reserved and will cost $4,$5.and $6.
The reserved box chair seats would
also go up from $6 to $7, Gordon
reported.
The meeting was an open discussion
in which task force members voiced
various opinions on how the athletic
deficit could be decreased.

Budget director Jim Hall said he is
awaiting data from the Council on
Higher Education regarding athletic
spending by state universities, and he
said it would be inappropriate to act
on any proposals without the correct
data.
Charging students admission to
home basketball and football games
was one proposal debated by the task
force.
Jimmy Wilder, athletic promotions
director, reported 60,000 students attended home games in the two sports
during the 1980-81 season. Dr. Michael
Ridley, incoming president of the
Racer Club, approved of the idea and
said charging students could mean an
additional $100,000 revenue for next
year.
He said it was probable that some
people would resent any increases,
but added, it will mean "an instant,
significant increase in revenue."
Gordon said he Met last week with
basketball coach Ron Greene, Frank
Beamer,football coach,and Wilder to

discuss the possibility of "increasing
the level of contribution" for Racer
Club members.
Ridley said he would "be glad to up
my contribution, but it's (increase)
going to have to be across-the-board"
for his fellow Racer Club members to
go along with an increase.
He said "all segments" of the
university community should help
bear athletic expenses.
The Racer Club contributed about
$100,000 last year, according to Gordon. He said the money went for
travel expenses, equipment and supplies. Most of the money went to the
football and basketball programs
because of season tidkets purchased
for those sports,Gordon said.
Increases in club membership
prices were debated by the task force
but no decision was made. Wilder suggested a decision be made by July 1,
In time for season ticket promotions
and the club membership drive.
Dr. Tom Wagner, assistant professor of professional studies, coin,
•

mented that alumni should also be
asked to help defray athletic costs. He
said the alumni "are a component
part of this university" and if they are
interested in MSU athletics then they
r
should help pay for them.
Gordon said the school gave away
$125,000 worth of tickets during the
1980-81 football and basketball
seasons. He said this was the first
time anyone kept track of the free
tickets and he called the amount a
"shocking figure."
Wilder said the tickets are
distributed for public relations purposes and added that 2,600 tickets
alone were given away at the 1980
Parents' Day football game. More
free passes are given to alumni when
the university sets aside special
games for area counties' alumni.
associations, he said.
Another solution debated by the
task force was increasing the faculty
admission fee to home games. Ridley
See ATHLETICS,
Page 13, Column 1
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Delta happa Gamma-

heppard-Carraway Wedding Vows
Board Has Meet At Presson Home
Church
Are Read At Palestine
Leather bound books need
special care, starting when
new. Once a year, apply white petroleum jelly,
lanolin or saddle soap.
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Miss Tina Sue Sheppard,
daughter of Mr...ond Mrs.
Harold Sheppard, and Marty
Carraway, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Pat Carraway,
were married in a spring
ceremony at 7 p.m. at the
Palestine United Methodist
Church.
The Rev. Paul Bogard performed the double ring
ceremony. Gary McClure
provided nuptial music and
Sandra Duncan was vocalist.
The vows were read before
a golden arch decorated with
an assortment of yellow silk
flowers. A tree candelabrum
on each side of the arch was
flanked with ferns. The family pews were designated
with yellow satin ribbons.
As the bride entered she
presented her mother with a
long stemmed yellow rose,
and on leaving the altar
presented her new motherin-law with a yellow long
stemmed rose.
The Bride
The bride, escorted by her
father and given in marriage
by her parents, wore a floor
length gown with a princess
style of bridal satin with lace
bodice and sleeves. The
sleeves had lace cuffs with
six tiny silk covered buttons.
Her chapel length train was
overlaid with silk organza
with scalloped lace edging.
To complete her ensemble,
she wore a chapel length veil
of silk organza overlaidWith
net illusion. A scalloped lace
edging fell from a head band
of lace and was adorned with
tiny seed pearls. Her jewelry
consisted of a pearl necklace
and earrings.
The bride carried a bouquet of an array of mixed
silk flowers.
Miss Belinda Sister was
the maid of honor. The
bridesmaids were Teresa
Suiter, Alecia McCuiston,
Lisha Bucy, and Karen
iwager.
The attendants wore
southern belle style dresses
made of yellow and white
dotted swiss with tie sashes

Starts Friday
The comedy for everyone
who's had it up to here.

The Executive Board of
the Gamma Chapter of Delta
Kappa Gamma met Sunday
afternoon, June 7 at the
home of Dr. Alta Presson,
president of the chapter. Officers and committee
chairmen attended the
meeting for the purpose of
program planning and a
review of activities for the
1981-1982 year.
The organization is an international and national
society for women educators
with the Gamma Chapter
serving seven western Kentucky counties. The biennium theme of Delta Kappa
Gamma is "Women
Educators: Architects of the
Future" and the focus for
1981-1982 is "Laying the Cornerstone: Researching the
Future for Women."
Dr. Presson presided at
the meeting in which tentative meeting dates and
sites were selected. Also
discussed were chapter expenses, updating of handbooks for officers, committee reports to be submitted,
re-establishment of use of
name tags at meetings, and
assignments of committee
chairman responsible for
specific programs. There
was a clarification concerning the "Recruitment
Grant" that is awarded by
the organization. It has in-

correctly been referred to
previously as a scholarship.
Officers and committee
chairmen attending the
meeting from Calloway
County were Evelyn Albritten, budget chairman; Dr.
Ruth Cole, intercultural
relations chairman; Ann
Herron, research chairman;
Mavis McCamish, membership chairman; Frances
Matararzo, social chairman; Mary Lassiter,

treasurer and finance chairman; Dr. Presson, president; and Dr. Halene Visher,
personal growth and services chairman.
Also present were Evelyn
Bradley of Paducah, first
vice president and program
chairman; Judy Mull of
Cadiz, second vice president; Carolyn Sullivan of
Arlington, corresponding
secretary; and Jean Culp of
Benton, publicity chairman.

SALE

One Bargain Rack
2 Half Price Racks
1 Group 1 3 Off
The

Clothes Closet
Southside Manor Shopping Center
Murray K y

'The Catch
/Of The Week Is

Friday Night
At
Dakota Feed & Grain
Enjoy The Finest Seafood
In The Area
Alaskm
Gulf Red Snapper
King Crab
$6.95
$8.95
Breaded Oysters
Clam Strips
$4.75
$4.50
Scallops $6.25 Flounder $6.25

Wis. Joe Pat Carrawar
hr.
with tlw Rey. Paul Bo(4.fard

HOSPITALPATIENT
Marshall Gilliam of Murray has been dismissed from
and ruffles on the skirts. To dress of qiana with a shawl
Reception
complete their outfits they collar and accordian pleated
Following the ceremony Lourdes Hospital,Paducah.
skirt.
The
groom's mother the reception was held at the
wore white hats accented
SHAPE EXERCISE
wore a a long apricot chiffon Kenlake Hotel.
with yellow ribbons.
Here is an all-around exerEach of the attendants dress with an a-line skirt
The bride's table was cise for tummy, hips, thighs
carried a wicker fan with with long sheer sleeves. covered with a light yellow and bottom. Lie down on one
They had corsages of orchids clbth overlaid with yellow side, keeping body straight.
yellow silk lillies.
Miss Deanna Sheppard, with white ribbons.
net. The three tiered wed- Prop yourself up on one
cousin of the bride,served as
The father of the bride ding cake with flowing foun- elbow, and use your other
flower girl. She wore a dress wore a yellow ascot tuxedo tain scene was decorated hand to keep your balance.
fashioned like the bridal at- with brown trim and a with yellow rose petals. Now inhale,and lift both legs
tendants and carried a white yellow silk rosebud bouton- Between the layers were together, keeping body
wicker basket filled with niere. The groom's father white columns. The cake straight. Prop yourself up on
rose petals.
was attired in a blue suit, was topped with two white one elbow, and use your
The Groom
white shirt, and matching doves and yellow ribbon tied other hand to keep your
The groom wore a white tie. He wore a yellow silk in love knots. Fruit punch, balance. Now-inhale, and lift
ascot tail coat tuxedo featur- rosebud.
nuts, and hand decorated both legs together, keeping
ing a cumberbund and band
mints were also served.
knees straight. Exhale, and
Miss Lisa Carraway kept
bow tied. His boutonniere
Serving at the reception lower legs slowly to floor.
the guest register at the
was a white silk rosebud.
were Mrs. Jane Collins, aunt Repeat as many times as
table overlaid with a yellow
Roger Wilson served as
of the bride, and Miss Lisa you can. In a few weeks,
cloth with white ruffled lace
best man. Groomsmen were
Carraway, sister of the you'll notice an improveand centered with a crystal
Terry Lassiter, Shayne
groom.
ment in your shape.
vase with an arrangement of
Lassiter, Steve Rogers, and
The new Mr. and IVITK: Carsilk flowers. Miss Carraway
Keith Wicker. The ushers
raway are now residing at
was presented a white
were Tony and Tracy Cartheir home on Murray Route
wicker fan adorned with a
raway, brothers of the
4.
yellow silk lilly. The guest
groom, and Anthony ShepRehearsal Dinner
signed with a white plume
pard, brother of the bride.
The groom's parents, Mr.
feathered pin.
The candles were lighted
and Mrs. Joe Pat Carraway,
Rice bags were made with entertained with a rehearsal
prior to the ceremony by the
ushers. The men attendants yellow net tied with white dinner in the fellowship hall
wore yellow ascot tuxedoes ribbon. Robyn Blackford and of the church. The couple
Sheppard presented gifts to their attentrimmed in brown and each Deanna
had a yellow silk rose distributed the bags.
dants.
•
boutonniere.
The ring bearer, James
Barrett, wore a beige suit
and carried a white heart
shaped pillow overlaid with
lace and gathered lace edgThe Calloway County the Colonial House
ing. His boutonniere was a Chapter of the Full Gospel Smorgasbord on Saturday,
yellow silk rosebud.
Business Men's Fellowship, June 13,at 6:30 p.m.
The bride's mother chose International will hold its
The Rev. Fred G.Simmen,
to wear a long light aqua monthly dinner meeting at a registered professional
engineer and a Ceramic Consultant in Benton, will be
speaker. Born in 1925 in New
The story of two enterprising
Jersey, he enlisted at the age
of 17 in the Navy serving as a
make
an
young men who
pilot in the Pacific Theater
amazing amount of money
during World War II. In 1950
he received an engineering
selling ice cream.
degree from Rutgers
University and also holds a
private pilot license.
The public is invited to attend the dinner and the program to follow at 7:30 p.m.,a
spokesman said. The
fellowship is open to all men,
women,and children.

Start With Our

Oyster
Bar

Peel'n Eat
Shrimp

% Doz.$1.50
Bakers Dozen 4.00

/
1
4 Lb. $2.75 7
1
A Lb.$4.95
1 Lb.

Friday
Nights
5 p.m.-10 p.m

•

Chestnut & 16th
Murray, Ky.
759-4455

SAVE50%
ON THESE

ROBERT HAYS
BARBARA HERSHEY
DAVID KEITH

Rev. Sim men, Engineer,
To Speak At Men's Meet

AVCO EMBASSY PICTURES RELEASE

Experience The Fantastic!

"Clash Of The Titans"(PG)
Both Start
Friday
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Indiana Jones—the new hero
from the creators of
JAWS and STAR WARS.
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WORKMAN BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Terry
Workman of Murray Route 1
announce the birth of a baby
boy, Jeremy Ray, weighing
seven pounds 15 ounces, born
on Monday, May 18, at the
Murry-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have another son,
Jayson Paul Workman, 3.
The father is self employed
as a farmer.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Workman,
Murray Route 1, and Mrs.
Ramona Eaker, Murray.
Great grandparents are
Mrs. Myrtle Jordan, Murray
Route 1, Mr. and Mrs.
Theodore O'Bryan, Benton,
and Mrs. Dortha Eaker and
Mrs. Hazel Galloway, Murray. Great great grandmothers are Mrs. Gretchen
Henderson of Benton and
Mrs. Lillie Moody of Murray.
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No Carry Out

Orders With
These Special
Offers
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DINNERS
INCLUDE:
BAKED POTATO
or FRIES
ALL YOU CAN EAT
SALAD BAR
&STOCKADE
TOAST

SIRLOIN STOCKADE
Prices good at participating Sirloin Stockades

Bel-Air Shopping Center
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Community Events Listed
Tit Today,June 11
West Kentucky Amateur
Astronomers will meet at 8
p.m. at the Golden Pond
Visitors Center, Land
Between the Lakes. This is
open to all persons interested in astronomy.
Grove 6121 of the
Woodmen of the World is
scheduled to meet at 6 p.m.
at the Triaian.
Mixed tennis with Ron and
Lashlee Foster as hosts will
be at 6 p.m. at the Murray
Country Club.

Thursday, June 11
An organizational meeting
for a handicapped horse
back riding club will be held
at 7 p.m. in Room 215 of
Special Education Building,
Murray State University.
This will be sponsored by the
4-H Club.

Murray-Calloway County
Community Theatre will
present "Hymn for Kentucky" at the open air stage
of the old freight depot in
Murray-Calloway County
Blankenship Circle of Park at 8 p.m.
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet
Friday,June 12
at the home of Wanda KimHazel Lodge of Free and
bro at 7:30 p.m.
Accepted Masons is schedulMurray Chapter No. 92 ed to meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Royal Arch Masons will lodge hall.
meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
Events at Land Between
lodge hall. New offices will
the Lakes will include Smokbe elected.
ing Fish from 1 to 4 p.m. at
Progressive Homemakers
Club will have a salad sup- Center Station and Solar
per at 6:30 p.m. at the home Energy: A Time Line at
of Barbara Rose, 808 Sha Golden Pond Visitors Center
at 7 p.m.
Wa.

Friday, June 12

Saturday,June 13

Sunday, June 14

Henry County Saddle Club
will have an open horse show
at the Fairgrounds, Pans,
Tenn., at 7 p.m. For information call Scott Berryman, 1901-732-3564.

Youth of Brooks Chapel
Annual Homecoming will
United Methodist Church be held at West Fork Baptist
will have a Rock-A-Thon Church.
from 8 a.m. to 8 p.m. at the
church. Concessions for both
lunch and supper will be
Shopping for senior available.
citizens will be held and call
Ladies Full Gospel
753-0929 by 9:15 a.m. for
Fellowship
of Murray and
morning shopping arid by
11:30 a.m. for afternoon Calloway County will meet
at 9 a.m. at the WOW Hall,
shopping.
South Third and Maple
Hazel and Douglas Centers Streets, Murray, with Bill
will be open for activities by and Betty Irignun of Navah
the Senior Citizens with Christian Training Center,
lunch at Hazel at 11:45 a.m. Mayfield, as speakers.
and at Douglas at 12 noon.

Sunday,June 14
Annual homecoming will
be held at the Hilltop Baptist
Church, located across from
Old Salem Cemetery.

Mr.Eitz744HOPKINS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald L.
Hopkins, Rt. 1, Box 15E,
Richmond, announce the
birth of their third son,
David Laurence, weighing
nine pounds, measuring 23
inches, born on Friday, June
5, at 11:49 a.m. at the Pattie
Clay Hospital there.
Their other sons are
Stephen, 6, and Charles, 20
months. The mother, the
former Sharon Sledd, is a
teacher at the Daniel Boone
Elementary School. The
father is with the Department of Fire Prevention and
Control at Eastern Kentucky
University.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Hopkins and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Sledd, all
of Murray. A great grandmother is Mrs. Susie Wilson
of Stella, Murray Route 1.

Calloway County Chapter
of Full Gospel Business
Mend Fellowship, International will hold its dinner
meeting at 6:30 p.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord
Second night of "Hymn for with Fred G. Simm en,
Kentucky" by the Communi- engineer, Benton, as
ty Theatre will be at 8p.m. in speaker.
the old freight , depot at
Murray-Calloway Park.
Murray Civitan Club will
have a parking lot sale from
Club Membership Social 6 a.m. to 12 noon in the parkand Twilight Golf will be at ing lot of the Memorial
Bap5:30 p.m. at the Murray tist Church, North 10th and
Boyd, baby girl (Jackie) Country Club.
Walnut Streets.
216 Walnut, Paris, Tenn.
Messengers Quartet of
Hart, baby girl (Sheila)
Events at Land Between
Mayfield
will present a pro- the Lakes will include
Box 192,Puryear,Tenn.
gram for the senior citizens Stream Stroll from
DISMISSALS
1 to 3
Glen N. Cunningham, Rt. at 7:30 p.m. at Ellis Center. p.m. at Center Station and
2, Murray; Mrs. Rosalee For transportation within Washing Clothes at 2 p.m. at
Kelso, Lynn Gove; Charles the city limits of Murray call The Homeplace-1850.
R. Campbell, Rt. 4, 753-0929 by 3 p.m. today.
Sunday,June 14
Hickman; John T. Murdock,
Deadline for delivering the
AID Jakarta, Indonesia,
Mr. and Mrs. Hester
Washington, D. C.; William banners for the Land Charlton will be honored for
Between the Lakes Arts and
L. Jones, Rt. 2, Wingo.
their 50th wedding anniverMrs. Diane C. Underwood, Crafts Festival to the Mur- sary with a reception at the
1531 Oxford, Murray; Mrs. ray Art Guild is today.
home of Mr. and Mrs.
Anne T. Wood, 2006 ColOne-day heart clinic for William Gerald Paschall
dwater Road, Murray; Mrs.
from 2 to 4 p.m. The couple
Betty W. Clark, 308 W. 13th medically indigent adult pa- requests that guests not brtients
will
beheld
in
the
Street, Benton; Hardin Moring gifts.
ris, 804 Hurt, Murray; Mrs. Graves County Health
Esther McCallon, Rt. ',Mur- Department, Mayfield. This
ray; Mrs. Helen R. McCarty, includes patients from
Rt. 1, Tennessee Ridge, Calloway County.
Tenn.
Saturday, June 13
Lake Hall, Rt. 4, Murray; Gamma Gamma Chapter
James S. McCarty, Rt. 1, of Beta Sigma Phi will have
Tennessee Ridge, Tenn.; a potluck supper at the
Mrs. Tommie Pritchett, Rt. Murray-Calloway County
1, Dexter; Dallas Rum- Park at 6:30p.m.
mager, 1514 Dudley, Murray; Mrs. Wavel G. Cassity, Third night of "Hymn for
Rt. 1, Murray; James E. Kentucky" by the CommuniRay,Sr., Hazel.
ty Theatre will be at 8 p.m.

Girls just completing the junior and senior years at
Murray High and Calloway County High Schools are
invited to become contestants in the 1981
Calloway County Fair Queen cotitest to be held
Friday evening, July 10, at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University.
MS CALLOWAY COUNTY FAIR QUEEN 1981
NAME
DATE OF BIRTH
PARENTS
ADDRESS
SCHOOL ATTENDING
YEAR COMPLETED(11 or 12)
SPECIAL INTEREST OR HOBBIES
FUTURE PLANS
This form and a picture (billfold size preferred)
should be mailed or brought to Janice Nix, 1518
Canterbury, Murray, no later than June 17. Pictures
will be returned. For further information call Mrs.
Nix at 753-7920. The contest is being sponsored by
the Murray Woman's Club.

Events at Land Between
the Lakes will include
Through The Fish's Eye at 2
p.m. at Center Station and
Gospel Sing at 2 p.m. at The
Homeplace-1850.

Mothers Morning Out will
be at 9 a.m. at the First
Christian Church. For information call Ann McKee! or
Martha Williams.

We're Bringing You Our Finest!
Thursday•June 1 lth & Friday June 12th
Only
Choose Your Favorite Selections Of
Malia, David Brooks, Robert Scott,
Liz Claiborne and Stanley Blacker...

()SPUR NEWS
Adults 129
Nursery 8
6-6-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS

Sunday,June 14
Fourth annual Ron Greene
Basketball Camp at Murray
State University will open today at Racer Arena, MSU.

Dixieland Center—Nltirras. 16. 12071
31121739-1212)

Mlles!

at the old freight depot at the
Murray-Calloway County
Park.
Murray Squar-A-Naders
Club will dance from at 7:30
p.m. at the Woodmen of the
World Hall.
Alcoholics Anonymous and
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at
the west end of the Livestock
and Exposition Center.
The Phelps Sisters of Nortonville will present a program at 7:30 p.m. at the
Church of Jesus Christ at
Almo Heights.

the
*hoe
-wee
Its Your Move
For Sasings!!

8X10 COLOR 8X10
PORTRAITS
Birth
To 5 Yrs.

80

Foundations &
Lingerie
Sale

504
HANDLING
CHARGE
• One special per family (Additional child
in family $3.95 each)
• Satisfaction Guaranteed
• All Groups $1.00
per person

• Over 5 yrs. $3.95 ea.
• Parent must pickup
portraits
• No costumes or
U niforms

Dates: June 12-13

Days: Friday-Saturday.

VANITY
FAI
1.Know 1 on Can Trust The Best
SLEEMEIR •LOUNGEWEAR
DAY EAR •GIRDLES
BRAS

Time: 11 a.m. til 5 p.m.

°fad mut ora4th
southside
Center

Children's Shop

facky
Kentru

ladies Are Saving Up To One Half With Friday Night Bucks
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.Special Awards Given
At Xi Alpha Banquet
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•
Members of a Steering Committee met to outline
ounitx Chorus. The organilation has been in existence
ith•pants has e expressed an interest in adopting a conmusk librarx. The choral director is Dr.Irma Collins.
,!•imittee members are left to right lames I. Schernsioddard, Dr. Collins Margaret Trexathan, Marian
Th- group will resume rehearsals in August and has
performances for the coming season.'Arw
older who likes to sing, is welcome to join the
,,f eac h Nionclax at 7: TO p.m.' Dr. Collins said.
'1.1

The second annual
Mother-Daughter Banquet of
the Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi was held
May 14 at the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray.
A salad supper was served
to members and their guests
by the social committee led
by Joyce Nunnally, chairman. All 21 members and 41
guests were present.
After dinner a program to
honor the Mothers present
was led by Vicky Holton,
president.
Mrs. Bruna Ruiz, motherin-law of Lois Ruiz, received
the award for the oldest
mother present; Laurie
Rollins as the youngest

mother;
Mrs. Mae
Gallimore,mother of Glenda
Wilson, for mother of the
most children.
Mrs. Margaret Batts,
mother of Joyce Nunnally,
was awarded the prize for
the mother with the most
grandchildren.
Mrs. Vada Thomas,
mother-in-law of Joyce
Thomas, was honored for being the mother of four within
21 months. The children included a set of triplets.
A poem was read by Joyce
Nunnally as a tribute to the
Mothers who were present
Door prizes were won by
Amberly Rollins, Tracy
Brown,and Pauline Jones.

hiti'rray
Ledger & Times
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Framers Gallery
Murray's Select Art Gallery and Framery
Presents

Works Of Art From The Private Collections Of
Clara M. Eagle and Dr. and Mrs. Charles Patterson
Original Works For Sale By:
• Emily Wolfson

• C. Patterson

• Kenny Lynn

• Jackie Jones

•Custom Framing
elimited Editions
Open Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday
10 to 4 p.m.
Appointment
Personal
Or By

or

753-0077

THE VILLAGE 641 North
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Murray, Kentucky

FATHER'S DAY
Receive A Tie
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Wiih The Purchase

BETA BABY — Vicki Clark received a quilt made by
the Gamma Gamma Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi and
other baby items for having the first baby born in
Murray on April 30, known as the chapter's Beta Baby.
The baby, Nathan, weighing eight pounds 2% ounces,
measuring 21 inches, was born on Thursday, April 30,
at 8:45 a.m. The baby's father, David Clark, farms in
the Wingo area and the mother, Vicki, is employed at
Liberty Savings Bank, Mayfield.

These Shirt's
Are Specially'
Grouped-Assorted
"Solids 8. Burton Downs
•
,

ow'Thru ,Pather's'DarAt:

Bill & Betty Ingrum Will
Speak At Fellowship Meet
f The Ladies Full Gospel
Fellowship of Murray and
Calloway County will meet
Saturday, June 13, at 9 a.m.

at the Woodmen of the World
Hall, South Third and Maple
Streets, Murray. No meal
will be served.
Bill and Betty Ingrtun of
the Navah Christian
Teaching Center, Mayfield,
will be the speakers. They
are both 1980 graduates from
Kenneth Hagin's Rhema Bible Training Center in Tulsa,
Okla. They will discuss how
they started Navah and give
their personal testimonies.
This will be a special
meeting and the public, including men and children, is
invited to attend, a
fellowship spokesman said.

HOSPITAL NEWS

DOOR BUSTER
SWIMSUITS
$799
Daffy Brand

$;•:,

Reg
Ship le-Shore Brand
24
Shortileeve- Blouses
Lautioatis for Gals
tailforaia-Super Straight s28

knit tops

'16

SALE

$18"
$799

Door Buster
Fancy Lace
blouses

Reg

22

SALE

Donn Kenny Brand
Ship N Shore Blouses 824

$1 0
"

Gloria Vanderbilt
Jeans

$26
"

'44

REG.
$50.00
Tete Beg
$75.00
Carry On
Casual Bag $65.00
24 Pullman $78.00
26 Cartarimal$105.00
29 Cartwlmal$120.00
SO" Garman, $85.00
Bag

.

• THIS IS OUR LAST SALE FOR THE SUMMER
Holiday Inn Banquet Room
Murray, Ky.

New York was the first
state to enact, in 1840, a law
that ensured that the proceeds of a life-insurance
policy paid to a widow were
exempt from the claims of
creditors, according to the
American Council of Life In-,
surance.

Sal.
$30.00
$45.00
$39.00
$46.80
$63.00
$72.00
$51.00

Either Style
Great For
Dad!

Choose From
Our Sonora II
Softsiders
Above...
Or Our
Silhouette II,
Hard Luggage
Below...

50 Garment Bag
Ladies Shoulder Tote'

29 Caowneels'

Lathes Beauty Case
24 Lades Pullman
26 Cartwheels'

Lathes GNite
Ladies Carty On

$6
"

Fashion Walking
Shorts
•-

Adults 139
Nursery 6
6-5-81
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Easley, baby girl (Janice)
Rt. 3, Box 49-A, Murray.
Phillips, baby girl (Tonya)
Gen. Delivery, Dexter.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Shelia C. Swor and
baby boy, Rt. 1, Henry,
Tenn.;
Anthony
L.
Hargrove, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Mrs. Mary E. Moreland, Rt.
3, Benton; Joe B. Harrison,
Rt. 1, Hardin; Larry James
King, Rt. 1, Palmersville,
Tenn.
Mrs. Olive Edwards, Rt. 1,
Almo; Troy W. Bogard, Rt.
3, Murray; Rick A. Posey,
227
Bethel
Street,
Russellville; Mrs. Shirley A.
Armstrong, Hazel; Jeffrey
R. Cope, Rt. 4, Benton; Mrs.
Iva J. Brockwell, Rt. 1, Clinton.
Mrs. Margery A. Woodall,
Rt. 1, Dexter; Mrs. Janice L.
Knox, CR Box 194, New Concord; Robert E. Belson, New
Concord; Mrs. Oviei Marie
McPherson, 101 'Spruce
Street, Murray; Mrs. Betty
Jo Cogdell, 711 Back Street,
Murray; Stefenie K. ICimbel,
Rt. 2,South Fulton,Tenn.
Mrs. Patricia A. Ford, Rt.
1, Dexter; Mrs. Jeanette
Williams, Rt. 7, Murray;
Mrs. Joan Walker,910 North
18th Street, Murray;
William E. Crider, 808
Sycamore Street, Murray;
Mrs. Hattie Osbron, New
Concord; Mrs. Evelyn C.
Hubbell, 1800 Monroe Street,
Murray.

Yes,its Samsonite!

Reg. Now
78.00 46.00
29 Cartwiteels
148.00 110.$8
Ladees Shealdee Tete
52.00 31.20
24 Ladles Pelisses
98.00 511.00
Ladles leatrty Case
70.00 42.1111
INF 20 Car/wimp's
125.00 75.1111
Ladles Ilasstil-Tete
52.00 31.211
Ladles Carry-Oot
75.00 45.00
Ladies O'llite
78.00 46.80
—N.? Pletared24 Mea's Comp
98.00 50.00
3 Softer
128.00 711.00
40 Gerieweet Bog
78.00 46.00

SO Garment Bog

Lades Hand Tote'

Going °sway on business'
Vocation coming up? We
have the Samsonite bog for
you.
Somsonite's
fashionable and lightweight
Larger cases feature Cm t•vheils, they get you where
you're going without being o
drag.
Choose from blue, wine,
cinnamon, brown or gray
Now on sole.

Downtown
Murray

t;SSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSSMssssssssssssssssssmcctccccc

Dress
Shirts
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Miss Julie Whitford THE ACEVIR
Is Honored At Events
Miss Julie Whitford, June
20th bride-elect of George
Landolt, has been complimented with several
prenuptial events. Parents
of the couple are Mrs. Max
Whitford and Mr. and Mrs.
Gene Landolt,all of Murray.
Events include the following:
A dessert party was held
on May 14 at the Holiday Inn
with Mrs. Virgil Harris, Mrs.
Joe Hal Spann, Mrs. Bill
Warren, Mrs. Donald
Hughes, Ms. Linda Hunt,
Ms. Lochie Overbey, and
Miss Nancy Spann as
hostesses.
The home of Mrs. James
Frank was the scene of a dinner shower held on May 19
with Miss Jamie Frank as
hostess.
On May 23 a coffee was
held at the home of Mrs.
Codie Caldwell. Other
hostesses included Mrs.
Homer Miller, Mrs. Lemon
Lovett, Mrs. Kenneth Goode,
and Mrs. Dan Miller.
A couples party was held
on the evening of May 23 at
the cottage of Mr. and Mrs.

The winds and the waves
are always on the side of the
Tip Miller. The hosts and ablest navigators •‘ —
hostesses were Mr. and Mrs. Edward Gibbon.

Van Haverstock, Mr. and
Mrs. Mike Cathey, Mr. and
Mrs. Jerry Duncan, Miss
Nancy Sills, Miss Carol
Brandon, and Miss Lisa
McReynolds.
Mrs. Wells Purdom, Mrs.
Marvin Fulton, Mrs. Ed
Diuguid, and Mrs. W. Z.
Carter entertained with a
breakfast on May 30 at the
Holiday Inn.
On Sunday, May 31, a tea_
was held at the University
Branch of the Bank of Murray. The hostesses were
Mrs. G. T. Lilly, Mrs. Otis
Erwin, Mrs. James Frank,
Mrs. James Lassiter, Mrs.
Richard Orr, Mrs. Ken Harrell, Mrs. Holmes Ellis, and
Miss Rebecca Dublin.
In 1980, the United States
spent $245 billion for health
care. That's 9.3 percent of
the Gross National Product;
almost twice the amount
spent on national defense
and nearly $1,100 per person,
according to government
estimates examined by the
Health Insurance Institute.

Spread
the Word...

A G. CORN, JR.

drop East's king. This
solved all problems and
declarer made an overtrick.
How did declarer know to
drop East's king? He didn't.
However, since either minor
suit finesse offered an equal
chance, declarer combined
his chances by first trying to
drop a singleton king. If not
successful, the 50-50 finesse
in diamonds was still avail-

Declarer took a well
deserved bow after he landed today's treacherous
small slam. He had to guess
which of two finesses would
win and he was blessed with
NORTH
6-11-A
favorable wind and waves.
•J 7
Declarer won his spade
•10 8 7 5
ace and drew the trumps.
•A Q
•A Q 7 5 2
With an obvious spade loser.
he could make his slam if he WEST
EAST
•9 5 4 3 2
could guess in which minor •K Q 108
•63
suit he could successfully •4
98 6 53
•K J 7 4
finesse. If he took a winning •
+863
K
diamond finesse, the spade
SOUTH
loser would disappear and it
•A 6
would not matter whether
•AKQJ92
or not the club finesse won.
•10
On the other hand, if the
•J 1094
diamond finesse would fail
Vulnerable Both Dealer
and the club finesse would
win, it was imperative to South The bidding
take the club finesse. A South West North East
spade would go on the long 11,
Pass
246
Pass
club and declarer would VIP
Pass
Or
Pass
44i
Pass
Pass
A
score an easy overtrick.
Pass
61,
All
How did declarer guess 64
pass
which finesse would win?
He found a better answer
Opening lead Spade king
than an even money guess.
After drawing trumps, he
led the club jack and when able. And since a singleton
West didn't cover, he went club king was much more
up with dummy's ace to likely than one in diamonds,
declarer found the winning
and dramatic play.

Active Wear
Specials

e
kl
113
)

Master Charge, VISA, Behrs

Bid with Corn

Mix Et Match
Odds Et Ends Sale

South holds:

6-11-B

+95432
•63
•K J 7 4 2
4K

Friday and Saturday
North

Rack of $5.00 Tops
Et Dresses
v$10.00 Rack
1/2 Price Rack

South

fr

much in high cards but the
good distribution may offer
a good play.
Send bridge questions to The Aces,
PO Box 12363, Dallas, Texas' 75225
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

More than 169 million
Americans under age 65 — 88
percent of the civilian, noninstitutionalized population
— were covered by private
hospital expense insurance
in 1979, reports the Health
Insurance Institute.

Jeffrey's
302 Main—Murray

8.99

ANSWER: Four spades. Not

753-3753

Great values on sundresses in
the most popular summer
colors, stripes and prints.
Reg. 19.99 to 24.99

Save on famous name swim wear! Shown: just one from our
pool of sensational suits. Suits
in solids:prints. stripes and
florals. 1 and 2 piece styles.
Reg. 21.99 to 29.99

$$
WNBS

WAAW
The

\IP\

103.7
The FM Station

Birthplace of Britaarasong
1892

/

NO DISCOUNT
TICKETS
ALL FREE
GOOD VALUES

EACH ITEM FREE
NO GIMMICKS
NO COUPONS

MURRAY, KENTUCKY
4"
4"
4"
4"

v.
4"
4"
40
4"
4"

4"

v.

4"
4"
4"

$$$$$$$$$$$$

1341;
The Country Station

NFLATION FIGHTER

OVER $300

In Gifts - Services - Mdse.
Includes
Over $50.00 In Dinners, Car Service,
Beautiful 11-"x14" Color Portrait,
Shampoo & Set Plus: Entertainment
and Much, Much More
All For $2995
*THIS IS NOT A DISCOUNT BOOK
*EACH ITEM IS ABSOLUTELY FREE
RTICIPATING MERCHA
De Vanti's Steak 8 Pizza House
Uncle Lee's Sporting Goods Radio Shack
Pizza Hut
Ezell Beauty School
Don Quixote's Mexican Restaurant
Otasco No. 118

4"

Corvette Lanes
Goodyear Service Store

Follow Through Deli
Thurman School of Dance

4"

Michelson Jewelers
Murray Karate Center

Weridy's

Capri Studio
Wizzards Cave
The Smoke Shoppe

CALL 759-4091 TODAY
FOR FREE DELIVERY

Your Choice
Match a top to a bottom

for easy
summer wearing! Select from
lots of styles of jogging shorts.
t-tops and tank tops. Reg. to 12.99

Central Shopping Cent!!
753-7991

U, Firstling' Offered In Murray Area
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$r

•

Hours: 10-9 Mon.-Sat.
1-6 Sun.
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Opinion Page

#40/66mvar
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i• Looking Back
*Copley Newsforik•
10 Years Ago

Contracts were approved last night
for the construction of an interceptor
sewer line and a lift station for the
Murray Water and Sewer System by
the Murray City Council.
Deaths reported include Miss
Melissa Maude Walter; 85, Arville
Hart, 68, and Ronnie Boggess, 16, the
latter from injuries sustained in an
accident on June 3.
The Murray Art Guild is once again
sponsoring the annual Western Kentucky Arts and Crafts Festival to be
held June 26 and 27 at the Conservation Education Center in the
Land Between the Lakes.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Archer on June 4
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Dunn
on June 7.
Miss Patricia Butler, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Carmon Butler, and
Ronnie iCimbro, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Euel Kimbro, were married May 14 at
the Locust Grove Baptist Church.

Editorial

nniversary Tribute
For Patriots
:)ngress in 1949 designated
J nue 14 as Flag Day. And in a
e!Aed bit of history, 1981
!ili.Irks the fiftieth anniversary
jf the formal adoption of the
Star-Spangled Banner as the
r!ational anthem.
In this connection,
Americans throughout the
world are asked to pause for
the Pledge of Allegiance to the
lag on Sunday, June 14, at 3
p.m. ( CDT). This anniversary
tribute is organized by the
Ft...ir Spangled Banner Flag
House and Museum of
Paltimore, close by the site
,vhich inspired Francis Scott
1- ,2y to write the words of the
.Yional anthem.
3o13 Hope expressed a
,vilespread American senti-,:,,nt when he commented,
..:rery Flag Day I do
,o!lething a lot of people save
)1 November and Thanksgiv'ntr. Day: I say a quiet prayer
thanks that thii Nation is
-piuring and that there are so
,7 t:ny wonderful people,
young and old, rich and poor,
..hqdren of all ages, who
,91,,m't yet; won't now, and
,•er intend to give up on
- !erica or Americans. This
'3g has the power to take
yore than 200 million of us,
pith all our differences, and
us one people."
.\ 11 these ceremonial events,
ressing an appreciation for

the kind, of government our
Founding Fathers sought to
establish. These men of
wisdom and foresight saw that
the imperative need was to
form a government that would
assure the individual the
freedom to guide his own
destiny, to progress to the full
extent of his abilities and
energies, to dispose of the
fruits of his own labors, and to
pursue happiness in an atmosphere of justice, tranquility and human dignity.
Never before had this concept been written into a
charter of government: that
government exists solely "to
establish justice, insure
domestic tranquility, provide
for the common defense, promote the general welfare, and
secure the blessings of liberty
to ourselves and our posterity."
This Flag Daywould be an
appropriate time to recall a
recent definition of a patriot;
"One who looks forward to the
third century of our Nation
with a desire to stand firmly
for truth even if he should
have to stand alone in the
practice and proclamation of
that truth. He will serve his
fellow countrymen and build a
strong America, not for personal gain but out of a personal commitment."
Let us be patriots.

Catholicism Rises;
Priests, Nuns Decline
conservative denominations and
Roman Catholicism.
However, the losses slowed in the
mainline Protestant bodies, and were
reversed in the Episcopal Church,
edging upward again. Southern Baptists continued strong growth, now
totalling 13.6 million.
The overall totals show about 73
million Protestants,50 million Roman
Catholics,6 million Jews and 4 million
Eastern Orthodox Christians.'\
The 1981 Catholic Directory reports
!7.
the number of Roman
.::itk)lics rose. to 50,449,842, an in- a total of 12,468 seminary students stu. • y se of 637,664 over the year before, dying for the priesthood, down 758
the biggest gdin since the 766,248 from a year ago, and continuing a
steady slide since the 1965 peak of
TPZSC in 196&.
There seems to be a return to the 48,992.
However, the drop is somewhat
•
" says Thomas H. Walsh,
ty.ir,i:less manager of P.J. Kenedyt & mitigated by the fact that most high
-which compiles the annual school-level seminaries have closed
for the Official Catholic down, with only older, advanced
students now counted. A much bigger
,110'f2tory.
/if: notes that "a lot of people had percentage of current seminarians
Int tt,K1 the .church off" following the actually become priests than when
Sc( ,.)f)d Vatican Council of 1962-65, but the' younger propects also were
vprirently now were returning, with counted.
al.!sins and conversions also up.
Tinwever, some of the membership
hah came from the heavy influx of
19hI
t Syncl In.
mostk. Catholic Cubans and Mexi-nns-, with particularly large increases in the most affected regions of
'nliforniaand Florida.
Ihe new figures also showed a con:'shrinkage in the number's of
ts, which fell to 58,398, down 432,
t:t I :f nuns, which dropped to 122,653,
(i,)wri 3,864.
'1 he decline in nuns has been heavy
sir,, e the 1966 peak of 181,421, but had
Infil to be levelling off in recent
•
until the new sharp drop in 1980.
mi.:anwhile, overall church
ineriiiiership in the country remained
lolost unchanged at a total of
13:.•11)9,690, a gain of only 80,914 or .06
I),
of it percent, far less than the populaII I
)I
1,/,
;• '
t
I
ottli,i1
pi I,
tion v,rowth of 1 percent.
The overall figures were reported in
the 1981 Yearbook of American and
Canadian Churches compiled by the
National Council of Churches.
in recent years, most major
mainline Protestant denominations
continued to shrink, while the losses
By Ken Wolf
were almost evenly offset by gains in
,Imagine the reaction of the poor
author who received the following
comment on his work from the great
English critic Samuel Johnson (17091784):
Your manuscript is both good and
And he said unto me, Son of man,
original; but the part that is good
stand upon thy feet, and I will speak
is not original, and the part that is
unto thee. — Ezekiel 2:1.
original is not good.
A comment like this is both clever
ti prophet must be about the Lord's
business. So must we arise to our feet and devastating, but the part that is
,,,1 tie prepared to do the Lord's bid- clever is not devastating, and the part
that is devastating is not clever.
., f:
71y GEORGE W.CORNELL
AP Religion Writer
•`; YORK I AP) — Roman
,Itcisin in 1980 registered its big7; e:mbership gain in 15 years,
4; the 50-million mark, but its
of priests, nuns and
-•
continued to decline.
-me time, overrall church
t.t.
the nation remained
standstill at about 133.4
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20 Years Ago

Garrott's Galley

By M.C.Garrott

Improvisation Was A Way OfLife
In Murray State Classes in 1930s
This is the second in a series of columns dealing with the long teaching
career of Dr. Alfred Wolfson at Murray State and what he is doing now
that he has been retired since 1969.
+±±±+
Dr. Wolfson first came to Murray
from Boston in January of 1929 after
The Depression forced his- employer,
the United Fruit Company, to close
the research laboratory where he was
studying the ripening process of
bananas.
Dr. Rainey T. Wells was Murray's
president at the time. The two of them
had negotiated through the mails to
Ahme extent before Dr. Wolfson
received a telegram from the Murray
president. "Can you teach
bacteriology?" it asked. "Yes," went
back his immediate response.
A few days later, he received a second telegram from the Murray president. -What is your religion? it asked. "Don't have any religion other
than ethics," Dr. Wolfson replied,
thinking -there goes the job."
But, no. The next day, he received a
third telegram from Dr. Wells. It
simply said, "Welcome to the faculty
of Murray Teachers College." It went
on to instruct him to come to the campus immediately.
He would be taking the place of Miss
Dixie Pelluet, a teacher of biological
sciences. She had announced her intention of leaving the school, and Dr.

Business Mirror
By JOHN CUNNIFF
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (AP) — Interest rate
watchers have been studying the gap
in recent days, and now declare
they've never seen anything to match
it.
They suggest that if you wan't to
guess where the economy is headed
you too should view the Grand Canyon
of the monetary world,the gap,or the
difference between the inflation and
interest rates.
Here is one measure of its vast
breadth:
Inflation, averaged over the past 12
months or so, has been about 10 percent, but the current prime rate is
around 20 percent. That makes the
gap 10 points, versus a historical
average of 3 points or so.
The gap is dramatized even more
by comparing the prime interest rate
with the 4.9 percent annual rate of
consumer price inflation in April.
That way, the gap comes to about 15
percentage points.
Compare inflation with new issues
of "Aaa" Bell Telephone bonds and
you also come up with a big gap,in the
single digits but still much, much
larger than what might be expected in
more normal times.
However measured, the gap is the
"widest in memory," says Albert Cox
Jr., president of Merrill Lynch
Economics Inc. "Something's got to
give."
Which is to say, the gap is bound to
grow narrower. But how? More inflation? Lower interest?
Fortunes are won and lost on such
guesses, but Cox, for one, thinks interest rates will fall. And, in fact,
there are indications the drop may
have begun from the recent prime
rate high of 20.5 percent.
"Interest rates are bound to give,"
he says,"and probably soon." He lists
these reasons:
"Lower monetary growth is
necesary and that prerequisite is likely to be met in the months ahead. Look
also for the following relevant news
items: a price freeze by OPEC,
downward revisions of food price
forecasts, a string of weak economic
reports, and a tax cut compromise by
the White House accompanied by
lower prospective budget deficits."
And finally,"single-digit inflation is

Wells was anxious for Dr. Wolfson, as they did."
her replacement,to get to the campus
About that same time, Dr. Wells
before she left.
went over the school's budget by some
++++++
$30,000 and "it made the legislature
He immediately loaded his car, left mad as hell," he said, "but it had to
his family in Boston and headed wth give it to him. We did get a pretty good
his dog for the eight-year-old campus cutback the next year,though."
"over some of the roughest gravel and
++++++
icy roads you can imagine."
Thusly, began Dr. Wolfson's 40
It took him three days to make the years of teaching at Murray State. Dr.
trip, but as soon as he had checked in- Gordon Pennebaker, now retired and
to the National Hotel, which was fair- living at Cookeville, Tenn., was the
ly new at the time, he called Dr. only other biology teacher on the
Wells. "Come right out," the Murray faculty. Their combination classroom
State president directed. -Miss and laboratory was in the basement of
Pelluet is leaving within an hour."
the Administration Building, now
"I was as tired as all hell," he Wrather Hall, and his -office" was
remembered, "but I talked with her simply a desk in one corner of the lab.
for about an hour before she left."
It wasn't long, though, before there
Dr. Wolfson went on the college's were three people in the department
payroll at the beginning of the 1930 — he, Pennebaker and a woman
spring semester at $3,200 a year as English teacher who had been given a
chairman of the Biology Department biology teaching assignment.
and after a short time was given a
++++++
$500 raise. But the nation already was
With the nation wallowing in The
in its plunge into the Great Depression Depression, it was a major achieveand his salary, along with all others, ment just to stay in college, much less
soon was cut — his to $2,500 a year.
get to go to college in those days. ImFor 10 months in 1931, they didn't provisation was a way of life, and soon
get any pay at all, and were given the the students were forced to forage for
choice of taking a 10 percent salary their cats for the anatomy class.
cut the next year or leave. "The merAmong the felins one rounded up
chants downtown carried us," he and soaked away in formaldehyde
recalled. "They were very good to the was the pet cat of Mrs. Mary Moss
faculty under those conditions, and Carr, wife of the school's first presithey eventually got their money. dent.
Looking back, though, I don't see how
Strongly suspecting the biology
students as having snitched and pickled her pet,she ordered the lab searched, but to no avail. The animal in
question had been secreted away
likely to be reported during most mon- among all the others, which all looked
pretty much alike Atter being in the
ths of this year's second half."
Cox will get some arguments about peservative.
The strong, pungent odor of the forhis views which, of course, is par for
the economics craft. There are some, maldehyde was almost a continuous
for example, who feel the gap might source of irritation to the occupants of
be narrowed by higher prices, and the building, he chuckled, remember'
they are prepared to defend their ing how it saturated the structure,and
views. Inflation, they say, will again especially the president's office which
was directly above on the main floor.
flow like the Colorado.

Letter To The Editor

Go Back To The Classroom
Letter to Editor:
The time has come for the Murray
University Board of Regents and Murray University President Constantine
Curds to get out of the court room and
back in the class room or all should
resign their office of public trust. It is
time to quit playing as "adversaries
in law, while eating and drinking as
friends."
It is now quite clear that education
to C. Curris and many of the regents
has come to mean: "The process of
driving a set of prejudices down each
others' throat." It is also quite apparent that good "old fashion common sense" is very uncommon at
board meetings. "He who will not
reason, is a bigot; he who cannot is a
fool; and he who dares not, is a
slave."
Unfortunately, for everyone, the
necessary leadership qualities that
should be present no longer exist. C.
Curris has become blinded by ambition and the hopes of a better position.
(This was pointed out by Mr. Logan,
Curtis' lawyer, during the hearing
before Judge Keith.)
Some of the board members give
Curds blind allegience. Others of the
board are blinded by their own ambitions. "An army of stags led by a lion
would be better than an army of lions
led by a stag." "Most people would
succeed in small things if they were
not troubled with great ambitions."
The first thing that must be restored
is the dignity and the integrity of the
office of the president. "The office of
President is greater than the man who
occupys it."
If C. Curds is the leader of men that
he claims to be,he has nothing to fear.

Serving aboard the attack aircraft
carrier USS Franklin D. Roosevelt
with the Sixth Fleet in the Mediterranean Sea is Harry L. Lovett, Aviation
Ordnanceman Third Class, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Pearson D. Lovett.
Cynthia Ezell and Eddie Lee
Grogan were the Calloway County 4-H
Club members who attended the Sixth
Annual 4-H Regional Resource
Development Conference at Fontana
Dam Village, North Carolina, June 5
to 9. They were accompanied by C.0.
Bondurant of the County Extension
Service here.
Georgia Coles is the first student
from Calloway County High School to
receive the State Degree from the
Kentucky Future Homemakers of
America at the state meeting held at
Murray State College. She is daughter
of Mr.and Mrs. Hillman Coles.
Loretta Culver Jobs of Murray was
reelected state treasurer of the
Supreme Forrest Woodmen Circle at
the Kentucky convention held June 2
and 3 at Owensboro.
Births reported at the Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Glenn Clark Hale, a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Faughn,a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Beach, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. James H. Conner, and a girl to
Mr.and Mrs. Jerry Miller.
e Dr. Carl S. Cleveland, chiropractor,
is speaker today at a special meeting
at Lovett Auditorium, Murray State
College.

30 Years Ago
The Rev. Paul Thomas Lyles of
McKenzie, Tenn., has been appointed
as minister of the First Methodist
Church, Murray. He succeeds the
Rev. George Bell who has been appointed as pastor of the Galloway
Methodist Church,Memphis,Tenn.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Hattie
Maupin,65.
E. B. Howton was the representative for Murray State,College at the
annual meeting of the American
Dairy Association held June 6 and 7 at
Knoxville,Term.
Miss Betty Roberts,daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Jesse J. Roberts, and Billy
Joe Farris, son of Mr. and Mrs. Hugh
Farris, were married June 8 at the
home of the bride's parents.
Recent guests in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Hershell Corn have been Mr.
and Mrs. Palmer B. Corn of
Washington,D. C.
Miss Betty Ann Rogers of Fairmont, W. Va., has been guest of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Hafford
Rogers.

Today In Historv

The best way for C. Curtis to defeat
- By The Associated Press
the ambitions of certain board
Today is Thursday, June 11, the
members is to demonstrate the
leadership qualities that he claimed to 162nd day of 1981. There are 203 days
possess when first hired for the job of left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
president. (Honesty, truthfukiess,
On June 11, 1979, Actor John Wayne
courage and enthusiasm.)
"He who keeps back the truth, or died at the age of 72 after a long battle
withholds it from men, from motives with cancer.
On this date:
of expediency, is either a coward or a
In 1509, Britain's King Henry VIII
criminal, or both." "We know the
truth, not only by the reason, but also married Catherine of Aragon.
In 1963, Greek Premier Constantine
by the heart." "To thine own self be
true, and it must follow, as the night Caramanlis resigned in protest of
the day, Thou canst not then be false King Paul's state visit to Britain.
In 1973, West German Chancellor
to any man."(The sin of ornmission is
Willy Brandt ended a visit to Israel
very obvious at board meetings.)
with a call for friendship between
L. Jackson Wolfe
Germans and Jews despite his counRte 3
try's Nazi past.
Murray, Ky.
And in 1977, Dutch marines stormed
a hijacked train and rescued 49 of 51
Mairay Ledger & Times hostages held by South Moluccan ter,USPS 308-700
rorists. Another marine group freed
Publisher
Walter L Apperson
four teachers held hostage in a school.
Editor ..... . .
,, R.Gene McCutcheon
Ten years ago: Soviet Communist
The Murray Ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4,
Party Chief Leonid Brezhnev called
Christmas Day, New Years Day and Thanksgivfor an end to the arms race between
ing by Murray Newspepers, Inc., 103 N. 4th St.,
his country and the United States.
Murray, Ky. 42071. Second CUSP Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky. 42871,
Five years ago: A United Nations
SUBSCRIPTION HAWS: In areas served by
conference in British Columbia encamera, $315 per month, payable in advance
By mail in Calloway County and to Benton, Hardorsed a Third World proposal for
din, Mayfield,Sedalia and Farmington,Ky.,and
sharp restrictions on private ownerParis, Buchanan and Puryear, Th, 124.50 per
ship of land.
year. By mall to other destinations, P1.50 per
One year ago: OPEC nations voted
Manlier of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
to raise their crude oil prices by as
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Aasociation.
much as four dollars a barrel.
The iasociateil Press is exclusively entitled to
Today's Birthdays: American
republish local news originated by The Murray
opera singer Rise Stevens is 68.
Ledger & Times as well as all other AP news.
TELEPHONE NUMBERS
French ocean explorer Jacques
Business Office
753-1916
Cousteau is 71.
Chaified Advertising
753-1916
Retail(Display) Advertising
753-1919
Thought For Today: Always forgive
Circulation
753-1911
your enemies, nothing annoys them so
News and Sports Dept
753-1911
much. — Oscar Wilde, Irish-born
writer (1856-1900).
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Democrats Seek Compromise Support For Reagan Tax Plan
By JIM LUTHER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Congressional Democrats
are seeking support for a
compromise proposal to implement the final installment
of President Reagan's threeyear tax-cut plan only if inflation is contained.
But the president's tax advisers, contending that
they'll get the votes for their
package anyway,are having
no part of such a plan.
"We would not go for any"
proposal that does not
guarantee the third-year
reduction, John E.
Chapoton,assistant treasury
secretary for tax policy, told
the House Ways and Means
Committee on Wednesday.
Such a provision, he added, would remove the certainty that Reagan insists
must be provided for investors and businesses.
"There's a lot of agreement up here" for such a
"trigger" on the third-year
tax cut, Rep. J.J. Pickle, D-

Texas, told Chapoton. "But
it seems like you'd rather go
for broke."
Chapoton rejected Pickle's
assessment as the commit-

tee began writing its version
of a tax-cut bill. No votes
were taken, although some
might occur by Friday on
Reagan's plan for cutting

business taxes by allowing
faster deductions for
buildings and machinery.
Chapoton spent most of
Wednesday explaining

Baptists Backtrack From
Move Toward Stricter Belief
By LAURINDA KEYS
Associated Press Writer
LOS ANGELES (AP) —
The nation's largest Protestant denomination appeared
to be backtracking from a
movement toward stricter
standards of belief for
seminary professors and
agency leaders as Southern
Baptists wound up a fourday convention here.
For the fourth year in a
row, most of the 13,389
— messengers" at the
Southern Baptist Convention
voted Wednesday to reaffirm the 1963 Baptist Faith
and Message statement

•AI•:.- . ..,..%0‘,,,,...,..!...
•••••••• •

•• • ••••

••

to an incumbent president in
22 years.
Smith, pastor of the First
Baptist Church in Del City,
Okla., was first elected at
the St. Louis convention,
which also produced a
resolution urging stricter
codes and belief for Southern
Baptist seminaries and institutions.
Southern Baptists traditionally have avoided tests of
faith and adoption of creeds,
asserting "the priesthood of
believers," in which each
person is responsible for
ascertaining the word and
will of God through study of
the Scriptures.

declaring the Bible "truth
without any mixture of error." It also emphasizes individual choice in beliefs.
The motion was made by
Herschel Hobbs, retired
pastor of the First Baptist
Church of Oklahoma City,
who drafted the 1963 statement. He was booed when he
made the same affirmation
motion at the Southern Baptist convention in St. Louis
last year.
Hobbs' motion took on
special significance this
time because it was supported by the Rev. Bailey
Smith, who on Tuesday beat
back the strongest challenge

Reagan's revised tax-cut
plan, first to the Senate
Finance Committee, which
generally supports it, and
then to Ways and Means,
which does not.
The Finance Committee
agreed that any reduction in
taxes on capital gains, the
profits from the sale of
assets, should be retroactive
to Wednesday. That idea,
suggested by Sen. Lloyd
Bentsen, D-Texas, was aimed at eliminating incentives
for investors to delay their
decisions until Oct. 1, when
the bulk of the individual tax
cuts would take effect.
Rep. Dan Rostenkowski,
D-Ill., the Ways and Means
chairman, told Chapoton
that Democrats who control
his panel insist that more tax
relief be directed toward the
working poor. And he
repeated the Democrats'
position that a tax cut be for
a maximum of two years.
Rep. Barber B. Conable of
New York, senior GOP
member on the committee,

said the president and other
Republicans have a program
"to give the American people a real tax cut — not an illusory one." Conable said
anything less than a threeyear cut would not do that.
Meanwhile, Treasury
analysts
Department
estimated that persons with
incomes between $20,000 and

iully effective in 1984, ou.
give a $1,441 tax cut to a
member, two-earner fan..
that made $2.5,000 la,: ca.
Assuming the family ge•
annual raises tu offset Lail_
tion, the figures indicate t,
family's share of intim.,
ing to federal Incnalt, L
would drop from
ear
11.6 percent to 9.8 pc:
-

$50,000, who pay 51 percent
of federal taxes, would get 53
percent of the tax cut under
Reagan's plan.
On the other hand, the 51
percent who earn less than
$15,000 but pay 8.1 percent of
the taxes would get 8.8 percent of the relief.
The new analysis said
Reagan's revised plan, when

0-r] L-Th
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Union Grove Church of Christi
Is Having A Series Of

Gospel Meetings
Beginning

Monday June 15th Thru June 21st
Speaker: Jay Lockhart
At 7:30 P.M. Each Evening
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Players Unified In Decision To Strike Friday

Ruling Could Cause End Of Baseball Season
By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Writer
"Play ball!" said U.S.
District Judge Henry
Werker.
-: 7., But Werker's ruling,
issued in New York, could
cause the 1981 baseball
season to end — or at least be
disrupted — following
tonight's games.
"Hopefully there might be
some serious negotiations to

avoid the strike," said Doug
DeCinces, Baltimore Orioles
third baseman and player
representative for the
American League. -There is
always that possibility."
"Damn it all," said New
York Yankee outfielder Lou
Piniella. "This hurts us, not
the owners. They got the
money."
Negotiations between the
Major League Players
Association and the Player

Relations Committee were
scheduled to resume this
morning in New York with
the prospect of a shortened
season in the balance.
"This is not unusual," said
Chicago White Sox Manager
Tony LaRussa. "Both sides
talk tough and hang tough
until the bitter end. Then
they give in and come up
with a settlement.
-The same thing happened
last year, didn't it? It looked

as bad last year as it does
this year, and there was no
strike.
"There is always a chance
for a settlement. They'll
come up with something."
Twice in the last 13 months, last-minute agreements
have staved off a players'
walkout. The National Labor
Relations Board went to
court last week, presenting
its case for an unfair labor
practice complaint and seek-

ing an injunction.
In denying the injunction,
which would have delayed a
strike for a year, Werker
said there was "no
reasonable cause to believe
an unfair labor practice has
been committed" by the club
owners. "The petition is
therefore dismissed."
William Lubbers, general
counsel to the NLRB, was
expected to announce today
whether he will recommend

that the board appeal
Werker's decision. Lubbers
said Wednesday that the
decision "will have to be
studied closely" before the
board decides whether to appeal the decision to the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Second District in New York.
Lubbers said that if an appeal is taken, the board also
may seek a stay pending appeal to delay the strike
deadline.

Strike Could Delay Breaking It

Rose Ties Musial's NI Record
By RALPH BERNSTELN
AP Sports Writer
PHILADELPHIA ( API —
Pete Rose tied Stan Musial
for the all-time National
League career hit record of
3,630, but if the major league
baseball strike materializes
it may be some time before
he breaks the record.
A federal judge Wednesday dismissed a National
Labor Relations Board
charge of unfair labor practices against baseball's
owners in negotiations with
the Major League Players
Association.
Unless the players and
owners reach agreement on
compensation for free
agents, the players have indicated they'll strike by Friday.
Rose said he didn't want to
get involved with the labor
problems although he backed the players association.
"I'll be at the ball park at
8:05 Friday night hoping to
get a hit off (Atlanta's)
Gaylord Perry, or Saturday
night against Phil Niekro,"
said the 40-year-old Rose,
noting, "They're both older

than me."
Rose singled in the first inning Thursday night during
the Philadelphia Phillies' 5-4
victory over the Houston
Astros for the record-tying
hit, then he struck out three
times against one of the
game's best fastball pitchers, Nolan Ryan.
Rose was happy about his
latest milestone and pleased
with the Phillies' five-run
eighth inning rally that produced the victory.
He admitted, however,
that he was disappointed
with himself.
"I thought I would get two
or three hits after that first
one," Rose said. "But if
Ryan threw every pitch like
he did tonight, I'd be going
for my 1,000th hit instead of
3,631."
Ryan said he was pitching
at his best, adding, "If he
had got a hit, I would have
tipped my hat to him."
Rose said he saw the ball
well on the three strikeouts,
but some of the pitches he
just heard.
A crowd of 57,386 stood and
cheered with every pitch to

Rose, who received a standing ovation after his leadoff
hit in the first.
But Ryan was to see that it
was Rose's last hurrah of the
night.
Rose, who described
Ryan's pitching as "good
morning, good afternoon,
see you later," said he felt he
disappointed people who had
come to see him break the
record.
His mother, Laverne
Noeth was there from
Florida. His son and
daughter were there. Musial
sat behind the Phillies'
dugout. And Willie Mays,
like Musial,a Hall of Famer,
had come from Atlantic City,
N.J., where he is a •promotion man for a casino.
Throughout his 18 years in
the major leagues, Rose has
always has been a team
player, despite his spectacular individual accomplishments.
He showed it again
Wednesday last night. When
Garry Maddox hit the gamewinning home run, the first
player to greet the outfielder
at the plate was Rose.

THE RECOGNITION BUILDS — Pete Rose waves to the Philadelphia crowd during
a standing ovation as he approached Stan Musial's National League hitting record
earlier this week.
Associated Precs Photo

Holmes Plans To Add Entree
For Spinks To His Menu...
By ED SCHUYLER Jlt.'
AP Sports Writer
DETROIT (AP) — The
dishes on the menu at Larry
Holmes' Four Corner
Lounge in Easton, Pa., are
named after fighters. The
proprietor plans on adding
an entree for Leon Spinks —
whipped potatoes.
Holmes will defend the
World Boxing Council
heavyweight championship
against Spinks Friday night
at the 21,000-seat Joe Louis
Arena, he predicts that "I'm
going to stop Leon."
-He's definitely going to
get knocked out. It don't
matter. He's been knocked
• out before."
The 27-year-old Spinks was
knocked out in the first
round by Gerrie C,oetzee
June 6, 1979. But last year he
knocked out Alfredo
Evangelista, drew with Eddie "Animal" Lopez and
knocked out livvin Issac and

Bernardo Mercado to earn
his second shot at the
heavyweight title in only his
15th pro fight.
The 1976 Olympic lightheavyweight champion got
his first title shot in his
eighth fight, and he upset
Muhammad Ali on a split
decision Feb. 15, 1978. Stripped of title recognition by the
WBC for his failure to fend
against Ken Norton, Spinks
then lost the World Boxing
Association title to Ali Sept.
15, 1978.
"Leon has a lot going for
him," said the 31-year-old
Holmes, noting that while
Spinks is getting is second
championship bid in only 15
fights,_ he took him over five
years and 27 fights before he
got a title shot. He won the
WBC crown on a split decision over Norton June 9,
1978.
"I think he's been blessed
by God," said Holmes, but

he added, "I think Leon's
had all the blessing he's supposed to receive."
Holmes and Spinks appeared with other principals
at a press luncheon Wednesday.
Spinks, who is notorious
for being late for
engagements — he was
about a half hour late for the
weigh-in for the fight with
Mercado — was on time for
luncheon. Tuesday when he
was on time for his workout
after having been 142 hours
late the day before, Spinks
told reporters, "give me a
hand,I'm on time."
Both fighters appear to be
in top physical condition for
the scheduled 15-round bout,
which will be worth about $2
million to Holmes and about
$500,000 to Spinks. And both
appear loose.
The first heavyweight title
fight in Detroit since Joe
Frazier knocked out Bob

Foster in two rounds Nov. 18,
1970, is being billed as a
tribute to the late Joe Louis,
who came out of this city to
become one of the greatest
heavyweight champions.
It will be televised live by
ABC in a show that will run
from 9 p.m. to 11 p.m., EDT,
and the card also will feature
two other highly regarded
heavyweights and a title
defense by Saoul Mamby,
the WBC super lightweight
(140-pound limit)champion.
Michael Dokes, the WBC's
No.3-ranked heavyweight
contender, will fight European champion John L.
Gardner of England, while
Greg Page,ranked No.4, will
meet former European
champion Evangelista of
Spain. Both fights are 10rounders.
Mamby will defend
against Jo Klinpuani, a
native of Zaire who lives in
France

...Spinks Plans To Show He Has
Learned From Earlier Mistakes
By WILL GR1MSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
DE,fROIT (AP) — This is
the story of a kid who grew
' up in a rat and roach infested
,ghetto, who rose to fame and
'fortune, found he couldn't
handle it and almost dropped
to the bottom again before he
applied the brakes.
'
It's the sort of story that
drips from the pens of great
novelists or comes out of the
head of Hollywood film producers.
He was one of seven
children born of poor parents
• In the ravaged Pruitt-Igoe
section of St. Louis. He was
sickly as a child, beat on not
: only by his younger brothers
. but the other kids in the
. tough neighborhood. •
"The kids called him "Mess
• Over," because they said he
::.was easy to "mess over."
father kept taunting
"You're never going to
anything
but a bum." His
,

mother said, "You're just
like your pa."
The kid took the insults
and swallowed the pain of his
tarnished pride. He was a a
scrawny, disillusioned kid of
14 when he sneaked into a
musty old gym and began
learning to box.
He and his brothers didn't
run with the tough kids on
the block, who robbed and
stole and fought with knives.
Every night his mom got all
the children in a circle, read
to them from a red leather
covered Bible and said,
"Now let's pray."
School didn't interest him.
He quit when he had barely
learned to read and write
and joined the Marine Corps.
He began to box seriously.
He grew in strength if not in
wisdom.
No one taunted him about
his lack of schooling or his
missing front teeth. He had
watered the art of selfdefense.

He began fighting in the kid, out of shape and unMarine tournaments,then as prepared, was tossed to the
an amateur. He gained lions again. He lost.
respect. By 1976 he was good
His world came tumbling
enough to make the U.S. down to his calf-high kid boxOlympic team. He went to ing shoes.
Montreal and with four other
"After I won, I thought it
fighters, one a younger would be easy," he said.
brother, helped sweep four "Somebody should have told
gold medals for the United me."
States.
The kid, tired of being
Success as a pro followed laughed at and ignored, went
quickly. First fight, a kayo into hibernation and began
victory. Then another, repolishing the old skills he
another, another and had allowed to rust away. He
another.
was serious. He got strong
Although he had won only and tough again.
seven fights, he was matchThen he earned another
ed with an aging but legen- shot at the heavyweight title.
dary champion who still was
"This time it will be difhailed throughout the world ferent," said Leon Spinks,
as"The Greatest."
pointing to his bout Friday
It wasa drastic mismatch. "night against WBC
But the kid, shocking the titlehblder Larry Holmes. "I
world, won. At age 24, he was am human. I made
heavyyweight boxing cham- mistakes. But I've learned
my lesson."
pion of the world.
When he wins, it will make
Then the old champion
wanted his title back. So the a great movie.

"I hope we strike," said
Minnesota Twins second
baseman Rob Wilfong. "I
want to get it over with, and
if a strike is what it takes to
get this all settled, then I'm
for it.
"We've been talking about
this for years and years,"
Wilfong said. "We've been
having deadlines and decisions and meetings and
nothing's been accomplished. It's all been a big waste
of time. We should have done
it last year because here we
are again."
The players had charged
to the NLRB that the owners'
refusal to release their
clubs' financial records
violated fair labor practice
laws. But Wetter, who held
two days of hearings last
week in Rochester, N.Y., ruled in favor of the club
owners on every issue.
"It would seem less than
forthright if I didn't tell you I
am elated by the judge's
decision," said Ray Grebey,
the owners' chief negotiator.
-We went in believing we
were right, and when a
federal court says you're
right, it can't help but make
you feel good."
Ted Simmons, catcher for
the Milwaukee Brewers, was
dismayed by the ruling.
"What people do not
understand is what the injunction sought," Simmons
said. "It sought a delay. It
was not an effort to get the
books open.
"This was an attempt to
show that in previous cases
when management had not
made records available to
employees, an injunction
like this was granted. Every
effort was made to show that
this was not an unprecedented position. We
cited previous cases like this

where time and again judges
granted injunctions.
"This time he hasn't, but
none of this surprises me."
If last-minute negotiations
fail, it would mean
Cleveland and Oakland in
the American League and
four National League teams
— Philadelphia, Pittsburgh,
Houston and San Diego —
may have played their final
games. They were not
scheduled to play today.
night,
Wednesday
Philadelphia first baseman
Pete Rose singled in the first
inning to tie Stan Musial's
National League record for
career hits.
Baltimore's DeCinces,
however, wasn't as optimistic as some of the other
players.
"There is always that
possibility" that a strike
might be averted, DeCinces
said,"but we have been trying to negotiate for 16 months. One day isn't going to
change it."
If negotiations fail, the
first game to be affected by a
strike would be San Diego at
Chicago, the only afternoon
contest scheduled for Friday. However,San Diego pitcher John Curtis, the
Padres' player representative, held out a slight hope
that the strike still could be
averted.

Southern
States
SOYBEAN
SEEDS
AVAILABLE
753-1423
Industrie! Rd.
Merrily, Ky.

•4114-•
BURGER
QUEEN

We've 'AIG

changed our name
to

* because we're more
than allthe others.
Hey!Something big is happening
to your Burger Queen. We have a
brand new name,because we're more
than just burgers.
We're fish and chicken and salad
bar. Even breakfast, too. And a
whole lot more.
So now, when you're hungr to
get your druthers... just
get to Druther's.

larunletgoto
507 N. 12th St. Murray
C) 1981, Druther's International, Inc.
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Morris Proves When You're Hot, You're Hot.

SPORTS AT A GLANCE
Maior Leagues Sports In Brief
By The Associated Press
At A Glance
TENNIS

By The Astedsatel Preis
NATIONAL LEAGUE
EAST
W L
Pet. GB
Philedelphia
34 11 .618 St. Louis
29 20 .563 2
Montreel
2920 .511 4%
Pittabirgh
25 :3 .521 5%
New Yort
17 13 .340 14%
Chicago
14 37 .775 18
WRIT
Ime Angeles
1626 .643 (barmen
34 21 .618 1%
Hawke
X 29 .491
Atlanta
25 X .472 9%
See Francisco
27 31 .466 10
San Diego
13 33 .411 13
Weimailies Gems
Chicago 2, Son Frani:Ica 1, compktion
of suipended game
Map 7, Son Francinv 4, regularly
scheduled gime
Maltreat 11, Atints 2
Phindelphis 5, Hamlin 4
Sin Diego 3, Pittelargh 2
Cincimill 2, New York 0
Las Angeles 4, St-Louis 1
Ilmnsimpos Gleam
San Francisco (Grn +4) at CeIesgo
(Martz 16)
Atlanta (Boggs 14) at Maltreat (Rogers 64), (n)
adman (Seaver 64) at New Yort
(Tmchry 54), (n)
Los Angeles (Vaienniele MI) at
SLLatis (Meetings 1-4), (n)
OnO games sdiedded
Mimes Ganes
Sim Diego at Clicago
Las Angeles at Pittsburgh, (n)
at Modred, (n)
Houston at New Wet, (n)
Marta at PNIedelphia, (n)
Sen Francism at SLIAxis, (n)
AMERICAN LEAGUE
EAST
Pet, GB
W L
34 21 .618 New Yost
Baltimore
31 22 .585 2
3020 .545 4
Boston
Milwaukee
30 25 .545 4
30 26 .536 4%
Detroit
26 24 .520 5%
Clevelmid
16 41 .2E1 19
Tot onto
WEST
37 M .617 Oakland
33 21 .611 1
Texas
30-22 .577 3
Chicago
30 29 XS 6%
California
19 30 .3811 12%
Kansas City
20 36 .357 15
Seattle
17 X .300 17%
Mirsmsota
Werbeeday's Games
Batarnore 3, Oakland 1
Kansas City 7, Taranto
Otago 6, New Yort 5
Texas 12, Milwaukee 5
Detratt 4, Wirmesola 2
Cabforria 4, Clevelimd 3
Bolton 4, Seattle 2
lloredey's Games
KansasCIty (Gura 44) at Torun)
(Stieb 4-7), (n)
New York (Bird 54) at Chicago (Trout
+3), (n)
Rims (Janina 4-4) at Milwaukee
(Viadmvidi 7-2), (n)
Detroit (Petry 34) at binnesita (Redfern 94). (n)
13allimare (D.Maninet 7-2) at Seattle
(Perron 14), (n)
Baton (Rainey 00) at Cabfornia
(Forsdi 8-3), (n)
Only games scheduled
FrIday's Gems'
Tezas at Toronto, (n)
Chicago at Milwaukee, (n)
New York at Minnesota, (n)
Karnes Clay at Detrait, (n)
Cleveland at addend, (n)
Baton at California, (n)
Battarrkore at Seattle, (n)

LONDON (AP) - John McEnroe
beat Mart Edmondson at Austrslia I3,6-3 in the second round match in the
$156,016 Steam Artois graas courts
tournament.
In other action, Roscoe Tanner
defeated Greg IThitecross at Australia
6-3, 6-4; Brian Gottfried topped Nick
Saviano 44, MI,6-4; John Sadri downed Syd Ball of Australia 4-6, 6-3, 6-2;
Billy Scanlon ousted Peter Fleming,
2, 6-3; Vic Amsya eltininated Rod
Frawley at Australia 74, 6-4; Hank
Pfister defeated Dick Stockton 6-2, 24,
64; John Austin topped Paid Kra* of
Australia 24, 6-2, 9-7; Billy Martin
beat Tim Gunboat 64, 6-2; Brion
Teacher topped John Lloyd 6-1, 6-2;
and Peter Rennert edged Australia's
Dale Collings 74.74.
LONDON( AP) - Martina
Navratilove easily beat Route Cuals
6-4,6-1 in the opening round of the Surrey Championship in suburban Surbiton.
TRACK AND FIELD
FLORENCE,Italy (AP)- Britain's
Sebastian Coe, showing a powerful
finishing kick, set a world record with
a time of 1:41.72 in the 800-meter run at
an international meet.
Coe shaved more than a half second
off the previous record of 1:42.33,
which he set in Norway in July 1979.

Transactions
By The Aneciated Press
BASEBALL
American League
BOSTON RED SOX-Signed Kevin
Burrell, catcher; Johnny Howard, infielder; and Tony Deal, infielderoutfielder.
OAKLAND A'S-Assigned Craig
Minetto, pitcher, to Tacoma of the
Pacific Coast League. Activated Brian
Doyle, infielder, and amiigned him to
Tacoma.
TORONTO BLUE JAYS-Traded
Rick Bondi, outfielder, to the
Oakland A's for future considerations.
National League
ATLANTA BRAVES-Signed Jay
Roberts,outfielder.
NEW YORK METS-Placed Joel
Youngblood, outfielder, on the 15-day
disabled list retroactive to June 6.
ST.LOUIS CARDINALS-Activated
Andy Rincon, pitcher,from the 21-day
disabled list, and optioned him to Springfield of the American Association.
FOOTBALL
Minimal Football League
CHICAGO BEARS-Signed Bruce
Herron, linebacker; Dan Jiggetts,
tackle; Jeff Fisher, cornerback; Lonnie Johnson. running back; Bob
Shupyrt, linebacker: Hans Neilsen,
kicker, and Joe Tumpich, defensive
back; and Nate Simpson,safety.
GREEN BAY PACKERS-Waived
Bruce Beekley, linebacker. Released
Mel Jackson, guard; Ken Brown,
center; Tony DiRienzo and Bob McCulloch, place kickers; and Cole Doty,
wide receiver.
MIAMI DOLPHINS-Announced
that Thomas Henderson, linebacker,
has agreed to contract terms.
COLLEGE
GEORGIA-Named Avery McLean
director of athletic promotions.
HOWARD--Fired Lincoln Phillips,
head soccer coach.
MANHATTAN-Named Gordon
Chiesa head basketball coach and
Steve Griffith sports information
director.
OKLAHOMA-Signed Bela Karoly
and Martha Karoly, womea's gymnastics coaches,effective Sept. 1.

By BRUCE LOWITT
AP Sports Writer
Jack Morris is living proof
that when you're hot, you're
hot.
"Everything
happens
when you're winning," the
Detroit right-hander said.
"I'm challenging the hitters
more with my fastball.
They're either going to hit
me or they're not going to hit
me."
Right now, they're
not...not much, anyway.
Minnesota got eight hits off
him Wednesday night - but
Morris got his eighth consecutive victory, his seventh
complete game and his ninth
win of the season (tops in the
American League) as the
Tigers beat the Twins 4-2.
Elsewhere in the AL it was
Texas 12, Milwaukee 5;
Chicago 6, New York 5;
Boston 4, Seattle 2; California 4, Cleveland 3; Kansas
City 7, Toronto 4, and

Baltimore 3,Oakland 1.
Homers by Steve Kemp
(he also had an RBI single)
Wockenfuss
and John
powered the Tigers to their
ninth victory in 11 games.
Rangers 12, Brewers 5
Buddy Bell has his own
theory on wielding a hot bat.

AL Roundup
When others are hot, he
says, you're more likely to
be,too.
"Hitting is contagious,"
Bell said after his three-run
homer and two-run single led
the Rangers in their romp
over the Brewers.
White Sox 6, Yankees 5
The Yankees' East Division lead over Baltimore was
trimmed to two games as
Chicago snapped their ninegame winning streak.
Wayne Nordhagen and
Greg Luzinski hit two-run

doubles and Bill Almon
homered for the White Sox,
who had a couple of close
calls go their way in their
three-run first inning.
Mike Squires and Carlton
Fisk- singled and Luzinski
bounced to pitcher Rudy
May. Squires got caught in a
rundown between third and
home but was safe at third
when Aurelio Rodriguez
missed the tag, a call that
had the Yanks howling and
brought Manager Gene
Michael out of the New York
dugout to complain.
When May uncorked a wild
pitch, Squires scored barely eluding May's tag and the Yanks yelped again.
Then Nordhagen doubled to
right-enter field for two
more runs.
Red Sox 4, Mariners 2
Stan Musial, whose National League record of 3,630
career hits was tied by Pete
Rose,fell a notch in a lesser-

Even When He Fans, Rose
Finds Way To Please Fans
By BARRY WILNER
AP Sports Writer
Even when he strikes out
three times in a game-and
Pete Rose hardly ever fans
three times in one night "Charlie Hustle" finds a way
to please the fans.
Wednesday night, Rose
made 57,386 Philadelphia
faithful happy with a firstinning single that boosted
him into a tie with Stan
Musial for the National
League lead in career hits.
The 40-year-old first
baseman has 3,630 hits in his
181-3 Seasons; Musial spent
22 seasons with the St. Louis
Cardinals.
After Rose lined Nolan
Ryan's fourth pitch of the
night to center field for his
basehlt, he virtually took the
rest of the night off as the
Phillies rallied for a 5-4
triumph over the Houston
Astros. Ryan struck him out
the next three times Rose
came to the plate.
"When I got that first hit, I
felt like 20," said Rose."And
when I struck out the next

three times,I felt like 40."
The baseball that Rose hit
Rose might not get a for his record-tying blow will
chance to beat Musial's be given to Rick Sutcliffe, a
mark for a while. If the Los Angeles Dodgers' pitplayers go on strike after cher, who plans to use it in
an auction to raise money for
crippled children.
Rose said the ball he hits
for the record-breaker will
go to the Hall of Fame in
Thursday's games, as Cooperstown, N.Y.
they've threatened to do, the
While Rose held the
Phillies won't play again un- spotlight, Garry" Maddox
til the players return. That was the Phillies' hero.
doesn't worry Rose.
Rose's first-inning safety
"It won't last until 1985," was the only Philadelphia hit
Rose said. "I'll get the hit until the eighth. Ryan,
sometime."
leading 4-0, retired the first
He might not get it if Ryan two batters in the eighth but
is on the mound, however. then gave up a pinch-hit
Not only couldn't Rose get single tuGeorge Vukovich.
good wood on the ball
Steve Carlton, 9-1, had left
against the flame-throwing for a pinch hitter in the
right-hander, he could bare- eighth. Mike Proly and Tug
ly see the ball.
McGraw pitched the ninth.
"If he threw every pitch
Elsewhere in the National
likt he pitched tonight," said League, it was Los Angeles
Rose of Ryan, "I'd be going 4, St. Louis 1; Cincinnati 2,
after my 1,000th hit instead the New York Mets 0; Monof 3,631. He was geared for treal 11, Atlanta 2; San
me. It was good morning, Diego 3, Pittsburgh 2, and
good afternoon, see you Chicago sweeping a pair
later."
from San Francisco, winning
the resumption of a suspended game 2-1, then taking the
regularly scheduled contest
7-4.
Dodgers 4, Cardinals 1
HARRISON, N.Y.(AP)- Trevino has prompted a cer- ;400,000
"If you have the Yankees
Manufacturers
Jerry Reuss' masterful
The absence of such tain amount of negative Hanover Westchester Golf playing the Orioles, you're
headliners as Tom Watson, comment about the quality Classic.
seeing only a small fraction threehitter paced the
Dodgers over the Cardinals.
Jack Nicklaus and Lee of the field arrayed for the
Howard Twitty, a player- of the best players in
Reuss surrendered a home
But
thinks
baseball:
nobody
director on the PGA Tour's
run
to Garry Templeton with
Board of Directors and one anything about that.
one out in the first inning,
of the game's more ar"But, in golf, if you're
ticulate spokesman, has an missing just one or two of the then set down 22 straight batters. Tito Landrum's infield
answer for the critics.
best players in the world,
single ended that streak.
"The Tour is like an All- everybody is saying you've
Reds 2, Mets 0
Star
game every week," got a bad field.
The Mayfield Golf and a.m. and is open to boys 10George Foster supplied
"It just isn't true. Sure, the power with a fourthCountry Club will be hosting years-old through 1981 Twitty said before teeing off
the 'Junior' West Kentucky graduates and girls 12-years- today in the first round of the you're missing a couple of inning homer and Mario Soto
Boys and Girls Invitational old through 1981 graduates. event on the 6,603-yard, par the best, but look at what you handcuffed the Mets on six
71 Westchester Country Club have. It's a strong field. It's hits,striking out 11.
Golf Tournament on June 24.
The 18-hole tournament
Foster said he got a
The fee for entering the course in suburban New a strong field almost every
York.
week."
will have a shotgun start at 9 tournament is $10.
fastball on the "black" and a
little up from Mets leftd\w,mkt••• avi
hander Randy Jones for his
13th homer.
Soto, 6-6, has struck out 10
or more batters three times
this season and has a total of
PI
]
• r kNs C.
C
85 strikeouts. It was the sixth
A
a,
%
Aen
'
70A,07
consecutive complete game
r ot
Crt
WHVE
-•
c,"vbs
for the fireballing Soto and
his fifth victory in his last six
decisions.
Expos 11, Braves 2
Tim
Raines stole two \
4114,)'
bases, giving him 48 and
placing him 20 games ahead
of Lou Brock's pace when
Brock stole 118 in 1974, and
THIS AD MUST ACCOMPANY YOUR PURCHASE! E-1 rERMS
Larry Parrish had a threeBEL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
run homer to back Bill
Gullickson, 3-6. The Expos
MURRAY,KY.
had scored a total of 11 runs
Gullickson's losses.

known category as Carl
Yastrzernski moved into
fourth place on the all-time
at-bat list with 10,974, two
more than Stan the Man.
Angels 4,Indians 3
Don Baylor drove in two
runs with a first-inning
single and Rick Burleson hit
a solo homer in the eighth as
California won its third in a
row at home for the first
time since late last season.
Royals 7, Blue Jays 4

Amos Otis already had ripped three hits and driven in
two runs when he came up in
the eighth inning with the
score tied. Kansas City
Manager Jim Frey didn't
have to think about strategy.
"With the winning runs out
there I just give him the hit
sign," he said. Otis responded by ripping a 3-0 pitch from
Joey McLaughlin far a tworun double that sent the Blue
Jays down to their 10th con-

secutive loss.
Orioles 3, A's 1
Mike Flanagan pitched 713 innings of Iwo-hit ball
against the A's before his
control deserted him. Then
Tim Stoddard came to the
rescue, posting his second
save despite allowing an
RBI-single by Cliff Johnson.
Eddie Murray and Mark
Belanger hit RBI singles and
Dan Graham had a sacrifice
fly for Baltimore.
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:Now Hipp Makes It Possible'
For You To Own A Carrier!
Room Air
Conditioners

SALE
PRICED!

SALE
PRICED!

011,

*
*

*
*
*
*

*
*

NI Roundup

*

AS181(1081
7 900 BTU 115 VOLT

Carrier Siesta

14,000 STU 230 VOLT

•
•
•
•
•
•

**
***
**
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Carrier Weathermaker 301 *

Room Air Conditioners
5,000 to 9.100 Blu/hr.
(ER as high as LI
•

*

451.ES114.3

Room Air Conditioners
6,900 to 10,000 Btu/hr
(ER as high as 11.0

Lightweight Portable
Designed for bedrooms
Neoprene sound isolators
Automatic Thermostat
Three fan Speeds
Side-to-side airflow control
Aerodynamically -shaped blower wheel

• Even-Temp Thermostat
• Stale air exhaust
• TwO fah speeds
• Side-to-side airflow control
• Reusable washable filter
• Slide-out chassis
• Weather Armor"' cabinet
• Window or thru the-wall installation
• Econo ZOno efficiency control

blades
• Stale air exhaust
• Long- life eftiCiency compress-or
• Weather Armor" Ahinet
• E coon Zone effii ienry cOntrei

REGULAR $359.95

REGULAR $499.95

$29495 $41995

*

INSTALLATION *

art $25 Si

BUY NOW - SAVE $65.00!

BUY NOW - SAVE $80.00!

-

Westchester Field Missing Key Players

!** cy",fir

21 000 BTU 230 VOLT

50% OFF
REG. $300.

Eacm°5

949.

Carrier Sierra 11

Carrier Sierra II

Mayfield Club To Host
West Kentucky Junior

"CLIP AND SAVE" DIAMOND SPECIAL
"DIAMOND DAllLERS"

iSIFL218-3
18,000 IT!.) 230 VOLT

•

Room Al, Conditioners
12,000 to 22.400 Btu hr
(ER as high as 8 3

Room Al, Confiltionors
12,000 to 22,400 Btutir
(ER as high as 8.3

• E coon Zone ettic iencv onfrol
• Solid Stale Par speed cntroi
• Even Temp Thermostat
• Flip-Top Arc ot Comfort air discharge
door
• Stay Dry Corclensare removal system
• Stale air exhaust fresh air ventilation
• Long lite efficiency compressor
• Reusable washable filler
• Slide out chassis
• Weather Armor' cabinet

• Econo Zone efficiency controi
• Sold Slate fan speed controi
• Even Temp Thermostat
• F hp Top Arc of Comfort air discharge
door

• Stay Dry condensate removal system
• Stale air exhaust fresh air ventilation
• Long -tile efficiency compress,
• Reusable washable filter
• Slide Out chassis
• weather Armor' Cat.net

$54995 $47995
REGULAR $642.75

REGULAR $565.80

BUY NOW.- SAVE $92.80

BUY NOW - SAVE $85.85

* Carrier Sierra
Room Air Conditioners
* 0,300 to 22,700 Btu hr
EER as high as 10.2

At
Mr]
701

• Econo-Zone efficiency coqtrol
*• Solid State fan speed cont'-'
• Even-Temp Thermostat
*• Flip-Top Arc of Comfort

air \I ischarqi,§

*• Stay-Dry condensate removal system
air ex.'h'eust frtfSh

air

er -hte effrAfency compfessof
otan
olg
*•
8 S
L
dcr
• Reusable waVble filter
*• Slide-out chas s
• Weather Armor" cabinet

•

Carrier-

i

ventilation

tre2233

23000 STU

REGULAR

230 VOLT

$59888

$715.97

NOTE: SALE PRICES GOOD THRU SATURDAY, JUNE 20th
SHOP DAILY 'TIL 5PM. -- SHOP SATURDAY 'TIL 4 P.M

MICHELSON JEWELERS

MASTER CARD AND VISA WELCOME

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * **

FATHER'S DAY SPECIAL!
Show Dad How Much You Care With A Recliner From
Dunn's Furniture
We have over 100 Berk line, Wallaways, Rocker Recliners and Swivel
Rockers Now In Stock At Prices For Below Suggested Retail.
Come In Now While The Selection is Still Good. We Do Have New
Shipments Arriving DAy.

Hwy. 641 North

BOY NOW
SAVE
S117 09

DUNN FURNITURE
WAREHOUSE 753-3037

aiose*.*
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Bani-Sadr Loses In Power
Struggle Between Faction

Unhealthy 'miracle' diets

k..11

Lawrence E.Lamb,M.D. By JOSEPH PANOSSIAN

DEAR DR
LAMB
Please please, for the sake of
foolish people who are unaware of the evils to their
health of these so-called miracle protein diets print something warning them
I have enclosed a recent
magazine ad It may be the
old liquid protein scam Help
people to understand they.
may not only. lose their money
hut also their health
If I had
DEAR READER
my way most of these products would be outlawed Some
it the diet preparations used
by people to •reduce do not
have the amount of essential
amino acids that the label
indicates This was pointed
out in an article in the Journal
ot American Dietetic ASSuelait,n
September I980: The

report dealt with analysis of
predigested protein The products analyzed had relatively
low levels of essential amino
acids, the ones you need for
life that'our body can't manufacture from other foods
One of the ads you sent me
was the usual misleading
advertising that spoke of losing pounds. but didn t mention
pounds of what The large
weight losses in those
instances is usually from
water loss not loss of ugly
body' fat Losing normal body
water is dangerous to your
health Think of it as having a
wilted body similar to a wilted plant
Even strict diets of good
quality protein that provide
only 600 calories a day are not

Weakening Of Dollar
Results In Rally Of
Precious Metal Prices
lower, and closed at 90.75
cents a gallon for July.
After touching its lowest
level in about 512 years on
Tuesday, coffee turned very
sharply higher Wednesday,
with the July-delivery contract closing at at 102.65
cents a pound.
Sugar was mostly lower
amid a lack of directional
news, with only the July contract gaining. It rose .07 cent
to 16.84 cents a pound.
Although the strengthening of the British pound
resulted in some arbitrage
buying of cocoa, it closed
mostly lower, with the July
delivery contract in New
York at $1446 a metric ton.
Analysts said buying influenced by the weaker
dollar and lower interest
rates supported cotton early,
but selling by local traders
and speculators left prices
Robert
Fulton mixed with the July-delivery
demonstrated the first suc- contract at 81.81 cents a
cessful U.S. steamship, the pound.
Clermont, in 1807.
By The Associated Press
The weakening of the U.S.
dollar overseas prompted a
rally in precious metals
prices Wednesday and contributed to a continuation of
Tuesday's advances in
grains, analysts said.
At the close on the Chicago
Board of Trade, soybeans
were as much as 1034 cents a
bushel higher and wheat as
much as 734 cents higher.
On the Commodity Exchange in New York,gold for
delivery in June closed at
$466.80 a troy ounce,silver at
$10.20 an ounce and copper
at 77.95 cents a pound.
Pork prices were mostly
lower on the Chicago Mercantile Exchange and cattle
prices were mixed.
Heating oil futures turned

Associated Press Writer
NICOSIA, Cyprus (AP) —
healthy • Good studies have
shown that any weight losing Ayatollah Ruhollah Khoprogram that induces a rapid meini has finally decided the
loss of weight is usually not power struggle between Irahealthy
The dangerous side of our nian President Abolhassan
national pastime of dieting is Bani-Sadr and the Islamic
discussed in detail in The clerical faction, and BaniHealth Letter number 16-2,
Sadr has lost.
Dangerous Dieting, which I
Khomeini, the undisputed
am sending you Others who
want this issue can send 75 leader of the revolutionary
cents with a long, stamped, regime, fired Bani-Sadr
self-addressed envelope for it Wednesday as commanderto me. in care of this newspaper. PD Box 1651. Radio City in-chief of the armed forces,
Station, New York, NY 10019. the officild news agency
The dangers include death Pars reported.
from chemical imbalances
A spokesman for Khothat cause fatal irregularities
of the heart, loss of hair, loss meini said the 47-year-old
of sexual capacity and many economist would continue as
other problems. The sensible president. But he will be a
way to diet is with a well-balanced diet and exercise that powerless figurehead since
results in losing about 500 his conservative foes in the
calories a day That provides Islamic Republican Party
for a loss of about one pound control the Majlis, the Iraof body fat a week You can
lose weight with some fad nian parliament, and the
diets but you take a terrible government.
risk
Lacking a strong political
DEAR DR. LAMB — Is party of his own, Bani-Sadr
there such a thing as the oppo- had been trying to develop a
site of anorexia nervosa? I am
a normally active 22-year-old --power base in the armed
male I'm 6 feet and weigh forces to offset the clerics
175 pounds. I am constantly who control the IRP. But the
eating because I honestly feel
Iranian Land Forces ComI will lose weight if I don't.
announced its
The fact that all this eating mand
does not put any weight on me "complete allegiance" to
doesn't help either Do I have Khomeini "without support
a valid problem.?
for any party,"Tehran Radio
DEAR READER — Maybe.
If you are not fat and are not reported. The joint staff
adding weight with your pres- command of the land, air
ent diet, it is clear that you and naval forces announced
are in caloric' balance, meanit would henceforth take
ing you are only eating as
many calories as you use. orders from Khomeini.
That is fine.
Tanjug, the Yugoslav

Now, if you are really eating an enormous number of
calo*s Just to maintain your
weight. you might need to
think of why. If you are very. .
active you could be using a lot
'of calories.
Two medical conditions
that relate to consuming lots
of calories and failing to gain
weight, or actually losing
weight. are diabetes and an
overactive thyroid gland. In
that case there are other
symptoms as well Diabetics,
for example, drink lots of
water
However, if you are not
gaining weight your eating is
not a psychological problem,
as anorexia nervosa is.

MISS

Cohoon Assigned As
YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have not KSP
Driver Examiner
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray ledger & Times by
5:30 p m. Monday-Friday or by
3:30 p m. Saturdays are urgec
to call 153-1916 between 5:30 p.m
and 6 p.m.. Monday throiron Friday, or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Saiurdays
A circulation deportment employee is on duty during these
time periods to insure delivery
of your newspaper Calls must
be placed by 6 p.m. weekdays or4 plc Saturdays to guarantee
delivery.
The regular business office
hours of The Murray Lodger & Timesa.m. to 5 p.m.. Monday
are
through Friday and 1 a.m. ro noon,Saturdays.

FRANKFORT, Ky. —
State Police Commissioner
Marion D. Campbell has announced the appointment of
a Murray man, Teddy L.
Cohoon, as a KSP driver
licensing examiner for the
area of Calloway, Graves
and Trigg Counties.
Cohoon was one 9f 24 new
driver license examiners to
be named by Campbell after
successfully completing a
four-week training requirement for the position at the
KSP Academy here.
The appointments were

TRACTOR
11100E1.

A MO CAM REBATE
'UMIAK SENSE
JUNE 24,1911

Pies Jess Bows Cask lack
chest yea lease MINI
JUNE 26
'41

And top dollar on your
pTesent 'rector

$

S
541.11

5100 m loamy .or tho mono, saa,ng aoraris on Cu, Bp °oars on erg Woo., loasmg Program

A wegm,

ALLIS-CHALMERS

B. & G. EQUIPMENT, INC.
Dresden Hwy., Paris

642-1242

(Roesler 31.1S)

Nails,50 Lb. Boxes ..Per Box
$10.00
No. 20 Scaffold
$11.00
No. 5 Box
$11.00
No. 8 Box
No. 6 Golden Galv. Box . . . $11.00
$11.00
No. 6 Coated Sinker
$11.00
No. 8 Coated Box
7/8" No. 11 Gold Barbed Roofing . . .
$10.00
1" No. 11 Bright Roofing . . . . $5.00
1 4"No. 13 Plaster Board. .. $5.00
1/
Window Glass, Single & Doable
Strength Stock Sizes
.112 Price

Beale Hardware
753-1543

214 W. Main

2070

off
reg. price

Wallpaper & Woven Woods!

Save! on
Custom Window
Fashions!

Save! Over
990 Fashionable
Wallpaper
Patterns!

207Off
Beautiful choices
from eight popular
books—including:
• Pre-Pasted
•Strippable
•Scrubbable
• Fabric-Backed
Vinyl Patterns
Select from
a big variety of
patterns and styles
to fit every decor.

30%
off
Over 200 Beautiful Colors in Stylish
Levolor One-Inch Blinds.

100601 7010

66
0—,0•0
'
Sf0.

NEW YORK (AP) — More
than 3,000 Salvation Army
officers and soldiers from 11
eastern states, Puerto Rico
and the Virgin Islands were
gathering in New York this,
week for three days of streetcorner evangelism, musicmaking and marching.
The occasion is the Army's
Eastern Territory Congress,
starting this Friday, June 12,
which plans to set in motion
a major effort to strengthen
and reaffirm the Army's'
goals of spreading the gospel
and helping the needy.

Over 90 Perfect Touch'
Custom Woven Woods Patterns

•Anfteaal
L•••
•

OS*63
S9',..?.
;
1•
610.•
• • „„,

Sherwin
Williams
Stores

Thursday, June 11 Through
Friday, June 19
Galvanized Garbage Cans. 15% Off
$29.95
Garda'Push Mew

Salvation Army
Officers Meet

3070-50%off

$7,631.66

•

Only At

SALE!

opponents. The liberals
charged that the clerics
were out of touch with the
modern world and their
government was incompetent and incapable of
rebuilding the economy.
Khomeini, apparently
fearing that his revolution
would collapse into factional
strife, tried to act as a
balance between the two
sides and until this year appeared to favor neither. But
in recent months, as the
bickering got louder and
Bani-Sadr was unable to
galvanize the armed forces
into a decisive victory in the
war against Iraq, he favored
the clerics more and more.

the first to be confirmed
under a new program, announced last Feb. 20 by Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. and State
Justice Secretary Neil J.
Welch, which calls for all of
the uniformed troopers performing those duties now tol
be replaced with civilian
driver testing personnel.
Cohoon, 32, is a 1966
graduate of Murray High
School and was employed as

5YEAR OR 3YEAR
LOW LEASE PROGRAM

BI
"BIG 10(, EELS

news agency, reported from
Tehran that Bani-Sadr also
handed in his resignation as
president but Khomeini rejected it. A spokesman at the
presidential office in
Tehran, reached by
telephone, denied this, saying BaniSadr's resignation
as president "has been
ready" since last year and
Khomeini has not accepted
it.
A spokeswoman at
BaniSadr's office said he
was in western Iran Wednesday inspecting the battlefront, and had no public
comment on his dismissal.
Since the late Shah
Mohammad Reza Pahlavi
was overthrown in February
1979, two principal factions
— one liberal and secular,
the other ultraconservative
and dominated by the
Moslem clergy — have vied
for control of the Iranian
revolution and its course.
The liberals scored when
Bani-Sadr, who spent 17
years in the West, won the
presidency in January 1980.
But the clerics and their party won overwhelming control of the Majlis in elections
later in the year and took
over the government.
In the power struggle that
followed, the clerics and
their political front man,
Prime Minister Mohammad
All Rajai, denounced the
Western orientation of their

PRE-INVENTORY

yvele0111M

11,011111wroeve
41149ftkitemptai

IN
NS/
(wallpaper packaged in double and triple rolls)

(all window decor installation extra)

Teddy L. Cohoon
a radio dispatcher at the
KSP Post at Mayfield before
accepting his new position.
According to Campbell,
the remaining civilian personnel needed to complete
the planned transition from
trooper to civilian license examiners will be trained and
in the field by midSeptember. All of them then
will work at least two weeks
under the supervision of the
trooper they are replacing
before going out on their
own.
State police say that the
changeover is expected to
reduce their operating costs
under the license examining
program by something in excess of $2 million a year.
"It also will have the added effect of freeing up a
large number of veteran
sworn officer personnel for
reassignment into fulltitne
criminal and traffic law enforcement duties where they
are badly needed right
now," Campbell said.
Although all of the field examiner employees will eventually be civilian, state
police will continue to administer and supervise the
overall program.

Special Carpet

SALE!

SCI
99

On Sale
2

STYLES:

Only

Pile.
DuPont' Ny100
100%
Eleoance)
\
(Royal
sq. yd.
Reg. 413.99
Polyester Pile.
TfeVira*
100% (East Wind)
Sax'ony.
sq. yd.
Reg. 415.99

99$ 99
Sq. Yd.INN

Sq. Yd.

Values from $7.99 — $15.99 Sq. Yd.
(padding and installation extra — not available at all stores)

L

—J

inn

Sale ends June 20

1981. The Shenym Willems Company

Southside Shopping Center
So. 12th St.

753-3321

Sherwin-Williams
Charge Plans
Available
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'Crossroads' Producer Tel's
About Kentucky On Show

AMA Will Sell Stock In
Tobacco Corporations
By SANDRA BALMER
Associated Press Writer

was taken. An AMA committee had recommended rejection of the proposal because
leaders had said to direct investment of its pension
assets would violate
securities laws.
The Members Retirement
Fund had assets of $135
million as of an April, 1980
report, Sammons said. Of
that, 1.2 percent was invested in Philip Morris Inc.
and R.J. Reynolds Co.
"I'm terribly embarrassed that the issue of cigarette
stock ownership has to be
defended by my profession,"
said Dr. Alan Blum, a
Chicago physician who first
introduced the anti-tobacco
resolution as a delegate
representing resident physicians.
The latest report by The
Surgeon General's Office
said "there is no safe level of
cigarettes and no safe level
of consumption."
It added that "consumers
should be cautioned that
even the lowest yield of
cigarettes presents health
hazards very much higher
than would be encountered if
they smoked no cigarettes at
all."
The AMA pension plan has
3,500 participants out of a
total 232,000 AMA members,
a spokeswoman said. She
said the total equity of the
fund is $113 million.

CHICAGO (AP) — A
leader of the American
Medical Association says the
group will ask its investment
managers to sell $1.4 million
in tobacco stocks despite a
vote by the House of
Delegates against liquidating the assets.
asked
have
"We
(investors) that if there are
other comparable investments, they would take
that (the furor over owning
cigarette stocks) into account" in choosing stocks to
buy and sell, said Dr. James
Sammons, AMA executive
vice president.
The statement came
Wednesday after the
delegates rejected a resolution ordering investors for
the group's pension fund to
sell the tobacco stocks.
Backers of the resolution
said retaining the securities
presented "an embarrassment to the AMA" and
diminished the group's
credibility as a scientific and
medical association.
The proposal was defeated
by a voice vote. 1P10 vote tally

Don Moseley Is
Accepted To
Camp Retupmoc

Don Moseley, a Murray
High School junior, has been
accepted to Camp Retupmoc, a one-week computer
workshop on the campus of
STRATFORD, Conn.(AP)
Rose-Hulman Institute of
Striking back at the cir—
Technology in Terre Haute,
of kientists
cumlocutions
Ind.
a
engineers,
and
Moseley is the son of Mr.
businessman told a group of
computer experts that what
they wrote and said was too
often "periphrastic," "umand
b fa geous,"
"supererogatory."
This semantic riposte
(which means, wordy,
obscure and superfluous)
was delivered by John Budd,
vice president, Emhart Corporation, to a conference of
computer scientists.
Budd said plain talk was
as critical as technology if
America was to rekindle its
commitment to science. He
urged the computer experts
to tell the public what they
Don Moseley
were doing in language free
and Mrs. Owen Moseley, of technical jargon and
1623 Loch Lomond.
acronymic shorthand.
Admission to this =tuner
"Because of Three Mile
program is selective and Island, Love Canal, and loshighly qualified young men ing track of Skylab, the
from throughout the country public's perception of
will be enrolled. Moseley is technology is that it has failan honor student at Murray ed, that it is flawed. Only
High and will be a senior straiFht talk can help close
next year. He is also an this communication gap," he
Eagle Scout.
said.

Businessman Blasts
Computer Experts

..411

Sheila Rue, humanities producer at WKMS-FM in Murray, works on "Crossroads,"
a radio magazine of the humanities. It airs on WKMS every Sunday at 11:30 a.m.

UMW Head Expresses Hope
Settlement Can Be Reached
By ROBIN PATER
Associated Press Writer
An official of the United
Mine Workers union construction workers has expressed hope that a contract
settlement can be reached
soon so that miners and construction workers can return
to work.
Ken Perryman, president
of construction workers
Local 1830 in western Kentucky's UMW District 23,
said some 1,500 construction
workers will continue to
picket "until we get a aontract that we can ratify."
Construction worker
pickets "brought the entire
district under" Tuesday
night in the western Kentucky coalfields, according
to a District 23 spokesman,
and there was no work at the
mines Wednesday.
The district represents
some 8,000 miners, covering
all of western Kentucky and
parts of eastern Kentucky.
"As far as we know, we
don't have any mines
operating today (Wednesday), since midnight last
night. The day shift today
was picketed out also," the
spokesman added.
Perryman reported hearing rumors from Washington
that a tentative contract
Might be reached by Friday.
But, he said "we have no
concrete evidence on that."
Perryman said that, as of
Wednesday, there were no
problems of any kind
reported in connection with
the picketing.
"Everyone's working real
close together...the miners
and the workers...and no
troubles with the company,"
Perryman said.
"I just hope the
negotiators can get together
and get us a contract we can

live with," he said. "It's just strike was expected
come to the point that "because as long as we have
something had to be done for several contracts in one
us to get a contract."
union with different expiradates, we're gonna have
tion
Perryman said that as
this."
soon as a contract is reached, it could be voted on
"We understand the prowithin 24 hours, and "then blem," Hendricks said."The
we can all get back tomork." construction workers do not
However, he said that the have a contract. We are in
workers in all states involv- sympathy with the coned in the strike must vote struction workers because
together.
their jobs are not secure
under the language in the
Perryman
The big vote,
said, lies in West Virginia, construction clause...in the
BCOA contract.
Pennsylvania and Illinois.
One local president said
the strike has affected some
400 workers in hi. local.
Local 1178 President Bob
Hendricks said that the

"Hopefully, we will see a
contract within the next two
to three days...so we can get
back to work," Hendricks
said.

Saturday!!!
Thursday thru
Regular Store Hours

Sears
50% OF
1343
Bone-1n

Strip Steak
Sold only in 4 lb. boxes
8 steaks per box.

1043

per 4 lb. box
when you buy 2 boxes

per 4 lb. box
when you buy 2 boxes
Sold only in I
16 steak' pt.t t

1st box 13.90
2nd box 6.95
TOTAL 20.85

1st box 17.90
2nd box 8.95
TOTAL 26.85

Breaded
Porkett€

FREE

per 3
box
when you buy 2 boxes
Sold only in
3 lb. boxes
1st box 17.90

la 18
%,„) per 4 lb. h •
when you buy 2 bos,, -

5 lbs. of Grade A Premium
Chicken Drumsticks with each $60.00
Steak or Seafood Purchase

2nd box 8.95
TOTAL 26.85

1st box 10.90
2nd box 5.45
TOTAL 16.35

sold only in
lb. bn‘ec

*A 6.95 VALUE!*

.
$unmoor

Also Available For Sale

avings
ale

Slipper

$449.00
iw Bodge

Hurry Only 12 Left
The Honda ExpressTM • the perfect
solution to high gas prices - Up to
100 MPG. Automatic clutch, no gears to
shift or pedals to push. Light
and easy to ride.

CubeBeef
Stea!

Breaded
Shrimp

Announces A

HONDA EXPRESS

The 2nd Box

1343 lb.

Overby Honda

Many people may take an tucky. Landes produced na- wanted to find
Amish horse trader or the tionally syndicated "In the kinds of 11
fact that an entire city was Tradition," a series that resources exist,
literally moved uphill for focused on styles and genres region, and the
granted, but this is all a very of traditional Kentucky tabling and infor,,';
real part of Kentucky.
music.
of presenting theT,
Sheila Rue, humanities "Crossroads" is designed
"The idea
producer at WKMS-FM, to help the people of Ken- magazine grew
Murray, explores these and tucky and other areas and we were
many such things through become aware of and ap- others shart:4;
"Crossroads," a radio preciate the humanities by thusiasm for the
magazine of the humanities. making the humanities in- were willing to fut:r:
The 26-part series has been teresting.
The National
distributed by satellite to
According to Bruce Smith, for the Humana
more than 60 radio stations manager of WKMS, "The Kentucky Ilurna,
across the country through idea for 'Crossroads' cil fund "Crossri,
the National Public Radio developed three years ago
WKMS is locat,
Network (NPR) in when WKMS hosted a series the FM dial and ,
Washington D.C. It will air of meeting with people from public radio set-.
on WKMS Sundays at 11:36 throughout our region. We ray State Univer I \
a.m.
Rue travelled throughout
the state and surrounding
areas talking with people
KEEP THAT GREAT
GM FEELING WITH
and found some whose
GENUINE GM PARTS
lifestyles were only known to
the public through folklore
and myth.
"There are still travelling
storytellers, candy makers,
blacksmiths and many other
people who live to preserve
some of the history and
lifestyles
of
their
71 CAPRICE
ancestors," she said.
4-door, tinted glass, body side molding, rior
spoke with them about
guards, intermittent windshield wiper system, ,7;r
••
religion, philosophy, history,
ditioner, remote—control mirrors, -sport susperc:r
literature and the folk arts."
cruise control, V-8, automatic tronsmissioo •
"Crossroads" has regular
steering wheel, radio, bumper guards, beige vi
tc
features on current issues
camel knit cloth interior, camel metallic outside. T. is
and laws with attorney Jo
car has been driven by Grayson McClure. 35.900.01)
Curris, Murray, and
segments on common word
$5,40e
abuse by Dr. Ken Wolf, a
Dwain Taylor Chevrolet Inc.
history professor at Murray
753-2617
641 South, iv,ur, .y
State University.
(
r- 1
4
Folklorist John Landes
GM QUALITY
GM
SERVICE PARTS
also contributes to the proGENERAL MOTORS PARTS DIVISION
gram with features on the
and
history
of
Kenmusic

23.90

Total 472.90
Save 103.90

$ale 369.00

Lobster
Tails

JUST SAY CHARGE IT!!! Cooked Shell on

695

Pink Shrimp

per 1 lb. bag
Fully

cooked.

head le•is

Thrimp Thaw. peel and rut
E•Z
SOW oaly in 244 lb. boa

Tasty,tender,slipper tails. Individually
wrapped and frozen.
Sold in 1 lb. bags.

19 90
per V 2 lb

Boneless

Ribeye
Steaks

Gulf Select Brand

T-Bone Steaks

Red Snapper
Fillets
1390
per 3'1 lb. bag

90
4 lb.

Sold only in 4 lb. boxes.18

per

box

Sold only in 3' lb box,

Sold only is 4 lb. boaes

per 4 lb. box

ligki—Soa.sisskspeth.z

Sale Prices Good Thrum June 30, 1981 On Bikes In Stock

Stuffed Flounder

Continental Steaks

Save 200.
CX 500 Custom

Um's 253.

Gold Wing's
CM400E

$ave 400.

Sale Prices Oa Every Hondo Bike he Stock
801 S.4th

753-4092

Murray,Ky.

14

Steak for Biscuits
Tasty breakfast
steaks,lightly floured.
Biscuits not included.

Tender Fillet el Flounder, with
erabeest duffles and lightly
seasosiel breading.
Sold only in 4lb. boxes.

90
per 4 lb. box

* Sorry — No PlioiseDrders or Deliveries *
We believe we have ordered adequate quantities
to last through this event. However,it is possible
that not every item may be available through the
entire promotion.
Qisaatitios limited to available supplies

90
per lb. box
Satisfaction Guarantmd
or Your Money Beck

11"
lb. box
per 4

Sold only is 4-16.
16 steaks per boa.

Sears]
IiilyitIO011/110ININCO

Sold only in 4 lb. boars.
32 steaks per boa.

Bel Air Shopping Cir.

Thursday,June 11, 19$1
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COMPENSATION VARIES
NEW YORK(AP) — Compensation for outside company directors varies widely
in form and amount, according to "The Corporate
Directorship," a study
recently issued by American
Management Associations.
The regular meeting fees
for outside directors of the
1,057 companies surveyed
range:tom $25 to $20,000 per
meeting. However, amounts
of $200, $300 and $500 are
most common.
Also, outside directors are
paid either a yearly retainer
or a fee per meeting. In some
cases they receive both.
Retainers for outside
directors range from $50 to
$55,000 per year, with the
majority between $2,000 and
$11.000.

Calloway Middle School Holds Career Workshop
Marion O'Rourke, than 70 students,parents and
teacher, organized the one- teachers from the west Kenwomen.
tucky area.
Jeri Harrell, counselor, day event that hosted more
The program for the
workshop included miniclasses led by Neva Grey
Allbritten, bank officer from
the Bank of Murray; Shirley
McLeod, officer in the
United States Coast Guard;
and Hattie Glenn, retired
supervisor from the Jefferson County Board of Education.
Genevieve Adams, nurse
recruiter from the MurrayCalloway County Hospital,
was available to answer
questions and give information on careers in medicine.

non-traditional careers for and

Calloway County Middle

School was host on May 23
for a career workshop on

During the day, workshop
participants were able to
view films including,
"Women in Electronics,"
-Math-Science Connection,"
-On Stage With Judith
Somogi" and "Four Women
in Science."
Featured speaker for the
conference was Dr. Beverly

Dr. BeverIs Douglas, featured speaker for the career
workshop on Non-Traditional Careers for Women,
talks with Hope Grogan student at Calloway County
‘iiddle School.

Marion O'Rourke, teacher, discusses career possibilities with three students
from Calloway County Middle School. Left to right are Michelle Marine, Amy

Bryan and Melissa Herndon.

Goode Douglas,obstetricianfrom
gynecologist
Washington, D.C. Dr.
Douglas addressed the group
by saying, "There are jobs
that are traditionally
'female jobs' and another
group of 'male jobs.'
Statistics show that as a rule
the 'male jobs' pay more. As
a female, don't feel that you
limited to the 'female jobs."
She then challenged the
students by saying,"Most of
you will work at one time or
another because you will
have to. When you do,choose
a career that interests you
and strive for the top. Don't
be satisfied being a salesperson when you can be a buyer
or merchandiser or vice
president of the company.
"Don't necessarily stop at
being a teacher, know that
you can also be a principal or
school superintendent. The
jobs are there, be aware of
all possible career choices
and pursue your goals," she
said.

Mr.Quick
4.4ir

Begley's

Convalescent Aids
and Home Health Care Centers
offering
There are now 3 convenient Home Health Care Centers in Kentucky,
you the best selection in patient aids and exercise equipment. If you needHealth
convalescent aids or just want to get in shape, stop by one of our Home
Care Centers or call toll free
-800432-0920
Circle

The Rote of Women in Education" was the topic
orscussed by Hattie Glenn, retired supervisor for the
I. fferson County Board of Education.

FATHER'S DAY

Your Individual
Horoscope
VISA

00]

choice of Director. Identifier, or Tri-fold
special nylon stitching and lintglie construction
give and stretch right along with you.

Charge it!

"
6
14 00 value

All men's

Timex Watches

,
...IMP. •pow

Jovan introduces

and

Brite

Watch Bands

The first pheromonebased fragrances
scientifically created

•
• OMB.
•

•MEP •
•IMP
•— I
•

of desire.

Because now when

•OR
••111
Oa

it comes down

to attracting the opposite sex,
Javan has it down to a science

Aqua Velva

044M

•
• 11.•

4 oz

1 oz.
Masculine Cologne

, • a.

Sunglasses

Kodak
Instant Camera

50%off

1995

6

Air Compressor
Portable
inflates auto
Er bicycle tires

1188
6"

Up to 86 lbs. of air

Socket Set
40 piece

PR 10

Flipflash

Shines like the sun

Car Wax
16 oz !quid wax

/

Special!

Mena and Ladies

/OP

Aloe

6 oz
Deep tanning
24"

377
*Hickory Smoked Pit BBQ Sandwich*
*Fresh Cole Slaw*
*Crisp French Fries*

99
4_
97
5
1288

STEM we
nro,
,
SM.*

For The Full Month of June

Sterile
Pads
3 in

it

3 in pad

Box of 25,

Iftwoim
Sleep
Tablets

Court Square
753-16326 a.m.
-2:30 p.m.

J

BEGLEY
Brand
YOU SAVE

Sominex
16 Tablets

23'
191

764F
II WIZ

2"
Adhesive
Tape

BEGLEY Brand1
72 Tablets

56 Extra Tablets
morefor Your Money

146

universal coffee filters
fer most popular brand
coffee makers

BEGLEY
Brand
YOU SAVE

waterbug arid
roach traps

74'

1.B.

Je

Te
U.S
C.E

X 5 yds

611

Package of 2

We

,
adhesive toPe.
In

Flog

Roach
motel

Hartz

Qienciresi)

1

Black

2inl
Plus Flea Collar

'

wife, effective
aid to sleep

At Bentley's on theWest

2 pk

oil

Compare Et Save

$1 89

Side Of Murray's

Mrnml
10 x17 in.
Hibachi Grill What a
Tan

Hand and body lotion
8 oz

43.
44.
up
41.

BIC
Lighters

For all Fliptlesh cameras
8 hashes

Tatamis

pressure

HIFT .41
C"
%.
1
socott str

668
Instant Print Film

Blue

133

Andron also available in Women's Cologne I

Colorburst 50

Ice

with free
Atra Razor

All men's

Struc-to Grill

244

Try it and send your own signals

566

Hawattan
Tropic

Aftershave Lotion

(

•1•••

25%off

4v. oz

(4/(jI,r,

to Qttroct.

•••••11
•
•

.r

Announces Our
1st Anniversary

Old Spice

Andron

03;

All For
Only

Body Billfolds

Amity

Prices good thru June 15

Wha‘ kind of day will tomor.1 be'.' To find out what the
.;irs say, read the forecast
..:•ven for your birth Sign.

put you in the mood to buy or
sell. You may order
something by mail.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22' —
The personal touch helps
MILES
you in dealings now. Shopping
, Mar. 21 to Apr. 19
Rapport with others is em- trips are favored. Weight-loss
pl,.asized now. After listening programs begun now should
t, a friend, you may change work out well.
eur opinion about something. SCORPIO'
F.Tijoy harmony.
(Oct. 2:3 to Nov . 21
You'll profit from a behindthe-scenes vantage point now.
Apr . 20 to May 201
ou'll be able to put the fin- It should be easy to catch up
'!Ling touches on an irnpor- with neglected obligations.
oit project. The health of Keep schedule tidy.
.rileorie dear should improve. SAGITTARIUS
Nov 22 to Dec. 21)
• .tch up on odd tasks.
Social life is fulfilling. You'd
GENIE'S'
n
like to continue an important
May 21 to June 20
Turn a work project into conversation in private. You
You'll gain. a deeper may visit a friend who is ill.
CAPRICORN
.»(lerstanding of others now
Dec. 22 to Jan. 191 Vi
flex hie in making enterBusiness combines nicely
',-innient plans
with pleasure. Friends are
( ANCER
helpful to you, careerwise.
1Laie A t,, July
InclAdt' family in leisure- New contacts may lead to im'me i. tivities. You may in- portant introductions.
property now Or make AQUARIUS
%-est
., rtiport.Ant renovations. Utilize !Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Consult with advisers about
—tuitwri
career matters. Meetings with
LEO
lawyers, publishers and
July2.to Aug. 22)
Keep iri touch with distant agents should be productive.
relatives. Make plans for a Travel mixes with business.
Fanuly harmony is em- PISCES
phasized Write letters or t Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
Get legal advice about in!riake ills
vestments and joint aksets.
V Ill(.0
UP it
You may revamp your thinkAug 23 to Sept 22
Revised thinking about ing about investments. Listen
money and possessions could to what others have to say.

All Public Assistance Prescriptions.

Mon.-Sat. 9-9 Sun. 12-6
Central Center
Ph. 753-4025

Frances Drake
FOR FRIDAY,JUNE 12,1981

We Fill

June 21st.

115 Dupont
Louisville
(502) 897 7105

2200 Winchester Ave
Ashland
(606) 324-1215

117 Southland D.
Lexington
1606) 276-3601

106
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Athletics

•••(Continued From Page 1)

said the university could gain $13,439
by charging faculty full admission
rather than the 50 percent rate they
•
pay now.
Wagner disagreed with the idea,
saying "faculty has not been able to

4011111111111111111111111111111MINIMISm4-wq*sii]...„44:, ilv..,..446140h4.,:"
:-.

keep up" because salaries in the past
have not been consistent with rising
inflation.
Hall suggested the university maintamn the present rate and pay the
$13,439 to the athletic department. He

said the university already pays half the money taken out of the general
of a faculty member's social security, fund would probably lead to more cuts
and this plan would serve as another in academic areas.
fringe benefit to the faculty.
Faculty "will have respect for the
But Dr. Joe Cartwright, chairman administration" if it makes signifiof the history department, pointed out cant cuts in the athletic program,
Cartwright said. He said there is
"widespread sentiment" among the
•••(Continued From Page 1 IIIIMMSIMMISHINUMMUMMIKSMMinhanatAAMISow*Ault0114,411111111110 faculty that most previous cuts have
ticipation in a self-insurance plan.
employees "didn't expect a lot of include doctors and employees in the been only in academic areas. "We've
Hospital employees have saved
money."
Medical Arts Building, and he said been bled until there's no blood left,"
MCCH "over $1 million in seven
But, he said the state of the nation's their salaries would add up to an addi- he said. Other proposals brought up
years" by contributing to the selfeconomy has caused people to become tional $1.5 million. MCCH employs by the task force included:
insurance plan,Poston said.
•the possible elimination of the farmore interested in salaries and about600 people,according to Poston.
Two reasons rates are constantly in"management and administration
The large number of employees thest away basketball and football
creasing are the rising costs of labor
are more aware of paying people for serves as a boost to Murray's
and utilities needed to run an efficient
the job they do."
economy, he said, pointing out that
hospital, Poston said.
To illustrate rising labor costs, MCCH is the third largest employer in
He said the hospital is a "laborPoston said the hourly rate for a Murray, behind Murray State Univerintensive industry" which has had to
registered nurse has risen 55 percent sity and Fisher-Price Toys.
increase rates to compensate for the
in four years. He said RN's in January
In addition to paying higher wages
rising salaries of staff employees.
1978 made $4.33 an hour, and today to employees, the administrator said'
Staff workers at one time were lowthey earn $6.59.
the cost of utilities and medical equippaid compared to other jobs, Poston
Poston said the hospital's total ment has jumped sharply in the past
said, because to work in a hospital
budget was $13.7 million and explain- few years. Rising utility rates comwas considered "a moralistic called that $6.98 million of the total went bined with the fact that the hospital is
ing." He said it was similar to being a
Matthew Allen Frizzell
for salaries.
a 24-hour per day,seven-day per week
school teacher, and hospital
He said this salary figure does not operation, increases the financial and Anisha Laurel Frizzell,
children of David and Rebecburden, Poston said.
ca
Frizzell of Cadiz, have
He said the increase in the price of
plastic medical supplies has been been awarded Laureate
—tremendous," reflecting the rising Scholarships for the 1981-82
costs of the petroleum base used in the school year to attend Univermanufacture of plastics. And he said sity Heights Academy in
medical tools are made from expen- Hopkinsville.
Matthew, 6, and Anisha,
sive stainless steel.
Another example cited by Poston is 10, are the grandchildren of
the increased price of a remote- Mr. and Mrs. Dalton Parker
controlled x-ray machine. The and Mr. and Mrs. Mahlon
German-made equipment cost MCCH Frizzell of Murray.
Several requirements had
$190,000 two years ago and it was the
first of its kind in a U.S. hospital, he to be met in order to receive
said. According to Terry Tatlock, the scholarships, two of
chief technician, the machine is pric- which were academic excellence and exceptional
ed today at close to $500,000.
"People are screaming" about high character.
GET THE PICTURE — Technologist Mac Hulse uses a monitor to adjust
Matthew will be entering
hospital rates, Poston said,"but there
the focus of an X-ray. MCCH purchased the remote-controlled X-ray
the
first grade, and Anisha
are certain things beyond our control.
machine for 190,000 two years ago but inflation has driven the
You've got to provide (the patient) will be entering the sixth
grade.
present cost up to $500,000.(Photo by John Salerno)
with the proper medical care."

Hospital

Frizzell Children
Receive Scholarships
To Academy

games. Ridley commented that a proposed football game at the University
of Connecticut in 1982 will cost the
school $40,000.
• the possibility of saving scholarship funds by awarding them on a
"need basis only" and removing meal
ticket provisions from grants-in-aid.
Hall said the school would save about
$26,000 by excluding meals from the
total 46 spring sports scholarships for
men and women.
• disapproval of the entrance of two
Ohio schools into the Ohio Valley Conference. Gordon said admitting

Youngstown State and Akron inn, • e
OVC "is a big mistake. Were talk
about a tremendous increase .11
traveling costs." Ridley corrunented
that the MSU versus Akron game la-it
year only drew 4,000 fans.
• the possibility of diverting fu! is
from the student activity fee to hrip
finance athletics.
Gordon said he will make a repor.
the meeting to Regent Jerry Wood,
chairman of the board's adhoc c(
mittee on intercollegiate athletics.
He added no date has been set
the next task force meeting.

* NOTICE*
Jim Adams Buick-Pontiac
\lineral %Veils A‘e.

Paris, Tenn.

Authorized Buick Dealer"
All customers of Lampkins Buick
Co. are welcome to bring us your
new Buicks for warranty work and
anyone else needing service or
repair on Buick automobiles.
-Factory Trained Mechanics-

Jim Adams Buick-Pontiac

Sticker Purchases
Urged; 33 Citations
Issued Today
Murray Police Department officials again have
urged motorist to purchase
their city vehicle stickers.
Police handed out 33 citations this morning for
motorists driving without
the stickers.
A total of 50 citations have
been written since police set
up roadblocks Monday.
People on salaried
employment in the city,
whether or not they are Murray residents, are required
to have stickers.
Stickers cost $16.50 and
may be purchased in the city
clerk's office in city hall.
The price will go up to $30
July 1.

Paris, Tenn.
Mineral Wells Ave.

Phone 642-4932

Carolyn Clark Won $1,000Instantly!
You Too May Win Up To $1,000.
Now Is The Time To GetIn On The Fun!

Livestock Market
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP)(USDA) —
Estimated receipts cattle and calves
100; compared to Wednesday's close
not enough of any class for accurate
price test; limited offerings steady;
slaughter steers few good and choice
700-715 lb 56.0041.00; slaughter heifers
few good and choice 630480 lb 55.00;
utility cows 44.0047.00; cutter 40.0044.00; slaughter bulls couple grade 1-2
900-2235 lb 51.00-53.00; good and choice
111931) lb vealers 65.00-74.00; choke
300-365 lb calves 55.0045.00; feeder
steers -medium and large frame 1-2
365445 lb 59.0043.25; heifers medium
and large frame 1-2 430-600 lb 50.5055.75.
Hogs 500; compared to Wednesday's
close barrows and gilts 50 lower; 1-2 is
220-240 lb 49.45-49.50; 2 215-230 lb 49.0049.45; 2-3 230-250 lb 411.5049.00; 3 300320 lb 45.7546.25; SOWS 1.00 lower after
opening 50 lower; 1-2300-350 lb 42.5°43.00; 350-450 lb 43.0944.00; 450.500 lb
44.00-45.00; 500400 lb 45.0045.50, these
up to 46.50 early; boars over 300 lb
41.60-44.50, under 300 lb 36.00-39.00.
Sheep untested.

Stock Market Prices of stock of local interest at
11 a.m., CDT, today, furnished to the
Ledger & Times by First of Michigan,
Corp.,of Murray,are as follows:
Industrial Average
Alr Products
American Motors
Ashland
American Telephone
Prysler
Ford Motor
G.A F
General Dynamic
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich
Goodyear
Gulf 011
Heubhen
IBM
Jerks
K-mart
Kulin's Big K
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wendy's

+3.06
43% -%
3% -Vs
32% -%
57 one
6% 44
23 unc
15% 44
3324 +14
54% +%
2E'swic
25% -%
17% +14
33% unc
33% -Vs
514 +%
25141425V4A

32/
1
4 +1
/
4

3% +24
29 -%
36% +%
99 -'
45% +1%
HI% +%

C.E.F. Fund

16.58

Hog Market
Federal-State Market News Service
June 11,11182,
Kentucky Purchase Area=Market
Report IncludesI
Receipts: Act. 1111BrstlIS Barrows &
Gilts 1.04.35 lower Sows mostly IN1.30 lower
US 1-2 210-340lbs.
$42.35411.51
US2210-311111bs
017.7541.21
US 3-3 HOMO lbs.
.43.7547.75
US34 350470 lbs.
Sows
US 1-2270-360 lbs.
131.00-31.00
US 14310450 lbs.
130.001100
US 14460100 lbs.
131.1044.10
IX 14NMIlbs. $43.3341.20tow 42-0
US34ISMS lbs.
227.10411.11
Boars34.0946.00

MRS.CAROLYN CLARK WON WITH A
16 OZ. RETURNABLE BOTTLE PURCHASE AT BOYD'S SUPERMARKET
IN LONE OAK. SHE IS SHOWN
ABOVE ACCEPTING A $1,000.00
CHECK FROM PADUCAH COCACOLA
BOTTLING
COMPANY
MANAGER, SAM MILAM. ALSO,
NAMON BRANN, OF WINGO, KENTUCKY WON $100.00 WITH A PURCHASE OF A 16 OZ. RETURNABLE
BOTTLE AT KROGER IN MAYFIELD.

Winupto$1,000Instantly
withdashCaps.
You may cap off your next frosty bottle or Coke or TAB by winning up to $1,000 in
instant cash from your Coca-Cola Bottler.
Look for the caps on bottles of Coke and TAB with dollar signs on tap. Under each
cap is a chance for you to win up to $1,000 in instant cash!
So look for the caps with dollar signs on top, and you could turn up an instant
winner. There's no purchase necessary. Get details at participating stores
Available on all Coca-Cola pkgs.& allied products.
"Coca-Cola" and "Coke" are registered trade-marks which identify the same product of The Coca-Cols Company. Offer good only in
areas served by: Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Paducah.
"TAB" is also a registered trade-mark of The Coca-Cola Company. Bottled under the authority of The Coca-Cola Company by:
Coca-Cola Bottling Co. of Paducah,Paducah's only home owned Bottling Co.
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Medical Group Refuses
To Divest Pension Fund
into Tobacco Stocks
CHICAGO (AP) — The
T 710114:an Medical Associaon Wednesday refused
:est its pension fund of
million in tobacco
despite the urging of
irs who said the group
Id not profit from a
,ling cause of death.
' e AMA's House Of
gates defeated the proI by a voice vote that ap)ecired decisive but close.
rhe American Tobacco Inno immediate
tote
.,:iunent on the AMA action.

Dr. John J. Coury, vicechairman of the AMA's
board of trustees, said the
association cannot legally
tell its investment manager,
the Bank of New York, how
to handle its investments.
Assistant AMA General
Counsel Edward Streich said
a 1974 decision by the
Securities and Exchange
Commission prohibits the
AMA board from directing
its investments in any way
other than to chose investment counselors.

FRIDAY
JUNE 12th
7 P.M. 'TIL 10 P.M.

OrILIG\ffi
111f1 -SS

'De
-*
*
Abigail Van Buren

af Woman Dumbfounded
,v Con Man's Game

-

PLAY OUR SHOPPING CART BINGO
1 CRISP NEW DOLLAR WILL BE GIVEN
AWAY EVERY 5 MINUTES

AR ABBY Last September a man came to my door
ked me if I had anything that needed to be fixed. so 1
him.my hearing aid. He said he would bring it back in
days in perfect condition if I would give him $25, so I
him the cash. Well, I never saw him or my hearing aid
that, and my hearing aid cost me $398 new! I don't
, what company he was with or what his name was, as
•,,:ut to ask him. I know it was dumb of me, but he had
•ocest
:vould like to get my hearing aid back. Answer soon
isc my husband is sick of yelling at me.
DEAF AS HELL IN INDIANA

_

(••:Att DEAF: With no name, no company, no
ipt and no clue as to who the man was, you are
of luck. But your experience might serve to
ind other trusting 'souls- to-check out such char. —rs before handing over anything of value.
`r:AR .ABItY• Five ','ears ago, I met you and Your
a dinner party in Tulsa. I was 47, weighed 205
smoked two packs a day. When! asked if you objected if
• ()Iced during dinner, you said,"You'll do us both a favor
• .0 don't
to you to know that I have reformed, but it took some
news to do it. Two and a half years ago, my doctor found
cancerous tissue on my tongue and he ordered me to
• smoking, lose weight and shape up. Today I'm down to
•ion 't smoke and I'm in great shape. How did I do it? I
up running.
put together some suggestions for people who are
• -fdering running. You may want to pass them on to your
have' a physical examination to see that everything is
ping all right.
a gd pair of shoes. ltherwise. your feet will hate
A con)I11,.11 malady among runners is a black toe, which
;used hy a blister developing beneath a toenail that rubs
-list a poorly fittirkg-Aoc.
't let a pair of cheap socks come between you and your
•••,uy athletic socks with cushioned soles.
si.ewly and work your way up to longer distances.
: I Ion 't up in the car and drive home immediately after
Tieting y,pur run. It's as important to warm down as it is
,arm up Wiilk around a while and do some leg-stretching

ost
.

1

1111
i
3
KING OF VALUES

1, Iry
e
1

4141,

114 II1b h

eliwto)
3096--

ENERGY SAVING!
9900

BIG K
BATHROOM TISSUE

SAVE 30.00

Save 30.00

SUPREME CEILING FAN
BENTWOOD ROCKER

BY JENCRAFT

Genuine hand bent hardwood frame in light walnut
finish Hand woven cane seat and back Model 523Reg. 69.96

Reg. 97 Limit 2

29.88 our sale price
-5.00 mtr mail-In rebate

bah'
diapets

SCOTT OR
KLEENEX
PAPER TOWELS

of

ME
PAO',.•

JOHNSON & JOHNSON DAYTIME 24'S

DISPOSABLE DIAPERS
Reg. 53.13

77'

For better cooling and classic elegance
Features reversing switch for dual direction air
flow. 4-piece woodgrain blade set and complete
light set. 52- sweep, polished brass Model
JCSBX-52BR REG. 129.00

a;i don't get discouraged. Your muscles won't
hurl Warm regards.
LINDSAY ALEXANDER

. \-ou recently received a letter from a man
• :11',
, was tn-ulded ley hying- called "Reverend- (which also
es me crow). and you indicated that his last name
ild he used -with the title. That implied the addition of
Last name would make everything fine. Ten lashes with
Fie glivh grammar book!
- :tough e4 - is the style among some _Protestants to use the
is you say the weird is an adjective, not a noun. Tosay
Jones.'is the equivalent of addressing a judge as
ralde Smith.- Either "Father" — if the man is a priest
all that ought to be
-- if a minister —
Ii. not know what one should call the new
tant Epts, opal priestesses. How about "Mother'".'
THE REV FATHER ANDREW L. JAMES.
ATHENS, OHIO

STORE WILL BE CLOSED
AT 6 P.M. TO PREPARE
FOR THE SALE. THE
STORE WILL REOPEN AT
7 P.M. UNTIL 10 P.M.

225

24.88

Reg. 73

00

Save 10.09
your net cost
FOR

CLAIROL FOOT FIXER

Automatically controlled heat and vibrating massage Use
with or without water. Model FF-1. Reg. 34.97limit 1
.11

' /EAR FATHER: I don't think it would play in
• • •

Do you have questions about sex, love, drugs and
le pain of growing up? Get Abby's new booklet:
Xhat Every Teen-ager Ought to Know.e4d $2._
/r1 a long, stamped (35 cents), self-addressed en'lope to: Abby, Teen Booklet, 132 Lasky Drive,,
-verly Hills, Calif. 90212.

YARN ASSORTMENT
Quality Orion'

A NEW BOOKCATARACTS and
their TREATMENT

BIG K NAPKINS

$1
No Roinchecks

300 CT

Reg. 51.44
Reg. 84

By Dr. Joe W. Morgan
of the

Paris %/e Clinic
WHEN SHOULD I HAVE CATARACT
SURGERY? You will be able to answer this
question for yourself after reading this new
book.

Price 5695 Hardcover
available at

•

WILLARD ALLS
119S.4th St

WESTINGHOUSE INSIDE
FROST LIGHT BULBS f)
60 75 100 WATT
LIMIT 4 PKS REG, 66 Ea.

Ac5• eoolunanh
- RWNIRS

MARTHA ALAS

Murray, Ky

751-7222

yarn in a variety of colors 3'

PK; OF 2 FOR

Swing top Pushbutton lock
Model 137; Reg. 12.96

59

oz.
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Personnel Head Feels Federal Cuts May Lead To State Layoffs
layoffs. But should layoffs be
necessary, Robinson said the
state wants to give ample
notice to affected workers,
and will endeavor "to make
sure the layoff procedures
are correct" so as to avoid
appeals.
The Personnel Board has a
backlog of more than 130
such cases and plans to hire
court reporters to type
transcripts it needs.
Resources
Human
Secretary Grady Stumbo
said his agency, the largest
in state government, is "not
planning any massive
layoffs."

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP)
- Personnel Commissioner
Dick Robinson said that anticipated cuts this fall in
federal funds may force the
state the lay off some
employees from state agencies.
Robinson, in a telephone
conversation late Wednesday, said there "could be"
some layoffs in October,
"based on a lack of federal
funding." It is at that time
that budget cutbacks proposed by the Reagan administration would take effect.
But Robinson stressed that
there are no inunediate
plans for a systematic layoff
of employees. He said that,
at the direction of the state
Personnel Board, he will
contact heads of all state
agencies to determine the effect of the October federal
cutbacks on the state work
force.
Robinson said the state
hopes that normal attrition
will prevent the need of

It laid off 289 workers
almost a year ago when Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. ordered
statewide cutbacks.
Although there were about
400 other layoffs, the action
drew much controversy
because it came in two
waves at the start of the
reductions. Many dismissed

workers requested Person- posts were due for eliminaThe next big blow to
nel Board hearings.
tion, which has all but frozen employment in the agency
will be the cutoff of federal
Stumbo said "we don't new Wrings.
have any magic number"for
The goal was to let attri- funding for many programs.
reducing employees, and tion take care of the reduc- Although the state's fiscal
that the current situation tion, but Human Resources, year begins July 1, the
was foreseen long ago.
which had an attrition rate of federal fiscal year starts
He said the emphasis has 17 percent last year, is down Oct. 1.
been on shifting employees to 3 percent turnover this "I've told my employees I
to other jobs when their year during the recession.
don't intend to lay off anyone

presented for sale in hand- to sell up to 50 percent of was persuaded to allow
tied bundles. Beginning in their burley crop this year in unlimited sales of burley in
1974,the Agriculture Depart- bales. But Block, they said, bales.
ment experimented with the
bale concept, gradually increasing to last year's 25
percent the amount of baled
burley that a farmer could
sell.

1/2 PRICE SALE
ON SEARS STEEL-BELTED
RADIAL TIRES
,, Vo)LONG-WEARING

GHENT, Ky. (AP) - A
towboat pilot was missing,
but a deckhand managed to
swim to safety after their
vessel was accidentally run
down by a barge tow and
capsized in the Ohio River
between Ghent and
Marldand Dam, the Coast
Guard said.
Missing was Virgil Humphey,55,of Hebron,Ky.
Richard Rudisell, 35, of
Cincinnati, was pulled to

safety by an unidentified
vessel,the Coast Guard said.
The accident, which occurred Wednesday night, remained under investigation.
Coast Guard Lt. Robert
Warman said the towboat
Midwestern, owned by
Moorhead Marine, was
waiting in the rain-swollen
river to take three empty
bargesfrom the downstream
tow of the Steel Clipper, owned by Ohio Barge lines.
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Tread design expels water for
•good traction on
wet roads. good
mileage performance.
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PriCe

All Balled And Burlapped Stock

p

20% Off

1/-Jones Landscaping
A

Professional Landscape Service

/ Mon.-Sot. 8-5 Sun. 1-S
407 N. 12th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Phone 753-1725

40470t
,
11111•0100mo.....M.

•
s BEACH BALL BARGAIN

' SPECIAL PURCHASE

With This Coupon
Just In time for summer and
g vacation fun! Inflates to 32"
around. Hurry-supply
" limited. *68-1052
Extras 69' Each
'Otter Good at Part.cipating Racho Shack Stores and Dealers

•

25°

..'"••••••"

Enter the Johns Hopkins First National Search for
Personal Computing to Aid The Handicapped!

2 RADIAL
PLIES
Stabilize the ride
for good steering
control and excellent road
handling.

.t.-

Vegetable Bedding Plants

INVENTORY
CLEARANCE

2 STEEL
BELTS
Reduce heat producing friction for
long wear and
good mileage.

10,11411.

30% Off

Towboat Pilot Missing
In Capsizing Accident

Kentucky produces some
400 million pounds of burley
each year, about two-thirds
of the total produced in the
eight-state burley belt. Last
year's market produced
prices per hundredweight of
$166,an average that applied
t Block is expected to to baled and handtied burley
nake a formal statement on alike.
he matter within the next
According to Hopkins and
ew days.
Sen. Walter Huddleston, DFor years, Kentucky's top Ky., Block had toyed with
cash crop has been the idea of allowing farmers

Sears cell/or

Flower
Bedding Plants

Rep Says Ag Head To Allow Unlimited Sale

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)Rep. Larry Hopkins, R-Ky.,
says that Agriculture
Secretary John Block has
unofficially decided to allow
Stumbo did confirm that 73 unlimited sale of baled
workers in the Bureau of burley tobacco on this year's
Social Services had been market.
given notice last week under
The announcement by
a layoff plan and apparently Hopkins represents a victory
will lose their jobs in July.
for the Kentucky Farm
Human Resources, which Bureau, which has argued
now has 11,391 employees for eight years that farmers
and is funded heavily by the could save farmers some $20
federal government, has million a year in labor costs
been the focal point of con- by using bales.
cern about state job losses.
Hopkins said Wednesday

Automotive

working in a federally- personnel eventually to
funded job until I know about 10,500 or 10,700.
The Personnel Board
the actual federal cuts in Ocreported Wednesday that
tober,"Stumbo said.
He said that "given the more than one-third of all
current workload," he hopes state employees laid off in
to reduce Human Resources 1980 have been rehired.

$10,000
GRAND
PRIZE!

Johns Hopkins University Is conducting a nationwide
search for ideas and inventions through which personal
computing may aid the handicapped. This search is
funded by grants from The National Science Foundation and Radio Shack. Information is available from
your neathy Radio Shack. Hurry-deadline is 6/30/81.

Digital-Display Stereo Receiver

R-476I5

STA-720 by

Realistic

Save $51 to $72
ALSO
Fri

98!1
SPRMIG

1/2 PRICE

'FE T

175-13
185-14
195-14

BR78-13
ER78- I 4
FR78-14

S 95.95
106.95
111.95

544.95
53.47
55.97

S 1 .99
2.30
2.48

205-14

GR78-14

118.95

59.47

2.51

215-14
165-15

HR78-14

126.95

BR78-15

95.95

63.47
47.97

2.84
. 2.04

205-15

GR78-15

128.95

64.47

2.72

215-15
225-15

HR78-15
JR78-15

132.95
139.95

66.47
69.97

2.91
3.34

235R15

LR78-15

144.95

72.47

338

SIZE

95

99

Reg.
139.95

.

"Stereo-Wide"

Tape not

tryCluded

stereo everyEnjoy cassettes, AM or FM Record your
summer!
this
where you go
built-in mikes.
own tapes from radio or
every
recordings
perfect
for
Auto-Level
#14-805
operation.
time. AC/battery

Save$100

No dials or pointers to misreadLED display tells you the exact
frequency tuned. Exclusive Auto
Magic fine-tunes FM stations
automatically. 25W/ch., min. rms,
8 ohms,20- 20,000 Hz,0.05%THD.
#31-1997

Batterters extra

Added Realism!
Expands the Stereo Image for

*FEDERAL EXCISE TAX
• Shipping,installation extra • Ask about scars credit plans.
Prices are catalog prices • Now on sale in our ''R"
Catalog Supplement

60 Minutes

2

189

for

Two-Way Radio for Safer Driving

,
-,

TRC-422A by Realistic
7
, ••

•

I
/CUT
/lit
SI0
.
/

DleHard' Battery

,4999

More cold cranking power and With trade-in
reserve capacity than any
w
other automotive battery we '
sell. Designed for long-lasting
reliable service and fast starts.

•Shipping, installation extra • Ask about sears credit
plans• Prices are catalog prices• Now on sale
in our "R" Catalog Supplement.

Stocked Locally-Expertly Installed
Tires• Batteries•Shock Absorbers
Electronic Spin Wheel Balance
• _ .....

'11111 1117:11
. I IC l'_
mos- or.7._ ,- Ia.
U
Plows 751-231,)
mortarremordfte eimilidst
ea 00•40sulledtk•Om aro

4,....4•
4

Reg. 2.59 Ea.

Low-Noise cassettes feature Hi-Flux
Density oxide for high output, wide
frequency response. Stock up! No limit!
#44-602/603

Um
•
T. At 1ST W.

1
'44:11:1*
,

Save
$2808°

2

for2
5

Reg. 1.89 Ea.

;

90 Minutes

Save 6995
$50

Reg. Separate items
739.80

Reg. 119.95

The perfect CB for travelers!
Priority switch gives instant
access to Emergency Ch.9and
Highway Info Ch. 19. #21-1503

• STA-720 AM/FM
Receiver
• Two OptImus-25

3-Way
Walnut Veneer
Speakers
Each with 10"
Woofer, 4"
Midrange, 2/
1
2" Tweeter
• LAB-270
Automatic
Belt-Drive Turntable
with
Hinged Dust Cover
and
627.95-Value
Realistic/
Shure R47EDT
Magnetic
Cartridge

12 Off! Double-Duty
LCD Calculator and
Timepiece
by

ECI-03
Shack

31-1997/40-2027/42-2965

Cut 40%

/MAIN

2

117.g.29.95
95

A calculator and clock-in-one that fits in your pocket! Slanted
8-digit display reads hours, minutes, seconds with PM
IndiQator. A flick of a switch lets you calculate square roots,
percentages, more. Only 4/
1
2x2
/
3
4x1V. 885-695 serum..extra

MasterCard

CHARGE IT
(MOST STORESI

waft.Garrentere or Veto Mowry Sack
Sears

Isl-Ak
Sop*.Car.
9-Stf• M-S

SEARS. ROMPLOCK AND CO.

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio IlsaekStore or Dealer Nearest You
A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

Olympic Plaza Murray

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALIRS
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[Legal Notice

1. Legal Notice

2.-Notice

1. Legal Notice

22. Musical

7. Storage Bldgs.

I, Vernon Futrell, as of June Anyone haying any informa- Custom Built portable
10,1981, will no longer be tion on William Walker buildings Call 753-0984.
Seoled proposals will be received by the Murray Public Schools
responsible
for any debts Bowman who first married 9. Situation Wanted
Board of Education at the Office of the Board, 9th and Poplar
Virginia Bogard in 1855
other than my own
Streets, Murray Kentucky until 1200 Noon Cloytight Saving
then married Lydia Will do housecleaning,
and
Time, Thursday, June 25, 1981 for the furnishing of all labor,
Notice
2.
Holland.
please call collect Experienced, have remateroals, service, and equipment required to complete work
1-442-2541 or write to Mrs. ferances Call 436-2292
for termite treatment at Robertson and Carter School Buildings.
At the appointed time and ploce oil proposals will be publicly
E.H. Bowman, 2734 Madi- after 6 PM
They're
opened and read.
son. Paducah, KY 42001
Will work on lawn mowers.
Here
Call 753-0751
A copy of pions and specifications may be obtained at the Board
Morin sole still going
Office Building, 9th and Poplar Streets. The award shall be mode
Kenny Rogers
onl Shoes at cost and
on the basis of the lowest and best bid price. The Owner reserleans
ves the right to reject any or all bids and to waive any inbelow, Buy now for 12. Insurance
His/Hers
formalities thereon_
winter.
Matching Sets
MFA INSURANCE CO.
HARDIN
Al sizes
2. Notice
DISCOUNT
2. Notice
JIM FAIN
Only place
AGENT
SHOES
in Murray
Hardin, Ky.
614 So 4th St
VERNON'S
PAunney, Ky., 42071
NOTICE OF VACANCY ON
Soo, ISOM 7530432
WESTERN
Anyone knowing the
Rot KAM 711343711
STORE
BOARD OF SUPERVISORS
whereabouts of Ruby Nell
LIFE, HEALTH,HOME
CAR
McMillen, born in Murray
011follic Maul
Opsn9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
KY
1917,
September
28,
Notice is hereby given that a vacancy exists on
753-7113
daughter of Maggie Stanger 13. For Sale
the Calloway County Conservation District Board
and Thomas McMillen, also
Or Trade
of Supervisors due to the health of Milton
Bible Facts. Free Store for the whereabouts of Robert
accepted
to
For
will
be
sale
or
trade:
New two
Walston. Nominating petitions
the needy. 759-4600
Hurnest. born October 23,
near
Kenbedroom
house
fill this unexpired term for the next thirty (30)
1914 in Tennessee, call
tucky Lake. Call 1-901-642SPECIAL
collect 713-354-3194.
days at the Calloway County Conservation
2911.
THIS WEEK
District Office located at the Bel Air Shopping
We have negatives from
41
Cal
Magnum,
bear
the
pepitions
must
Center. The nominating
Curtis-Mayes Murray I 14. Want To Buy
Studio
Model 57 Smith &
signatures and the addresses of a minimum of
Wanted: 3 bedroom house
Wesson,
gold
twenty-five (25) landowners living within this
Carter Studio
within 12 miles of Murray.
inlaid $395.00 with
To $25,000. R. Futrell,
district. Blank petitions are available at the
753-8298
300 Mein
presentation box
Rt.3, Box 199, Cadiz, KY
District Office.
Toddler's Day Care has 42211. 1-924-5344.
Gold & Silver
The district will submit all petitions received to
openings for infants and
Pawn Shop
the Kentucky Soil and Water Conservation Com15. Articles For Sale
other ajes Call 753-4481
Olympic
Shopping
Ctr.
a
sucthen
appoint
mission in Frankfort who will
For sale: Case 700 ComOpen 9 a.m. to 8 p.m.
cessor to fill the office.
Will do baby sitbine, good condition,
753-7113
ting in my home or $2000; Gas heater, ceiling
type ideal for shop;
just watch child
air-compressor, 5 hp. 474for a short time 2755.
while 'mama' runs
For sale. June apples,
to town. Call 436and
plums.
7532598. Ask for
4725. Floyd McKenzie.
2 Mountain on
Judi.
ACROSS
Tobacco sticks in stock or
Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
Crete
1 Nothing
custom
cut. 164 each. J.U.
sheep
Young
3
4 Demand as
mu mum mum
Kevil Center, South 10th
4 Opt
due
nuu mem mum
5 Thrashed
9 Seed
Street, Mayfield, 247-5346.
ummum uou 111D
6 Sweetsop
12 Harem room
Want
to
buy
one
acre
000 COO CUU
16. Home
7 Comparative
13 Detested
to set up trailer. Call
CUM CCU IOC
ending
14 Tint
Furnishings
CIDU uuu IMMO
753-8907.
8 Doc
15 Obstruct
0 MUM=
9 That woman
16 Hebrew
Cubic
ft
upright Sears
17
10 Pronoun
COMO CCED CCU
measure
freezer, frost free with ice
17 At this place 11 Tiny
00 COO COO
17 Forest
maker. Call 436-2289 after
18 Splotches
CCU CDC 01210
3. Card of Thanks
creatures
20 NJ's neighCC 000 12001200
5 pm.
19 Ark.'s neighbor
MUCCI COCO 01210
Expression of thanks and Dishwasher. Sears,
bor
21 One of the
white
CCM COMM 000
appreciation to all friends
media: Abbr. 20 Shallow
portable
with
wood
grain
vessel
and family during the
23 Man's name
47 Succor
24 Water bottle 21 Pamphlet
31 Posed for
loss of our loved one, top. $125. Call 753-0006.
recent
48 Lift with lever
portrait
22 Bravery
28 Ethiopian
Fireplace, Kodiak insert,
Duel Thompson.
24 Pertaining to 33 Fruit
49 Look
title
1 year;
Mr. & Mrs. Daniel (Mary) only used
the heavens 37 Land parcel 50 Actor
30 Fundamental
Walllach
25 Is ill
38 Ermines
32 Appellation
Peters and family; Mr. & bookshelves, wall unit;
26 Loyalty
of Athena
42 Baseball gp 52 Cut
Mrs. Henry Billington; Mr. harvest gold eefrigerator.
27 Mr. Fudd
53 Fuss
45 Region
34 Hindu
Mrs. Harley Barnett and 753-4184. After 5 pm.
&
ha
f
Dept
Prefix:
Police
29
55
cymbals
46 Final
family.
35 Slender
Portable washer and dryer;
1 2 3
4 5 6 7
36 Finishes
8
4
1 1° is
&Found
bicycle Call 753-8987
5.
Lost
Abbr.
Sainte:
39
12
40 Three-legged
female Schnauzer, 17. Vacuum
Lost:
A
stand
North Lynn Grove. Needs Rx
41 RR depot
Cleaners
daily. Call 435-4166.
43 60 min.
44 Army off_
Used vacuums, all makes
Lost in East Elementary and models. $4.95 and up.
45 Coral island
area, 1'./ year old white Phone 753-9927.
47 Part of
church
Setter bird dog with brown
50 Silkworm
spots. Reward offered! Call 19. Farm
51 Wine cup
,753-0144 or 753-5463.
54 Anger
Equipment
41

FATNUCS DAY
SPECIAL

INVITATION TO BID

A Oh every de/ I/mid say,.

Mee
Cassette
Recorder
'4 bears record
'remeepaim

Only $699,s
Itegidarly $9/9.95
Calor cameras sad movies
in stock.

CLAYTON'S
Homo
Entertainment
Center
753-7575

24. Miscellaneous
Commercial, used gas Fry
master french frier, make
offer. Call 753-9163 to see.
For sale: Shop aircompressor, 10 hp, gas
motor, $275. 1968 Firebird
body, good shape, $275.
Call 753-8127.
"Let's go, fishing!" Red
worms, Nite crawlers, fresh
from bed to box. Free cane
poles. Rex's Worm Farm,
Rt.6, Box 325 (Irvan Cobb
Road), Murray, KY 42071.
Phone 436-5894.
RAILROAD TIES
Used • Excellent Condition. Call Tom,
hours 8 a.m. d 6
p.m.
436-2505

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

Oak slabs for sale, $8
bundle. Call Wayne Adams,
489-2334 or Ronnie Jameson, 753-5592.
Wait and burn green wood
or order now and burn
seasoned wood. Call 4362758.

25. Business
Services
Kirby Sales & Service.
Complete cleaning systems.
753-6050.

26. TV-Radio
23" Black and white t.v.,
Motorolla console, in top
condition, 5 years old. Best
reasonable offer. Call 7538598.
Used t.v., color, best offer.
753-9838.

28. Mobile Homes
For Rent
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of
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6. Help Warded

ENVELOPE ADDRESSERS
NEEDED!' For information
mail self-addressed stamped envelope to Box 131
Durand MI 48429

50x10 trailer on private lot.
3 miles west of Murray on
Hwy. 121. Boys only.
753-1353.
One 2 bedroom trailer for
rent. Located on Ledbetter
Church Road. 1-354-6144
after 5.
Three bedroom trailer at
Shady Oaks, available June
13th, $150 per month,
$100 deposit required. Call
1-443-7366 or 1-442-1258.
Three bedroom, 11
/
2 bath,
airunfurnished,
conditioned. Coleman Real
Estate. Call 753-9898.
Two bedroom, all electric,
mobile home, 11
/
2 miles
from 9urray. $113 per
month, $100 deposit.
Available June 1st. Call
753-9829.
Two bedroom furnished
mobile home. For information call 753-4808.

16-9-34 Snapon duals. Call
489-2630
For sale. New Holland 327
spreader. 16 foot neck over
bumper hitch cattle trailer.
Call 489-2624

20. Sports
Equipment

WELCOME
TO MY

THANKS --I
BROUGHT PLENTY
\iTO E AT j

WHY? WE
HAVE
PLENTY

BUT AUNT FRITZI
SAID NOT TO DARE

ASK FOR SECONDS

The Pistol People: Invest in
a feeling of security, largest
variety, lowest priced, no
registration or red tape in
Kentucky. Country Boy
Store, 9 miles west of
Hopktnsville junction KY
164-117. Hours 8-5, Sunday
12-5.(502)885-5914.

22. Musical
New and used Baldwin
piano and organs, Lonardo
Piano Co., across from the
Post Office, Paris, TN.

PARTY

C

SHE.THE
NUMBER ONE
NEWSCASTER IN
THIS AREA

UaKNI veKlre!Kam* K

Pa/
uluti

4
tr•

TH AT'S HOW
l
i
SHE GOT TO BE
NUMBER ONE

29. Heating-Cooling
Air-conditioners, cleaned
and repaired. We buy used
air-conditioners. Dill's Electric. Call 753-9104.
Three ton General Electric
aieconditioner. Six years
old and in good condition.
Days, call 753-4751, nights,
753-1809.

Large Selection Of
Used T'V.'s
CLAYTON'S
HOME
ENTERTAINMENT
CENTER
753-7575
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• BEDDING
PLANTS 112 Price
AFRICAN
.
t
VIOLETS
HOUSE PLANTS
*Cactus *Centennial Sweet Potatoes
'Shrubs 'Trees 'Fruit Trees

Hanging Baskets
$3.99 a $5.99

Welton: Plant Fa

bested
Plot
syst of Nail, I.
Tess WeS1 WI Moe
I.U. bed im Souk
p VA/ Pitt hp
bh, p I ollt.

quer,

ii‘

- 111/ wir

it. 2,5.5 242
Peryeor, TN
901-7824406
Chad Sonars
News 8-5
(901)782-3406

30. Business Rental 34. Houses For Rent 38. Pets-Supplies'
Iffareisesse
Storage Space
Fee Real
753-4750
Office space for rent near
downtown Murray. Call
753-4109.

31. Want To Rent
Three or 4 bedroom house
with living, dining, family,
2 baths, 2 car garage.
References furnished. 7530440, ask for Ron or call
collect 1-314-355-5451.

32. Apts. For Rent
Apartments for rent, near
downtown Murray. 7534109.
Apartments for rent at
Embassey Apartments. Call
753-3530 or 753-4331
after 5 pm.
Extra nice, unfurnished, 2
bedrooms, kitchen appliances furnished, central heat
and air, carpet, washer,
dryer hookup, lease and
deposit required, references required. No pets.
759-1750.
Extra nice furnished apartment; 4 rooms and bath, in
town, air-conditioned. Coleman Real Estate. 753-9898.
For rent: Extra nice
furnished apartment, half
block from University. Call
753-2967.
For rent: three bedroom,
14 bath, duplex, 404
South 6th. Deposit required. To see inside, go to
402 South 6th, other side
of duplex.
Furnished apartments, near
M.S.U. Call 753-4684.
Nice 1 or-2 bedroom apartment with shaded yard and
private patio, kitchen appliances furnished. 7537559 or 753-7550.
Nice, brick garage apartment, 2 bedroom, bath
with shower, carpeted,
stove and refrigerator,
washer, dryer hookup,
central gas heat and air. No
pets. Couple preferred.
$175 plus deposit. 7532835.
Nice, one bedroom,' furnished apartment. Inquire
at 100 S. 13th St.
One and 3 bedroom
furnished apartments adjoining M.S.U. Call 7533134.
One bedroom apartment,
appliances furnished,
washer and dryer hookup,
1908 Greenbrier. Call
753-1337 or 753-1750.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. Panorama
Shores. Lake view and
access for boat, lease. and
references required. Call
436-2484
Two bedroom apartment,
kitchen , furniture, utility
room, garage. Panorama
Shores. Lake view and
access to boat; lease ,
deposit, and references
required. 436-2484.
One bedroom furnished
apartment, one block from
campus, $140, water furnished. No pets. Couples
only. Call 753-1203.
One room efficiency apartment, $90, corner of 16th
and Olive Streets,_. by
University. Call 753-4793.
Small furnished apartment
for srngle. No pets. Call
753-4808.
Two bedroom furnished
apartment, one block from
M.S.U. Partial utilties paid.
753-9341.
Two bedroom duplex in
/
2 miles
excluded area 21
from town, partially furnished, $165 per month.
Call 753-8848 before 9 PM.
Two bedroom duplex,
available now. Phone 7539400.
Two partially furnished 2
bedroom apartments for
rent. Also one 4 bedroom
apartment, partially furnished for rent. Call after 6
pm, 759-1275.

33. Rooms for Rent
Furnished room for men
students, half block from
campus, 1626 Hamilton.
Air-conditioned, kitchen,
private entry and parking.
$100 per summer term.
Call 753-1342 or 436-5479.
Rooms for rent, one block
from University. Call 7531812 or 753-6933.

34. Houses For Rent
One bedroom unfurnished
house in Coldwater. Hwy
121 west. $60 month.
Single or couple. Small
depOsit. Call 489-2267.

Four bedroom house in Dog obedience classes are
country, fireplace, deck, fun for you and your dog. A
fully carpeted. $300 per sport all ages can enjoy.
month. Deposit and re- Discover the thrill of knowferences. Call 753-3271 ing how your dog really
days, after 6 pm, 753-8805. communicates. 436-2858.
New duplex, large, 2 For sale: Border Collie. All
bedroom, central heat and shots, four months, good
air. Private area. Lease and caltle dog. $35.00. Call
deposit required. Call 753-4755.
753-3343.
Six week old AKC registerd
tiny Toy Poodles. Call
1-527-9933,
Nice two bedroom,
41.
Public Sale
east 14, 2 odes oat.
References
and
Carport sale, Friday, June
deposit required. No
12th, 7 till 6; Saturday,
pots. 753-3724.
June 13th, 7 till 12. African
violets, antique hall tree,
many other miscellaneous
Three bedroom, one bath; items, and clothes. 503
near Kentucky Lake. by Poplar.
Harbor Hill Marine. Freshly
painted. $240 plus deposit. Carport sale, Friday and
Saturday. Baby bed, barbeCall 442-3877.
que grill, large assortment
Three bedroom brick house of household items. Odds
for rent, three blocks from and ends, including some
campus. Phone 489-2741 glassware. 105 S. 14th.
or 753-0157, after 5 pm.
Carport sale, 2103 ColdwaThree bedroom brick. Call ter Road, second house on
Robert Wiggins, 753-4566.
left past Shady Oaks Trailer
Two bedroom house, un- Court. Pepsi machine, car
furnished.
Carpet, tires, boat seat, couch and
fireplace, gas heat. $200 a chair, stereo, small electrimonth. 713 Elm. Call cal appliances, men,
75-9228 after 5.
women, and children's
Two bedroom house in clothes, lots of other
Hazel, newly decorated, goodies. Friday 8 til 5,
stove and refrigerator, Saturday 8-3.
furnished, fully carpeted. Garage sale, Saturday, June
Call 753-0861.
13, 1523 London Drive,
37. Livestock Canterbury Estates, off
Street, in South
Supplies 16th
Murray.
REE MAR ARABIANS.
Purebreds for sale. Trained Gigantic yard sale, Friday
and started. 753-6126 or and Saturday, 7 til 5, 809
753-8467.
Visitors North 19th Street.
Multi family yard sale. New
welcome.
men's shirts, ladies clothes,
sizes 3-5, unused
1 Saddles, Bridles, Billfolds,
household items, backpack
Belts, Nuts, if it's leather
and accessories, vacuum
we can-fix itll
cleaner, few nursery items,
MURRAY
baby items, boy's clothes,
LEATHER
sizes
0-2 yrs. Friday,
COMPANY
Saturday, 7 am. 811 Broad
Maleliend She,. COr.
Ext.
Open Dolly
Six party yard sale at
Colonial. Saturday, 8-12.
For sale: 3 sows, 28 pigs, 3 Six party yard
sale, College
weeks old. Call after 6 pm, Courts, behind
300 Build753-4989.
ing. Starting Thursday
Three goats; 2 sow pigs; 50 through Saturday. Call
chickens,. one month old. 767-6155 or 767-2454.
Call 753-6847.
Three party garage sale,
38. Pets-Supplies
rain or shine, Friday and
/
2 miles off 121
AKC Poodle pups, one Saturday. 41
on
Airport
Rd.(783). Infant
male, one female. 436items, children's clotes,
2745.
lots of household items,
AKC male Collie puppies. fishing gear and much
After 5 pm and weekends more.
call 1-554-0360.
Cocker puppies, AKC rePARKING
gistered, black, shots and
LOT SALE
wormed. $75. Also Cocker
Murray ashen Club,
stud service. (901) 235Saturday June 13,
2705.
6:00 a.m. to Noon For sale: AKC female
Memorial
Baptist
Bassett Hound, 1 yr. old, Church Parking Lot
spayed, shots, and wormed.
10th and Walnut
Good family dog. Call
Streets
753-9716.
OL

"-

eiEWiCiANTifES

Also household, lawn, indoors
and outdoors!

FOR DEPENDABLE
Professional Pest Contr.!

Kelley's Termite IL
Pest Control, Inc.
Termites. You spend thousands of dollars for a
home but never think about termites - they cause
the most damage next to fire. Have your home
treated now! 753-3914, Kelley's Termite & Pest
Control, 100 South 13th Street, Murray, KY.
Over 33 years experience. Home owned and
operated.

641
AUCTION
SALE
Every Friday night at 6:30, two miles
from Paris on Highway 641 North.
This week we have furniture from St.
Louis, maple drop leaf table, chest, antique dresser, oak side board with
mirror, floor lamps, school desks, oil
lamps, glassware, dolls, four piece
bedroom suite, Homelite timber saw, and
much more. Cash drawing every week.
Doors open at 5 p.m. Concession stand
available.

Auctioneer
Larry Bevan 646A
and Shorty McBride 247

or
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41. Public Sale

a

41. Public Sale

43. Real Estate

43. Real Estate

44. Lots For Sale

12x65 Grand Deluxe Mobile
home, two bedroom, two
'Anna y's Newest
full baths, with central gas
Exclusive Subdivision
heat, appliances, wood
Woodgate Estates
deck. Excellent condition_
Paved streets curbs
753-1222
and gutters city water
Located at 215 Rivera
Hon ws ION 1%111(..
and sewer, R-1 restricCourts, near shopping and 1.1.1M6M11.14
tions Located on Johnschool. Underpinned with
NEW COMMERny Robertson Rood
Sears best. Owner will conCIAL LISTING
Financing available
sider financing for qualified
Creekwood
This commercial
43. Real Estate
purchaser. Call Spann RealDevelopers Inc.
property located on a
ty Associates for your show753-4091
corner lot would
irjg. 753-7724.
make an excellent
R ENT
LAUNDRY AND DRY
for a retail
location
Clean 12 x 60 Mobile
CLEANERS - No. 285.
Approxbusiness.
Business
is
located
in
a
good
large
shaded
Home on
46. Homes For Sale
shopping center; real estate
imately 1500 sq. ft.
lot with garden specs.
12.000 off appraisal, 3-5
is leased. Washers, 2 heavyPriced right! $20's.
duty washers, dryers, dry
$150 per month and
bedroom, brick. Near Uncleaning
machines,
Phone 753-1222, Kopsecurity deposit.
iversity. With extra income
steamer, pop machine,
perud Realty.
Ron Talent
from business or rental
water heater, storage unit,
carts, soap machine, shelvspace. Phone 753-5074.
Realty
ing, rack, tank for dry cleanPEACEFUL
753-9894
ing, table, chairs, dollar bill
By Owner: 1505 Oak Drive,
RETREAT
changer, fan, heater, all inBV
with 1400 plus sq. ft.
ventory and spare parts inDouble-wide Mobile
living
area, fully carpeted, 3
INVESTORS..
cluded in the sale. $24,900
lots
home and two
outs you in business
built-in kitchen
bedrooms,
just minutes from
Strout Realty
and family room combinaVery good small
Kentucky Lake.
10E.L. KENNON,Broker
tion, living room, utility,
mobile home court.
1912 Coldwaler Rd_
Home is on concrete
one large bath, lots of
420'1
Murra Kentucky
10 spots available
block foundation and
storage. Low $40's. Call
Call 751-0186(anytime
now with 5 additional
has three bedrooms
753-9818. Must see to
acres to expand. Call
and two baths. Ofappreciate.
today!
fered in the $20's
BUSINESS
Cozy bungalow within
through Kopperud
753-9898
walking distance of M.S.U.
OPPORTUNITIES
Realty, 711 Main in
Two-bedrooms, living room,
•
Three houses, total
Murray.
bath and kitchen with
REAL ESTATE
price, $1 5,000; Fran& PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
adjoining fully paneled
for
chise business
This Makes House Sense! family room downstairs and
sale, $8,500; Ladies'
For the active family who private master bedroom
24 Acre Subdivision for
dress shop for sale,
wants a really functional and work area upstairs.
sale. Near Barkley Lake.
$8,000.
home, here's an opportun- Kitchen has plenty of
City water. Partner has
ity to own this three hardwood -veneered
been transferred. Call
Slireatbedroom. 11
/
2 bath. home. It cabinets, built-in range,
1-924-5419.
Waldrop
has a large den with and garbage disposal.
fireplace, covered deck and Carpeting and economical
Pendent & Thurman
Real Estate
fenced backyard. This home gas heat. Large backyard
Insurance A
751.1707
ft.d.FA Carter
has an assumable VA loan. with plenty of trees, small
Real Estate
For more information, call garden space, and metal
Southado Court Sq.
GROWING SPACE-- Kids
753-1492...Century
utility shed. $36,000.
Murray, Kentucky
outgrowing your present Loretta Jobs, Realtors. 21
Please call 753-8955.
753-4451
house? Take a look at this
Duplex, one block universfour bedroom beauty! 21
/
2
Mobile home doub e
ity. $45,000. One apartbaths and a well-equipped
tillft:E.
insulated and fully
ment, $22,500. Stove,
kitchen add extra attracfurnished
at
refrigerator, air-conditioner,
tion. Five acres of land let
Panorama Shores.
753-5791, 759-1074, 753kids run free and leave you
Concrete block foun2649.
room for garden space. A
dation. New house
BOYD-MAJORS
large barn can keep them
For sale or rent Nice brick
type
roof. Bargain at
REAL ESTATE
busy for hours on rainy days
home, complettly re$16,500.
753-8080
unless, of course, you have
modeled, near University.
other uses for it. For your
Lovely modern BV
Low $30's. 753-3942
' Professional Services
own peace and quiet, call
home in Oaks
With The Friendly Touch
Four bedroom, energy
Spann Realty and let us
Estates near golf
ORE FOR YOU
efficient, brick: TVA apshow you this one! 753Bedrooms,
course. 3
proved. 6- insulation in
MONEY in this
7724
2 baths, central heat
walls and under floor. R-30
autiful 4 year old
and air, fireplace.
in ceiling, heat pump. two
rick
FOR SALE:
house.
Kitchen appliances.
baths. One block from
eatures include: 3
Country Grocery store
Priced to sell.
University.
Pasco Developedrooms,
2
with living quarters.
ment Co. 753-5791, 759athrooms, living
Grocery doing good
1074, or 753-2649.
oom,formal dinning
business. Days phone
Murray-Calloway
oom, family room,
Loghouse
with woodstove,
753-5842, nights
County Realty
greenhous0 1 acre, outgame room, heat
753-1408.
. (502)7534146
building, PI bath, 1900
pump, heatilator and
304N. 12th SF
sq. ft. Close to lake, easy
onvenient location.
Murray, Ky. 42071
A super special is
drive to Murray. $26,000.
Call Body-Majors
toy A. It
• Broker
this
three
bedroom
436-5859.
Realty 7534080.
brick with two full
Simply Lovely! This home is Two bedroom townhome,
baths near Murray
BETTER BUY!!
Heatpump,
planned and $40,000.
thoughtfully
High School. Plastic
Good location-close
beautifully decorated in washer, dryer. stove, reunder house and into
shopping.
neutral colors. Charming frigerator, dishwasher, dissulation up to stanRemodeled 1# story
front-to-back
Great room posal. 759-1074, 753-2649,
CARPORT
dards. Central gas
brick home with big
features brick wall with 753-5791.
heat and central
comfortable rooms- 2
SALE
raised fireplace, built-in
electric air. Lots of
bedrooms
up.
firebox
and T.V. compart- 47. Motorcycles
Don't miss thisll
closet and storage
Located in Hazel on a
ment; formal dining room: 1977 Yamaha - 750, 8000
Antique furniture
room. Priced at only
75 x 140 lot, nice
dream kitchen with pantry, miles, drive shaft, $1600.
$49,500.00. Roberts
and dishes. Friday
variety of fruit trees
built-in desk and breakfast Call 753-8085.
Realty.
area...Sliding
doors lead to
and
garden
area.
and
Saturday,
enclosed screened patio. 1978 Yamaha YZ-125.
Very affordable at
8:304, 312 N.
There are 4 bedrooms and Excellent condition. Batajust $29,900. Take
8th Street, across
21
/
2 baths in this- 2 story vus moped. Delux; excelaction-call today!!
home. Owner will consider lent condition. Call 753from Old City
financing to qualified 0394.
Park.
ALIA A
.
A
purchaser. You may see by 1979 Harley Davidson
calling 753-1492 at CEN- Sportster, low mileage. Call
TURY 21 Loretta Jobs, after 5 pm,- 436-5356.
Realtors.
1979 Honda XL-185-S.
2800 miles. Call 753-3826
after 6 pm.
Saturday, June 13-9:30 a.m.
1979 Yamaha XS-650,.850
. House-12 Acres- Personal Property (Including Exceptional
miles. Call 753-3826 after
6 pm.
Antiques)
HORW'S FOR LIVRIG
NGK spark plugs, $1.19.
Location- 1/12 mile from Paris, TN city limits on India Rood. Watch for Signs.
WHY PAY RENT..
Motorcycle parts and serThe Estate of 011ie F. Lamb; Vera Mai Hale, Executrix, has employed
vice. 307 North 4th, phone
When you can -own
Mustain-Linville Auction Service to sell at Public Auction, the Real Estate and
759-1919 or 753-8292.
this 3 bedroom brick
Personal Property in the Estate. The Sale will be held June 13, 1981 at 9:30
Open afternoons 4 til 6.
home at an afforo.m. Listed below is a partial list of the personal items to be sold and inSaturday 9-3.
price. Good
dable
formation about the real estate. Included in the personal property are many
home in quiet
beautiful Antiques, some over 100 years old.
48. Auto. Services
neighborhood with
Real Estate(To Ile Sold At 12:30 p.m.)
lovely landscaped
For sale: 650 Holley spread
The real estate consists of approximately 12 acres of land, one 3 bedroom
yard. Backyard is
bore carburator, $70.00.
frame house, 1 born and 2 storage buildings. It has approximately 825 ft. of
fenced and home is
Dune buggy frame and
blacktop rood frontage. The property has public water, and is partially fenneat as a pin. All the
motor, $300.00. Call after 4
ced. It is perfect for development. We will sell this property in 2 tracts, then
work is done for you,
pm., 436-2249.
will offer it as a whole.
so don't let this op49. Used Cars
Tract 1 - 6 acres more or less. Mostly open land. Excellent building
portunity pass. Pric1971 Cougar, good condisites.
ed in the $30's. Phone
tion. Priced reduced. Call
Tract 2 - Will include the homeplace, and all improvements and ap753- '2, Kopperud,
753-8448
for real service in
proximately 6 acres of land. The land is gently rolling and lays beautiful for
1973 Canary yellow MG
Real Estate.
development. The homeplace is an older frame home. Needs some minor
Midget,
convertible, $1700.
repairs. Is very livable at present time.
1977 Delta 88 Royale, tan,
CABIN IN THE
Terms - 10% day of sale; balance with deed.
47,000 miles, power winWOODS
Personal Items(Partial List)
dows, AM-FM stereo tape,
newest
of
the
One
Antique dresser with marble top and wishbone mirror, antique cedar chest,
cruise, tilt, new tires,
conhome
forms
of
several antique solid wood chairs, secretory in excellent condition, musical
$3700. Call after 5 pm,
struction today is
jewelry box, floor lamps, telephone stand and choir, sewing cabinet, wash
759-4443.
also one of the oldest.
stand with marble top, kitchen cabinet with all attachments, clocks, picture
1978 Dodge Omni, one
See why thousands of
frames, turn leg tables, parlor set, bedroom suite, wardrobe, original wash
owner, local car. 38 Mpg.
turare
buyers
home
bowl and pitcher, old rugs, crock jar, old cider mill, old books, treddle sewing
excellent condition. $3875.
ning to the comfort
machine, wood stove, fireplace set, quilts, living room suite, frostfree
Call 753-7276.
and economy of log
refrigerator, Frigidaire stove, electric mixer, platform rocker, end tables,
homes. Located only
electric fan, 13&W TV, dinette set, roll-a-round serving tray, tool box,
1977 Oldsmobile Starminutes from town
several bales of hay, Duo-Therm stove, assortment of cookisg utensils and
1 owner, local
**,
three
features
-and
kitchen ware, and much more.
car.
bedrooms,two baths,
TERMS- Cash Day of Sole
PURDOM
fully equipped kitchen and great room.
Oldsmobile
Phone 753-1222, KopPontiac
P.O. lox 424-Ph...642-4254
perud Realty, for
Cadillac
Aattioneers -Jerry Mash.No. 457 DOM& Linville No. 908
full-time Real Estate
406W. Main
Service.
753-5315

Four party yard sale.
antiques, antique furniture, clothes, misc. items.
Located 3 miles, South
121, on Old Salem Rd., just
past the church. Thursday,
Friday, Saturday.
Two party yard sale.
Children's and adults's
clothes, miscellaneous
items. June 11 and 12, 7
am till 6 pm. 2111
Brookhaven Drive.
Yard sale: WednesdaySaturday, 9-?. 419 North
Cherry Street. Baby items,
kitchen items, books,
furniture, etc.
Yard sale: Huge, 5 family.
Men's, women's and children's clothing, furniture
and new items. Saturday
and Sunday, 8 till?. 1209
Peggy Ann Drive.
Yard sale: 312 South 15th
Street. Starts 7:00am,
Saturday, June 13th.
Yard sale: 5 party. Dishes,
clothing, antiques, appliances, furniture, and
household accessories. 8-5
Friday and Saturday, June
12 /
1
2 13. 1317 Vine Street.
Follow signs off of South
12th. If rain, will be held
following Friday and
Saturday.
Yard sale: Saturday, June
13th. 8:00 am. Furniture,
children's toys, clothes,
books. 2112 Gatesbourgh
Cr.
Yard sale: Friday and
Saturday,608 south 9th
Street. Three party. In case
of rain, will be. held
following Friday and
Saturday.
Yard sale: Sat., June 13th,
9 am-5 pm. North 16th St
First house on right, past
North Elementary School. If
rain, postponed.
Yard sale Friday, 8-4. 1504
Henry. Girl's bicycle, lamps,
children's clothes, toys,
odds and ends.
Yard sale, Civitan Parking
lot sale, Saturday, June
13th, 6 AM til noon,
parking lot Memorial Baptist Church, North 10th and
Walnut.
Yard sale, 1004 • Main,
Friday Saturday. Religious
books, antique tub, quilt
tops, clothes, etc.
Yard sale, 1605 Keenland,
Friday and Saturday.
10-speed girls bicycle,
vanity, record player, b/w
t.v., mail box, clothing, and
many miscellaneous items
too numerous to mention.
Cancel in case of rain.

Moving sale, Saturday.
Everything goest Poulan
chain saw, air-conditioner,
furniture, refrigerator,
stove, clothes, saw horses,
dish washer, bath tub,
antenna, rotor, wood stove.
Penny, to Forest Coleman
Rd., first house on right.

fOg

AUCTION

Mustain-Linville Auction Service

k 91

A

49. Used Cars

53. Services Offered 53. rvices OffeTed 53. Services Offered

1978 Ford pick-up. Extra Attention roofing connice A-1 condition. Price, tractors! Roger Hudson now
$3500, or best offer. Call has roof agrigate rock. We
753-6153 after 7 pm.
deliver. Call 753-4545.
1980 Jeep, CJ-7 Renagade,
silver blue top, 6 cylinder, 4 ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING
trim.
speed. p.s., p.b. Call or vinyl siding and
for
brick
trim
Aluminum
767-4466 after 5 pm.
houses. Jack Glover, 7531981 SX-2000 Datsun, 1873.
hardtop, sun roof, 5-speed,
full power, AM-FM stereo COLDWAT(R LAWN &
SHOP.
with amp, undercoat Poly- GARDEN
Roto-tillers,
Lawnmowers.
coat, mag wheels. Apexpertly
proximately 38 mpg chain saws,
repaired.
Pickup
and
highway. Velour interior,
available 489delivery
digital clock, etc. 4900
actual miles. Must sell 2853. 8 AM to 5 PM
$9500. Call Chuck. 5273222 9am-4pm. May be l
itxpert car and home
seen at 701 Poplar, Benton
ereo repair.
WORLD OF SOUND
50. Used Trucks
222 S. 12th St.
1976 2-ton Chevrolet dump
753-5865
trunk, good condition, good
power, and good grain bed
Bob's Home Improvement
call 489-2297.
Sewice. Remodeling, paintFor sale 1936 Chevy ing, cement work, general
Deluxe. 4-door Sedan, home maintenenace and
restorable 901-642-4414 inspections. Free estimates.
after 5 pm
753-4501.
52. Boats and
Concrete and block, brick
work.
Basements,
Boat Motors driveways,
storm cellars,
porches. 20 years ex38' Houseboat, 120
perience. 753-5476.
Mercury inhp
Experienced high school
board/outboard. Sleestudent will do babysittting
ps 6. Must son,
in your home, days or
;7700, or mate ofnights. Have references.
fer. Call days 753Call 753-6424 after 4 pm
0153 or nights 759weekdays,
anytime
weekends.
1785.
Fence sales at Sears now.
15' Howell Craft, 115 Call Sears, 753-2310 for
Johnson motor, Call 436- free estimate for your
5356
needs
15' Runabout, motor, and For your Amway products
trailer. In excellent condi- call 489-2771
tion. $500. Call 753-7214.
Guttering by Sears, Sears
18' Winner I/O, tri-hull, continous gutters installed
walk-through windshield. per your specifications. Call
120 hp, 1666 Ryan Ave.
Sears 753-2310 for free
53. Services Offered estimate.
Bill's Upholstery. We give
your car, boat or furniture a
new look! Located behind
Dairy Queen. Call
753-8085
GENERAL HOME REPAIR.
15 years experience carpentry, concrete, plumbing.
roofing, siding, things
around the home. Free
estimates! Nojob too small.
Call days 4n12359, 4742276 evenings.
K & K Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
from your yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate, Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr. 435-4319.

AI'S Super Shell
South 4th Street
Murray
Complete
Auto
Repair. Free tube with
oil and filter change.
7S3-7896.
MITCHELL BLACKTOPPING.
Commercial- and residential. Also patching. sealing,
and striping. For estimates
call 753-1537.
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, roof's sealed,
patio awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
homes. 753-1873, Jack
Glover.
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. Installing tie downs, underpinning, roofing, installing
doors and -windows. Also
build porches and patios.
Call 753-6973. Free
estimates! No job too
small!
SERVICE.
REPAIR
Electrical- refrigerator - air
conditioner - appliances,
rcemakers, well pumps. Call
John Pritchard 435-4284.
All of your plumbing and
air-conditioning needs. Also
do carpentry, painting,
roofing, and concrete. All
work done to satisfaction.
753-9822.
Appliance Service: KenWhirlpool,
more,
Westinghouse. Experienced,
independent service. Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free estimates
call 753-2310.
'Big Joe's Small Engine
Repair, 808 Coldwater
Road, 753-8834. Chain
saws, lawn mowers, and
tillers. All makes. Andy
Elkins mechanic. Also have
used mowers for sale.

ALEXANDER'S
SEPTIC TANK
CLEANING
Vacuum cleaned from
your driveway, industrial or residential.
24 hour service. 7535933.

Heating, refrigeration and
electrical repair
Bob's
Refrigeration
Service
Hazel, KY, 498-8370 or
753-7829 Bobby Lockhart
If you are having a problem
getting those small jobs or
repairs around the house or
mobile home done reasonably in these hard times, call
us! Carpentry, painting,
plumbing, and small concrete jobs Free estimates
436-2562
Interior and Exterior Painting, 12 years experience
Call 435-4364 or 435-4477
or 436-2166.
Johnson's Electric Commercial and residential
wiring, gas installed and
repairing. 753-7203
Need work on your trees?
Topping, pruning, shaping,
complete removal and
more. Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care, 753-8536.
Need your car cleaned up,
washed, vacuumed, clean
windows, remove tar, hand
rubbed and waxed. clean
wheels and tires. Like new!
Only $20! Free pickup and
delivery. Call Jeff or Mike
Garrison, 753-7824 or
436-2141.
Professional paperhanging,
painting, farm buildings,
top, sides. Commercial or
residential. Call Tremon
Farris. 759-1987.
Aluminum Service
aluminum and
siding. custom
work. References
Will Ed Bailey.
0689.

Co
vinyl
trim
Call
753-

Sanitation Service to all of
Calloway County. Weekly
pickup service, reasonable
Special
monthly rates
Senior Citizens rate Call
& D Sanitation Service,
436-2562 after 5 pm
T & D Lawn Service
Mowing. trimming. Free
estimates. Call 436-2997
Warning! Don't read this
unless you're in need of
roofing, carpentry, or electrical work New or repair.
All guaranteed Call Joe
753-9226 for free estimate
Wet basement? We make
wet basements dry, work
completely guarenteed Call
or write Morgan Construction Co., Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah, KY 42001,
or call day or night, 1-4427026
Will clean up cars and do
minor body work. Call
753-9-131. 753-2981, or
come by 641 Shell Station.
Will haul driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
pea gravel. Also do backhoe
work. Call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763.
Will mow yards, 15 years
experience Call 753-6564
Will sharpen hand saws and
skill saws. 753-4656.

56. Free Column
Free. 9 week old kittens.
Call 753-9995"after 5:30.
Free Kittens, long haired, 8
weeks old. Call 436-5650.

57. Wanted
Want house torn down
Storm windows and doors.
kitchen cabinets, new
Call
water
heater.
753-0777

'HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP

l

225 L. P. Miller St. (Across from Community Center)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

AUCTION SALE
Auction Sale Saturday, June 13th, 10:00 a.m, at the Auction Barn, 1/2
mile N of Lynn Grove, Kentucky on Hwy. 893, From Mayfield Kentucky take
121 South to Highway 1836. Go about 4 miles, watch for Auction signs.
Will have for sale, some like new furniture and appliances, antiques,
collector items and farm equipment. Early American leather couch, bar and
stools round card table and chairs, wicker baskets, lamps, wrought iron patio
set, stove and refrigerator, almost new Early American couch and chair, oval
table and chairs, glass door china cabinet, fancy rocker, maple coffee and
end tables, curio cabinet, hall tree, round table and 4 chairs, beautiful pecan
bedroom suite with bachelor chest, electric sewing machine, bookcase, wood
trim couch and love seat, good china, odd dishes, hardwick gas stove. All of
the above is less than one year old and in good condition. Also new water
skies by Western Wood, Brute and Big-un, pig toil hookup for trailor, new
trailer hitches, also new life jackets, ski ropes. Vip sled, battery
boxes, Trick Master paddle ski by Cypress Gardens, Go-cart, two ten speed
bicycles by Reiligh, many toys, floor Buffer, hide-a-bed couch and choir, dinner bell, large stereo cabinet, RCA partible TV, glass end tables, fancy lamp,
nice 5 drawer wood chest and bed, used leather couch, small desk and choir,
small chest of drawers,- fireplace set, Royal typewriter, R.C. Allen cash
register, good steam ironer, nice breakfast set, wood coffee and end table,
color TV, odd dresser, small trunk, good wagon seat, school desk, nice pictures and frame, milk glass lamp, Avon bottles, Lazy Susan chip and dip set,
Shadow box, childs locker, good old quilts, one ATC Honda 110 3 wheeler,
small motorcycle, 10 foot Toughline wheel disk, 2 row cultivator, single and
roller cultipacker, snap on furrow filler for disc, 100, 200 and 300 gallon
Diesel tanks, 2 hand pumps, Horse drown tools, 14 foot fishing boat, 200
Amp service pole, many more items not listed.
Not responsible for accidents. Eats and drinks available.
SALE WILL BE HELD RAIN OR SHINE
Sale conducted by

Don Miller Auction Service
For more information call 435-4144
DAN MILLER AUCTIONEER. Licensed end bonded in Kentucky and Tennessee.
OUR SERVILE DOES NOT COST IT PATS

230 South 15th Street Murray, Kentucky
Saturday - Jime 20th, 1981
at 1:00 p.m.
10% down day of sale - Balance in 30days
Dan Miller-Auctioneer

u
LORETTA JOBS REALTORS
753-1492
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Deaths and Funerals

H

Newman Waldrop s raves' e ites
Being Held Today
Rites Are Today
The funeral for Newman For Eron Hopson

Waldrop is being held today
Graveside rites for Eron
at 2 p.m. at the chapel of the Hopson are being held today
Collier Funeral Home, Ben- at 2 p.m. at the Evans
ton, with the Rev. George Cemetery here with the Rev.
Culp, Jr., officiating. Burial A. H. McLeod, Jr., ofwill follow in the Clarks ficiating.
River Cemetery.
The J. H. Churchill
Mr. Waldrop, 65, died Funeral Home is in charge of
Tuesday at 3.15 p.m. at his the local arrangements.
home on Symsonia Route 1.
Mr. Hopson, 71, St. Louis,
He is survived by his wife, Mo.,died Tuesday at noon in
Mrs. Margaret Edwards a hospital there. He was a
Waldrop; three daughters — native of Calloway County.
Mrs. Eugene Kirk and Mrs.
He is survived by two
Janice Outland, Murray,and sisters, Mrs. Mary Bell
Mrs. Glen Allen, Benton Williams and Mrs. Idell ArRoute 4: two sons, Aubert nold, Paducah; three
lee Waldrop, Mayfield, and brothers — Solon Hopson,
Jackie LeVernon Waldrop, Dupo, ill., and J. 0. and J. B.
Syrnsonia Route 1; three Hopson, St. Louis, Mo.;
sisters, and two brothers.
several nieces and nephews.

Raymond Carter Is Dead At Age Of 83

v m 11•••,Continued From Page 1)amearasatia,:

Mary Morris, Jay Overton, Bill
Phillips, Renee Taylor and Leila
Umar.
"'A Hymn For Kentucky'is the kind
of show people will want to see more
than once," Valentine said, "because

H

-

its content will change throughout the
summer." The format and historical
background will make it especially interesting to out-of-town and out-ofstate guests, he said.
Initially, the show will run through

Saturday night. It will be repeated July 2-4 and 23-25. "A Hymn For Kentucky" will also be performed at area
resorts and campgrounds this summer and, according to Valentine,
selections from the show are

available to groups and organizations.
Tickets are $2 for general admission,or $5 per family. Group rates are
also available. For infOrmation and
reservations, call the Community
Theatre's Ticketline at 759-1752.

ubbard...(Continued From Page 1;

bard, chairman of the subcommittee,
used its employees to handle work for
his congressional district. She said
that violated a House rule prohibiting
use of committee workers for
anything but committee business.
However, she said Swanner told her
in his letter that the rule applies only

to committee workers classified as
professional or clerical employees.
Swiumer said he understood from
the House finance office that Ms.
Bernstein was hired under the
classification of investigative
employee,and that investigative staff
members are not covered by the rule.

Manhunt For Christian
Jail Escapees Continues

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
Raymond Carter of
He is survived by his wife, manhunt continued today for four
Mayfield died Wednesday at Mrs. Betty Chrisman Carter, prisoners who authorities said
9:30 p.m. at a hospital there. formerly of Calloway Coun- escaped from the Christian County
lie was 83 years of age.
ty,one daughter, Mrs. Lewis jail, took a hostage in town and stole
Margie) McDonald, and two vehicles at a farm.
The deceased was a one grandson, Barry
The four, who escaped Tuesday
retired postmaster and coal McDonald,all of Mayfield.
night after overpowering a guard,
operator at Frankfort before
Funeral and burial ser- were being held on charges ranging
moving to Mayfield about 10 vices will be held Saturday from murder to being a persistent
!, ears ago.
felon.
in Frankfort.
fin b Cb rifirro drb rzi ro 6b rtre a
No one was harmed during the
escape, in which occupants of the farmhouse were left.tied up, authorites
said.
It was the third escape in less than a
month from the jail, which is used to
hold federal as well as local prisoners.
Three of the four escapees Tuesday
night were federal prisoners.
The U.S. marshal for Western Ken
tucky, John Sabol,identified the three
federal prisoners as:
—William Franklin Houchin, 43, of
Louisville, who is serving a life
sentence in Missouri for murder. He
was in Kentucky in connection with a
Rely on us during your time of need. We
civil rights case at Eddyville.
arrange casket blankets, wreaths.
—Bernard Eugene Smith, 33, of the
baskets and sprays.
Ashland
area, who was serving 30
We also offer personal consultation for
years for bank robbery.
loved ones here and away.
—Jimmie Leroy Luna, 32, of
Paducah, who was serving 25 years
Owners Sharilyn Wisehart - Nancy Bogard
for bank robbery.
(WW1, Sot Tit 4TH
The local prisoner was identified by
Mt HHAY, KY
Mon.-Sat. 8-5 p.m.
Sheriff Frank Gary as Ray James
Wells, 31, of Crofton in Christian
County, who was being held as a perasolsoiss- s-aon- oassaaaoaaapor61 Cb errs erlrb
sistent felony offender and whose last
arrest was in a theft case.
According to officials, the four men
used a bar of soap carved in the shape
of a pistol and what was described as
a hard object to overpower deputy
jailer Chris Young.
The prisoners took three pistols and
some $400 before locking in all occupants of the jail, including a group
of women who were holding a church
service at the time.
The prisoners went a few blocks
away to the house of Rufus Dyer and
abducted him, taking him and his car
and driving south along Interstate 24.
After a short time they ditched the car
and walked about two miles to a nearby farmhouse owned by Bertha
Curry.
The prisoners spent much of the
night there, taking baths and washing
their clothes. Early Wednesday, the
prisoners tied up everyone and fled in

two vehicles that were parked in the
driveway.
Sabol said there were conflicting
leads on which direction the men
might have taken.

Ms. Bernstein said that she was
never told she was on the investigative staff, and that even if she
was, "they missed the whole point,"
and dismissed her complaint on what
she considered a technicality.
—They're playing games,"she said.
She said other subcommittee
workers also were used to handle
Hubbard's congressional district
business, and claimed in her letter to
O'Neill that only one of six subcommittee employees was doing subcommittee work.
A spokesman for Hubbard said
Wednesday that Ms. Bernstein was
hired as an investigative staff
mernber.
Hubbard has denied the substance
of Ms. Bernstein's charges.

CORRECTION
An item in Jim Adams IGA ad which
ran in Wed, paper of the Murray
Ledger 8, Times should have read:
SEALTEST
ealtest

With each Chipper
*Crisp french fries
02 pieces of fish filet
*2 southern-style
*Creamy cole slaw
hushpuppies
Good Fri. June 12 thru Sun. June
14th

ICE CRE
$119 -/
1
2GAL. I.
t"k*IKV.A%
re,

Offer Good—Murray, Mayfield & Paducah

ILISAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE —

BYRON'S

DISCOUNT
PHARMACY

506 N. 12th Murray, Ky. Olympic Plaza '753-2380

EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIPTION ER VICE

753-9514

Senate Votes To Cut
About One Million
From Program
WASHINGTON ( AP) —
The Reagan administration's proposal to drop nearly 1 million persons from the
food stamp program and
reduce benefits for millions
more has gone to the House
after overwhelming Senate

25
All

)01r,

Friday June 12th Thru
Saturday June 20th

ORN-AUSTIN

approval.
Sen. Bob Dole,_R-Kansas,
said the Senate bill, similar
to one pending in the House,
"minimizes the impact of
the president's budget cuts
on the poor people of this
country."
Dole, chairman of the
Agriculture subcommittee
on nutrition, said Wednesday's action also restores
"an image of dignity and integrity to the food stamp program."
In other congressional
business Wednesday:
Budget Director David
Stockman had an evening
meeting with House
Republican leaders to
discuss how to keep the
Democratic majority from
unraveling the president's
budget-cutting blueprint on
the House floor.
Stockman said afterwards
that some committees are
not following the "letter or
spirit" of the blueprint as
they scramble to meet a Friday deadline to slash $35
billion from the budget for
fiscal 1992, which begins Oct.

1.

Republicans say they will
try to convince conservative
Democrats to join them on
the floor to substitute the
president's cuts for any
deviations backed by
Democratic leaders and approved by the Budget Committee.

June
Special

Mylanta
12 oz

$1
"

5 Blades

'
t---"IvekkkAAkA/44,/44vive4A,A4A
/
rev,'Ii`v-TA..1'.1\fni'vArl4"
Save Dollars
Even-Up
..
Not
t Tanning Blanket
Pennies
`30,When You Shop
lir Sugg. Retail
Byron's
*7.95

$299

4>
Tamponsi
$239
Avid\A/6AvA,
*

30's 4

We Can Easily
Transfer Your Refill
Prescription To

Byron's

We Honor
Travelers, Medimet,
Ky.Public Assistance
Prescriptions and
Workman's
Compensation

Open 9:00-9:00
Mon.-Sat.
and 1:00-6:00
Sundays

The Reach
Tooth Brush
Money Back
Guarantee

Prices And
Coupons Good
Thru June 17th

SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE—SAVE— SAV

